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1 Introduction

The right to freedom of opinion and expression is the individual's right to hold opinions, to change them, to express oneself, to seek and receive information and ideas of others, and to communicate without interference and by any means or tools. It is an important precondition to claim other human rights and arguably to participate in social life. The right to freedom of expression is enshrined in various international, national and regional human rights treaties and constitutions, including the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

Due to socio-technological developments in the last two decades, the use of new tools and in particular of the Internet has become increasingly important. Therefore, also the battlefield of expressions has shifted partly to the online sphere. In this respect, human rights defenders use online tools to document and disseminate information about human rights violations; activists use social media and other online communication tools to organise themselves, to share information and to inform the public, not least in the context of social revolutions. At the same time, freedom of expression online is heavily curtailed and violated in various countries around the world. Today, more bloggers are jailed worldwide than traditional journalists\(^1\).

The European Union has politically committed itself to the promotion and protection of human rights such as freedom of expression online and offline in its foreign policy. The latter includes both EU external relations with third countries\(^2\) and EU action in regional and multilateral fora. Moreover, the European Union has repeatedly proclaimed its conviction that freedom of expression is an inherent principle of democracy and that its promotion and protection online and offline is thus considered an essential element of democracy support within the framework of EU development cooperation. Consequently, EU foreign policies on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation are conceptually strongly interrelated.

---

1  Cf. Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) 2013a
2  Third countries are all countries which are not EU Member States.
The principal objective of this thesis is to demonstrate that freedom of expression is considered a conceptual priority of EU external human rights policies by individual EU actors. In this regard, it will be argued that EU foreign policy actors address the issue of freedom of expression on the Internet with increasing frequency. Moreover, existing EU foreign policy instruments which may be used to protect freedom of expression online in third countries in practice will be examined. In doing so, a specific operational EU development cooperation instrument on human rights will be further analysed: the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights.

---

3 The term 'external human rights protection' refers to EU actions on human rights in countries which are not EU Member States.
2 Scope and structure of the thesis

This thesis will discuss what relevance freedom of expression online has in EU foreign policy, focusing in particular on EU external relations with third countries and expressions of individual civil society actors. In doing so, discursive patterns of the EU’s political commitment to protect the rights of individuals to express themselves online will be analysed. It will be examined to which EU foreign policy discourses this commitment is related to and on which discursive determinants EU external human rights protection is based on. In a second step, operational instruments to protect freedom of expression online will be addressed. In this respect, it will be discussed whether the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights qualifies as an EU foreign policy tool to protect freedom of expression online in third countries on the ground.

Freedom of expression is a complex, far-reaching right including various conceptual dimensions, actors and aspects of communication. The focus of this thesis lies on EU support to actors who use the Internet as a tool to express their political opinions, especially in difficult and politically unstable surroundings, and who face intimidations, repression or attacks because of their expressions. This is because political expressions are particularly sensitive as they are often closely related to critical thinking, the claim or defence of human rights and to the control of power.

Section 3 outlines the methodology this examination is based on. Section 4 addresses legal and socio-political aspects of freedom of expression online as well as the European Union’s position on the applicability of human rights online. Section 5 is dedicated to the analysis of human rights protection in EU foreign policy and to the relevance of freedom of expression online within this field. Subsequently, EU foreign policy instruments and methods to protect freedom of expression online in third countries in practice will be addressed in Section 6. In this respect, it will be analysed how the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights may be used by EU foreign policy actors to contribute to the protection of freedom of expression online in third countries in practice.
3 Methodology

This thesis is based on the methodological approach of critical discourse analysis according to the scholar Siegfried Jäger. Critical discourse analysis is an interdisciplinary, qualitative and hermeneutic approach in social research. It includes elements of text linguistics, rhetoric, philosophy, social science and socio-psychology. It is a problem-oriented, self-reflective approach dedicated to the analysis of complex social relations including power relations, hierarchic patterns, discrimination and exclusion as manifested in language. The origins of critical discourse analysis can be traced back to the 1990s when a network of scholars engaged in the study of social phenomena, ideologies and power relations. Furthermore, the study of political institutions has gained importance within critical discourse analysis over time. The approach aims at the improvement of the understanding of social structures, the critique on them and the contribution to social changes. To do so, the researcher's own position, his or her specific research interests, the values the analysis is based on and the criteria of the analysis need to be made transparent. Within critical discourse analysis, the data collection process is handled in a flexible manner. New data can be acquired during the data collection process and as a result of analysed material. Moreover, it is important to highlight that there is not a single valid approach to critical discourse analysis, nor a universal definition of the term 'discourse'. Hence it is important that researchers clarify which scholar they rely on.  

Jäger relies on the theoretical framework of Foucault's discourse theory and has developed an approach to translating this theory into practical methods of analysis. In doing so, Jäger combines elements of discourse and dispositive analysis. Whereas discourse analysis focuses on patterns and social phenomena manifested in language, dispositive analysis concentrates also on non-linguistic elements and on social actors who perform as interconnectors between discourses and society as they perform discursive practices and contribute in return to the consolidation of discourses.  

---

4 Cf. Wodak/Meyer 2009
5 Cf. Wodak/Meyer 2009: 23-25
As mentioned above, definitions of the term discourse vary greatly. Jäger defines discourses as producers of social realities and at the same time as socio-cultural patterns of interpretation. These patterns shape the collective perception of time and space in a specific social context. Consequently, also time and space in which a specific discourse is located are constructed parameters.  

According to Jäger, social realities are constructed by individual actors who act in accordance with discursive patterns they are familiar with and which shape their own socio-cultural setting. These patterns are important elements for the shaping of identities and for the perception of categories such as normality and norms.

Due to the above mentioned characteristics and functionality of discursive patterns, discourses also play a crucial role in the structuring and consolidation of power relations. The constant repetition of the same discursive contents leads to the consolidation of specific knowledge. Therefore, actors who perform discursive patterns contribute also to the creation of knowledge. Jäger speaks in this respect of a 'power-knowledge-conglomeration' in which discourses are holders of knowledge. However, knowledge is not universal and is only valid within a specific historical and geographical context.

Jäger's approach is dedicated to the examination of the knowledge attached to a specific discourse as well as to the analysis of the effects of this knowledge on individual actors. The main objective is to study current socio-political topics and phenomena and to critique their discursive determinants. The particular critical element of this approach lies in the critical evaluation of its findings; thus, the approach goes beyond the demystification of discursive parameters; it also critiques them.

---

8 Cf. Jäger 2002: 38, 52  
9 Cf. Jäger 2002: 51  
10 Cf. Jäger 2002: 92f  
11 Cf. Jäger 2002: 151
Jäger highlights that it is necessary to limit the analysis to a specific, narrow time frame and to define a space of social interaction\textsuperscript{12}. Also the material of the analysis should be restricted as much as possible; additional material is only justifiable if it reveals additional findings with regard to the research question\textsuperscript{13}. Moreover, the focus on specific threads or phases of discourses helps to restrict the data corpus\textsuperscript{14}. Additionally, every researcher has to outline the limitations of his or her analysis, which are justified due to practical reasons. This procedure is important to avoid the impression that all aspects of a specific discourse have been analysed exhaustively by the researcher. Jäger further suggests to examine the academic state of the art of studies on the research question; existing studies might be valuable for one's own analysis and for identifying discourses in which the topic is located\textsuperscript{15}.

Jäger's approach focuses on the analysis of discursive patterns and statements as he considers statements the essence of each discourse. The accumulation of statements of the same content allows to identify specific priorities within a discourse. Moreover, various levels of content can be defined: institutional context, text genre, linguistic and rhetorical elements as well as underlying ideological determinants. With regard to the latter, issues such as concepts of social life, the approach to new technologies, the perception of norms, normality and truth as well as future expectations play an important role.\textsuperscript{16}

Jäger attaches great importance to the analysis of the discursive context of discourses or specific threads, in particular historical developments and interrelations with other discourses\textsuperscript{17}. According to Jäger, this embedment of discourses further allows to draw careful prospective conclusions from discourse analytical examinations on future developments. This is because discourses in general change slowly and do never stop abruptly or completely because of their social embedment and their interrelation with other discourses.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} Cf. Jäger 2012: 92f
\item \textsuperscript{13} Cf. Jäger 2002: 139
\item \textsuperscript{14} Cf. Jäger 2002: 94
\item \textsuperscript{15} Cf. Jäger 2002: 146
\item \textsuperscript{16} Cf. Jäger 2002: 95, 98, 108
\item \textsuperscript{17} Cf. Jäger 2002: 128
\item \textsuperscript{18} Cf. Jäger 2002: 142f
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Finally, Jäger outlines that his critical discourse analytical approach is a set of tools not universally valid, but one that can and should be developed and modified to fit specific analytical needs\(^{19}\). The subsequent chapter will explain how Jäger's set of tools has been used in the course of this research.

### 3.1 Discourse analysis as a tool to examine EU foreign policies on human right

The method of discourse analysis has been used by various scholars to discuss EU foreign policy issues. In this context, critical discourse analytical approaches served as tools to examine underlying parameters of EU foreign policy and to study the discursive determinants it is founded on. Moreover, it was used to analyse which identities and subjects were shaped by these discourses.\(^{20}\)

The approach of critical discourse analysis served further as a tool to study the interconnections between EU foreign policy and the creation of an EU identity of its own\(^{21}\). In this respect, the discursive construction of Self (not foreign) and Other (foreign) and the role these categories play in relation to specific topics and events was examined\(^{22}\).

Material on EU foreign policy that can be subject to critical discourse analysis can be of different types and sources; it might include foreign policy documents, working reports, official declarations, political speeches, parliamentary debates and interviews. Some of these text genres might be of restricted visibility and accessibility to the public.\(^{23}\) Nevertheless, they can be important elements of discourses as their content is transmitted to the public through the interaction of EU officials with society:

“[...] politicians are in constant interaction with society via various means such as the media and pressure groups, leading to the constant (re)articulation of their discourses in various settings where exposure to a wider audience is possible.”\(^{24}\)

---

\(^{19}\) Cf. Jäger 2002: 19  
\(^{20}\) Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 2  
\(^{21}\) Cf, Diez 2013: 3  
\(^{22}\) Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 3, 5  
\(^{23}\) Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 7  
\(^{24}\) Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 7
Articulations of individual EU actors have to be considered elements of broader strategies and of the struggles between individual actors shaping these strategies. In this respect, discourse analysis has also an explanatory function with regard to policies. This is because discourses are the framework of political articulations and consist of practices which again consolidate discourses:

“[...] discourse both provides a constitutive context for political articulations (leading to the question of how this context works in constituting meaningful practices) and consists of articulatory practices that re-produce but also re-shape this context (leading to the question of how the struggles in the process of this reproduction have an impact on the overall discourse).”

The development of discourses presumes the existence of a common public in which these discourses operate. Therefore, the existence of EU discourses presupposes a 'European public'. However, it is questionable if a European public of its own (apart from the public of individual EU Member States) exists at all. It has been argued that the European public is an original one, a *sui generis* one, which is based on the common adherence to specific democratic, individualistic, egalitarian values and normative principles as well as to the self-critical examination of these values and norms. In the opinion of the author, the existence of the above mentioned common values and norms and in particular the element of self-reflectiveness is highly debatable. Nevertheless, the author follows the view that it is justifiable to assume that a European public exists (even though its specific form and elements are debatable) which in return allows for the development of EU discourses.

As outlined above, the critical discourse analytical approach according to Jäger is the methodological basis for this thesis. However, this thesis faces various limitations and is not considered an exhaustive analysis of the research question by the author, nor a finalised discourse analysis. It is a first step towards the identification of discursive patterns and statements and the determination of involved actors. For the purpose of this thesis, discourse is defined as a complexity of patterns of explanation.

25 Cf. Diez 2013: 6
26 Cf. Diez 2013: 2
27 Diez 2013: 3
28 Cf. Peters 2007a: 368f
which are articulated and repeated by individual actors. These actors offer constructed patterns of interpretation and function at the same time as producers of social realities through the manifestation of constructed knowledge. These discursive patterns are mainly expressed through statements and actions which are the essence of the discourse.

The analysis will be restricted to the political level of EU discursive patterns on external human rights protection\textsuperscript{29}. The main topic in this respect will be freedom of expression and more precisely freedom of expression online. It is important to clarify that the discourse community\textsuperscript{30} of this analysis will be the European Union, including its institutions, individual Member States and citizens. Therefore, also the space of social interaction will be the EU but not necessarily in a geographical sense; linguistic discourses shaped by EU actors are not tied to a specific location but have to be considered on a more abstract level.

The European Union's foreign policy structure and the allocation of specific competences are highly complex and include various individual actors. In this respect, the analysis of EU foreign policy discourses includes the identification of individual actors and their patterns of explanation and action in order to understand how these actors in return influence discourses. It might appear that individual EU institutions and actors considerably influence the development of specific EU foreign policy discourses considerably and that EU foreign policy discourses result from these interactions.\textsuperscript{31}

With regard to the topic of this thesis, it is not feasible to analyse the role of each individual EU foreign policy actor in EU external human rights protection and with regard to freedom of expression online. First, the most important EU foreign policy actors with regard to the topic of this thesis were included in the examination. The

\textsuperscript{29} Jäger differentiates between various levels of discourses: the level of politics, media, academics, everyday life, education, etc. The levels mainly refer to the abstract place where social interactions take place. These levels mutually influence each other and are, thus, strongly interdependent; see Jäger 2002: 83f

\textsuperscript{30} Jäger defines 'discourse community' as a group of social actors with a specific common political, ideological position within a discourse who again influence the discourse in order to reach specific ideological aims; see Jäger 2002: 85

\textsuperscript{31} Cf. Aydın-Düzgit 2013: 9
selected actors are mainly in charge of the planning and implementation of EU human rights policies in third countries, which explains their relevance for this thesis. Actors include the EU High Representative, who is entitled to represent the EU externally and to deliver statements on its behalf, the European Commission and more specifically the Commission’s Directorate-General for Development and Cooperation – EuropeAid (DG DEVCO), who is in general in charge of human rights issues in the Commission, and the European External Action Service, who plays an important role in the implementation of EU external human rights policies in third countries. In the last section, the focus of the analysis will lie on one specific EU foreign policy instrument, namely the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights. This operational instrument is mainly managed by the European Commission which can arguably be considered a “key player” in EU foreign policy.\footnote{Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 9}

This thesis focuses on the time frame from 2009 onwards. This is because the legal framework of EU foreign policy was considerably reshaped when the Lisbon Treaty entered into force on 1 December 2009.\footnote{Cf. Furness 2010: 1} Respective changes had arguably a considerable influence on the Union’s framework of external human rights protection which is why this discursive event\footnote{According to Jäger, discursive events are events which gain a high level of media attendance and which change or shape the development of a discourse or at least of a specific thread; see Jäger 2002: 82} was chosen as starting point for the examination. In the course of the analysis, various discourse fragments will be examined. These include text genres such as treaty provisions, foreign policy documents, working reports, official declarations and political speeches of EU representatives as well as interviews with EU officials. Also the state-of-the-art of academic literature on the topic was studied and partly included in the examination. The data collection process was handled in a flexible and reciprocal manner. Consequently, additional material has been generated also on the basis of previously analysed material. Furthermore, a content-oriented rather than a linguistic approach was followed in the analysis.\footnote{Cf. Wodak/Meyer 2009: 28}

Due to practical reasons, it is not feasible to analyse EU foreign policy discourses which are closely interrelated to EU external human rights policies in more detail in this thesis. For the same reasons, it is not possible to extend the analysis to other

\footnote{Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 9}

\footnote{Cf. Furness 2010: 1}

\footnote{According to Jäger, discursive events are events which gain a high level of media attendance and which change or shape the development of a discourse or at least of a specific thread; see Jäger 2002: 82}

\footnote{Cf. Wodak/Meyer 2009: 28}
discursive levels than the political one, nor to the analysis of their interconnections. Despite these limitations, it might be a first step towards the examination of discursive patterns of EU external human rights protection on freedom of expression online.36

Finally, the author's own position and research interests should be clarified. The author's academic background is related to her studies of law and international relations. The latter are based on an interdisciplinary approach focussing on the development of critical analytical and synthesising skills. The author was born and raised in Central Europe where liberal democratic norms and values can arguably be considered predominant. This is also why the author's own moral concept is strongly based on parameters such as democracy and human rights. However, the author does neither claim the universality and superiority of these norms nor that they are based on universal definitions. It is the opinion of the author that these values and norms should be criticised in a constructive way. Moreover, the examination and the improvement of local, national, European and international human rights protection mechanisms is of particular interest to the author.

3.2 Analysed text genres on the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights

The last section of this thesis focuses on the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights and how it can function as a tool to protect freedom of expression online in EU external relations with third countries. The analysis is mainly based on three different sources of information which have been examined according to the discourse analytical approach of Jäger.

First, EU legal regulations and foreign policy documents were evaluated to determine the conceptual relevance of freedom of expression online within the framework of the EIDHR. Secondly, two studies carried out by independent institutions to evaluate specific areas of EU support under the EIDHR scheme were examined to study

36 The exhaustive analysis of discourses and their interrelations within a specific discursive community is arguably impossible. However, this does not diminish the importance of discourse analysis to serve as a tool to deconstruct realities and explain articulations, practices and policies.
specific patterns of action of the instrument, its functioning and its limitations. And thirdly, expert interviews with representatives of EU institutions and NGOs working in the field of freedom of expression and whose projects are partly funded under the EIDHR budget, were conducted to collect additional information and to identify specific patterns of explanation (see also Chapter 6.1.).

The interviews were conducted with employees of the European Commission and the European External Action Service. Moreover, representatives of the two NGOs Reporters Without Borders and Front Line Defenders were interviewed. All interviews were conducted in Bruxelles in February 2014. The interviews were semi-structured; the interview guides were adapted during and as a result of the conversation in order to maintain the flow of information and to generate additional information according to the knowledge of the interviewees. The interviews were recorded and transcribed afterwards. As this analysis follows a content-based approach rather than a linguistic approach, the exact wording of the conversations has to some extent been slightly modified to make the transcript more readable in terms of incomplete sentences, grammar and other linguistic errors. Moreover, the transcripts attached to this thesis are modified versions of the original transcripts: the modifications result from the revision of the transcripts after they had been sent to the interviewees for approval. Some phrases of the original transcripts had to be deleted at request of some interviewees.

37 The names of all interviewees have been changed on grounds of personal protection needs. Following, all names of interviewees used in this thesis are imaginary and do not relate to any real person.
4 Freedom of expression on the Internet

4.1 Outline of the chapter

In Chapter 4, the applicability of the right to freedom of expression in the online sphere will be discussed. In doing so, the meaning and scope of freedom of expression will first be analysed. Secondly, it will be debated whether the Internet qualifies as a tool to express opinions and to contribute to the realisation of human rights. In a next step, the international legal foundation of the right to freedom of expression online will be evaluated. Finally, the European Union's position on the application of human rights online and its political commitment to promote and protect freedom of expression online will be examined.

4.2 The right to freedom of expression

Freedom of expression is protected by various international, regional and national legal conventions and constitutions. Most importantly for this thesis, it is protected by Article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (the Charter) but also by Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), by Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) as well as by Article 10 of the Council of Europe's Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (also European Convention on Human Rights: ECHR).³⁸

In order to better understand the legal foundations of the right to freedom of expression, it might be valuable to briefly examine the context and the developments which influenced its legal foundation. The oldest of the above mentioned legal texts is the UDHR which was instituted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948³⁹. This declaration was created in a specific historic and socio-political context, namely

---

³⁸ The reason why also legal texts from regional and international bodies which do not form part of the European Union's legal *acquis communautaire* play an important role in the analysis of the Union's engagement in the protection of human rights will be discussed further in Section 5 of this thesis.

³⁹ Cf. Gearon 2006: 115
“[...] the extreme denigration of freedoms by totalitarianism and the violence of two world wars.”\textsuperscript{40} The legal codification of human rights was argued to be a “corrective to political extremism”\textsuperscript{41} and an attempt to establish universal moral principles and norms\textsuperscript{42}. In this context, the ability to criticise, whomever, was argued to be an inherent principle of democratic society and well-functioning, peaceful governance\textsuperscript{43}.

Today, it is widely recognised that the access to information and its free flow are essential elements in a well-functioning democracy, fostering public debate and serving as a check of democratic power\textsuperscript{44}. In order to participate in society and to live up to democratic principles, it is arguably necessary to share views, to debate and to access information: “The full concept of citizenship presupposes an informed and participant body of citizens.”\textsuperscript{45} It is also important to note that the creation of the United Nations and its Charter arguably turned human rights into an international matter which is why human rights are no longer an exclusive competence of sovereign states\textsuperscript{46}.

The UDHR which itself is not legally binding (or at least not enforceable) has strongly inspired the legal foundation of freedom of expression in conventions and national constitutions\textsuperscript{47}. Furthermore, the specific content and meaning of freedom of expression was influenced by various resolutions, declarations, comments, reports as well as the jurisprudence of international, regional and national bodies, which is also the reason why there are different formulations and levels of protection\textsuperscript{48}. Its specific scope is thus closely related “[...] to the manner, context, conditions and time of its articulations [...]”\textsuperscript{49}.

However, the fact that freedom of expression is enshrined in numerous legal texts does not necessarily mean that it is observed and protected in practice, or that these

\textsuperscript{40} Gearon 2006: 115
\textsuperscript{41} Gearon 2006: 115
\textsuperscript{42} Cf. Gearon 2006: 115
\textsuperscript{43} Cf. Gearon 2006: 123, 130
\textsuperscript{44} Cf. Etling et al. 2010: 3
\textsuperscript{45} Conley/Patterson 2000: 218f
\textsuperscript{46} Cf. Gets 2002: 64
\textsuperscript{47} Cf. Tretter 2013: 26
\textsuperscript{48} Cf. Tretter 2013: 27
\textsuperscript{49} Gearon 2006: 142
texts are easily or even at all enforceable. Obstacles can also occur when freedom of expression is balanced with other interests and rights. In this respect, restrictions on grounds of national security and the fight against terrorism or extremism may lead to the fact that human rights are strongly compromised, often unlawfully. This is demonstrated by the case of Edward Snowden which will be discussed later on in this thesis; conflicting interests may result in grave limitations, restrictions or even violations of freedom of expression. Another practical challenge is that not all countries in which freedom of expression is violated in practice have national legal rules or practices in place to protect freedom of expression. Sometimes, laws or practices even penalise individuals for exercising their right to freedom of expression.

4.2.1 The scope of freedom of expression

For the analysis of the EU's commitment to protect freedom of expression online in its external relations, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union is of particular relevance. The Charter forms part of the EU's legal foundations and protects the right to freedom of expression and information in Article 11:

*Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers*.

Basically, freedom of expression includes the right to form, hold and express an opinion; to communicate it; to impart and receive information; through any means of expression; and by any form such as written, verbal, pictorial, by sound or by conduct. Therefore, the whole process of getting informed is legally protected.

Subsequently, Article 11 (2) states: *The freedom and pluralism of the media shall be respected*. This is because the independence and the diversity of the media is an

50 Cf. Gets 2002: 162
52 Cf. Tretter 2013: 28
53 Cf. Bernsdorf 2011: 249
important precondition to exercise the right to freedom of expression. Moreover, the level of press freedom is often a very accurate and visible manifestation of the compliance with the right to freedom of expression in a country. Additionally, free access to information and the media can serve as a watchdog over political power.

Within the Charter, freedom of expression is constituted as an individual right meaning that every human being has the right to express him- or herself freely. This concept is based on an equality-based approach whereupon freedom of speech is a precondition for intellectual self-development and self-fulfilment.

However, it can also be argued that freedom of expression is a precondition for the participation in a democratic society and thus for democracy itself. From this point of view, the right to freedom of expression is “[…] inherent in the very concept of rule by the people.” This is because the free flow of information and the participation in public debates is necessary to organise society and to control power. Therefore, freedom of expression is arguably closely related to the concept of popular sovereignty and representative democracy in which law and politics are reasonable means to organise social order.

It is important to realise that the concept of democracy itself is a highly normative concept based on liberal values such as freedom, equality and justice. Furthermore, it is not universally recognised that freedom of expression is a precondition for democracy. To further debate on the concept of democracy and its theoretic foundations would go beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it must be pointed out that the right to freedom of expression is based on specific theoretical, socio-political, cultural assumptions which are more often than not claimed to be universal. For the following parts of this thesis, this important aspect should be kept in mind:
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“Rights are a form of discourse, a way of thinking about the needs of social order and human liberty in the context of a changing world.”

### 4.2.2 Interrelatedness of freedom of expression with other human rights

Freedom of expression plays a central role in the protection and the enjoyment of other human rights such as the right to freedom of religion or belief and the right to freedom of assembly and association. This is because the ability to express oneself, to communicate ideas, opinions and claims and to make them understandable for others is a precondition for the enjoyment of other rights. Furthermore, it is not easy to draw a clear line between specific human rights. Some rights are overlapping and boundaries thus often blurred. Consequently, clear distinctions are neither possible nor useful. To give one example, the right to freedom of religion includes the right to express religious beliefs. However, this process is also protected under the right to freedom of expression, which protects not only religious statements but all kinds of ideas. Freedom of religion or belief is thus a special form of the right to freedom of opinion and expression. These two rights are closely interrelated and cannot be separated.

Even though freedom of expression can be related to or can even be a precondition for the realisation of other rights, it can also be in conflict with them. Whenever human rights appear to conflict with each other, interests have to be balanced. This process might justify restrictions on certain conditions and in specific cases. Also expressions which interfere with the interests, rights and freedoms of others have to be balanced as freedom of expression is no absolute right. The ICCPR provides for internationally recognised standards for legitimate restrictions of freedom of expression; these require a legitimate purpose, a legal basis and the proportionality.
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of restrictions\(^69\). Also the Charter reflects these specific conditions for legitimate limitations in Article 52:

*Any limitation on the exercise of the rights and freedoms recognised by this Charter must be provided for by law and respect the essence of those rights and freedoms. Subject to the principle of proportionality, limitations may be made only if they are necessary and genuinely meet objectives of general interest recognised by the Union or the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others\(^70\).*

The justification of restrictions is a highly subjective issue and often dependent on the socio-political and historical context of the articulation of an expression\(^71\). There might be varying interpretations with regard to legitimate purposes, predominant interests or the necessary degree of interference, leading to differences in the application of human rights and the assessment of the legitimacy of restrictions. It is also important to note that restrictions or violations of freedom of expression might occur in various forms such as censorship, encouragement of self-censorship, institutional or social constraints, lack of access to information, criminal and civil sanctions or even violence\(^72\).

The United Nations Special Rapporteur of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, Frank La Rue, emphasised in his report to the United Nations Human Rights Council in 2011 “[…] that the full guarantee of the right to freedom of expression must be the norm, and any limitation considered as an exception, and that this principle should never be reversed.”\(^73\)

The Special Rapporteur further declared that restrictions must pass a three-part, cumulative test to be considered lawful. First, they must be provided by law in order to fulfil the principle of predictability and transparency. Secondly, restrictions have to pursue one of the following purposes: to protect the rights or reputations of others;  
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\(^{69}\) Cf. Berger 2013: 133  
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national security, public order, public health or morals. Thirdly, limitations must be necessary and the least restrictive means to achieve the pursued purpose; principles of necessity and proportionality. 74

In the academic field of human rights law, this test is an internationally recognised standard to assess the lawfulness of restrictions of freedom of expression. As shown above, also Article 52 of the Charter corresponds to these conditions.

However, this theoretical test leaves considerable scope for interpretation and also misuse. In this respect, national security interests have gained practical importance in the last decade and in particular after the attack of the World Trade Centre in New York on 9 September 2001. Human rights have been increasingly restricted on grounds of national security and the alleged fight against terrorism, not only in the US but also in other countries around the world and in the EU75. Moreover, the fight against organised crime and crime prevention is extensively used to restrict human rights. In this context, in particular the rights to privacy and data protection, which is in return closely related to the right to freedom of expression, have been increasingly compromised. With or without legal permission, personal data are stored and analysed on a large scale, expressions are collected and analysed with regard to underlying motives and targeted information, competences of national security actors are being extended; a lot of these developments interfere with human rights and have resulted in limitations or violations of freedom of expression.

Also the EU has received critical feedback with regard to unlawful interferences with human rights guaranteed in the Charter, lately in the context of the negotiations with the US to establish a transatlantic trade and investment partnership (TTIP). It has been criticised that human rights standards are threatened to be lowered at the expense of economic interests if the EU signs the agreement in the present version. Moreover, EU actors themselves do not always comply with their human rights obligations. In April this year, the Court of Justice of the European Union declared the Data Retention Directive (a legal act adopted on the Union level requiring providers of publicly available electronic communications services or public communication networks to retain certain data such as traffic and location data in order to be used by

74 Cf. La Rue 2011: 19
75 Cf. La Rue 2013:15 and Wright 2000: 200f
the state to combat and prevent crime) to be invalid as fundamental rights contained in the Charter are compromised disproportionately. The Court stated that: “[...] by requiring the retention of those data and by allowing the competent national authorities to access those data, the directive interferes in a particularly serious manner with the fundamental rights to respect for private life and to the protection of personal data.” The Court also concluded that: “[...] the EU legislature has exceeded the limits imposed by compliance with the principle of proportionality[...].” The Court did not argue that the retention of such personal data is unlawful in general. Crime prevention and national security might be a legitimate purpose to restrict human rights such as the right to privacy, data protection or freedom of expression. However, the Data Retention Directive violated human rights contained in the Charter as their restrictions were disproportionate. In this case, the EU legislature failed to balance specific human rights with conflicting interests such as public security.

4.3 The Internet as a means of expression

4.3.1 Definition, data and statistics

In order to debate the Internet's potential to serve as a means of expression, it is necessary to define the term: “The Internet, put simply, can be defined as a global pool of information and services, accessible locally through individual computer stations that are each part of a global system of interconnected computer networks.”

The origins of the Internet can be traced back to the late 1960s when the United States developed a system to exchange military information. Its military purpose is the explanation for the Internet's decentralised structure as it was designed as a communications system to be resistant to involuntary interferences. In the 1980s,
the Internet started to be used also for non-military purposes, in particular in the academic and commercial field\(^{81}\). Due to the rapid technological developments, leading in particular to an increase in processing and storing power as well as data transmission abilities\(^{82}\), the Internet could be accessed by the public and for private purposes by the 1990s\(^{83}\). Since the late 1990s, various forms of online information and telecommunication technologies and software providing for an easy access and usage of the Internet have been developed\(^{84,85}\). It is important to further note that the Internet is not equivalent with the so called “World Wide Web”; the latter is composed of numerous single documents in the form of websites which are all subject to the same encoding system (or protocol) and can therefore be accessed directly through online addresses on the Internet\(^{86}\).

According to the 2011 report of the United Nations Special Rapporteur of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, the total number of Internet users worldwide has reached over two billions by now\(^{87}\). According to the statistics of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the United Nations specialised agency for information and telecommunication technologies, 38% of all households worldwide were connected to the Internet in 2012 – compared to only 14% about ten years ago\(^{88}\). Moreover, the percentage of individuals using the Internet worldwide amounted to 36% in 2012\(^{89}\). However, it is important to note that the access to the Internet is unequally distributed, socially, regionally and geographically\(^{90}\). To give an example, in 2012, only 14% of individuals were using the Internet in Africa, whereas 71% were using it in Europe\(^{91,92}\). Moreover, “[...] it is estimated that four out of five inhabitants from developing countries still remain offline (ITU 2010).”\(^{93}\)

\(^{81}\) Cf. Gets 2002: 30f
\(^{82}\) Cf. Gets 2002: 31
\(^{83}\) Cf. Halpin et al. 2000: 6
\(^{84}\) Including open source and open publishing possibilities
\(^{85}\) Cf. Wimmer 2007: 215
\(^{86}\) Cf. Gets 2002: 38
\(^{87}\) Cf. La Rue 2011: 4
\(^{88}\) Cf. ITU 2013
\(^{89}\) Cf. ITU 2013a
\(^{90}\) Cf. Axworthy 2000: 19
\(^{91}\) Arab States: 34%, Asia and Pacific: 29%, The Americas 57%
\(^{92}\) Cf. ITU 2013
\(^{93}\) Dutton et al. 2011: 57
Even though statistics on the use of the Internet have to be read with caution, the above number at least indicates the Internet's unequal distribution around the world.

Illustration 1: Individuals using the Internet (%). Source: International Telecommunication Union 2013

4.3.2 Characteristics and features of the Internet

The Internet enables users to receive information, to share and to comment on opinions and to impart information. This relatively new interactive form of communication has arguably changed the media on a qualitative level\textsuperscript{94}. There is no longer a clear distinction between writers and readers, meaning between producers and consumers of information\textsuperscript{95}. Therefore, the relationship of information dependency has arguably changed through the Internet, allowing also for a “bottom-

\textsuperscript{94} Cf. Leggewie/Bieber 2004: 14
\textsuperscript{95} Cf. Conley/Patterson 2000: 221
up flow of information”\textsuperscript{96}. Dissemination of information can be achieved more quickly and in a cheaper and decentralised manner\textsuperscript{97}. This is also why the Internet has the potential to serve as a watchdog over the production of information; however, this potential is not necessarily used by the majority of its users\textsuperscript{98}.

Moreover, the qualification of information as a good has arguably changed its relevance in everyday life. Today, information is largely considered an important resource, being a factor of production, a consumer good and a tool of control and regulation. In this context, new media such as the Internet play a crucial role in granting access to information and thus to an important resource.\textsuperscript{99} Moreover, the Internet opens up possibilities for non-state actors to receive information from alternative sources apart from conventional mass media\textsuperscript{100}. Another important aspect is that the Internet is not limited by national boundaries. Therefore, a broader audience can be reached and interests and actions can be coordinated, which is why the Internet can be used to link domestic and international discourses\textsuperscript{101}.

At an early stage of the dissemination of the Internet, some expected the Internet to displace traditional mass media\textsuperscript{102}. However, until now, this has not been proved true. Even though the Internet allows for a relatively broad participation, it remains so far only an “additional layer of communication”\textsuperscript{103}.

4.3.3 The new battlefield of freedom of expression

All means of expression are protected under the right to freedom of expression, including the Internet. However, freedom of expression online is curtailed and violated in numerous countries around the globe.
According to a triannual study conducted by the organisation Freedom House, global Internet freedom is declining consistently. In the last year, developments in 60 countries were assessed by 70 mainly local researchers between May 2012 and April 2013. According to the study, three main trends were identified: there is a strong proliferation of regulations restricting online speech; there is a remarkable rise of arrests of individuals who pose critical content online; and online surveillance measures are used increasingly. In 34 out of 60 countries Internet freedom deteriorated during the observation period, mainly because of restrictions of freedom of expression on security grounds. Moreover, the study identified the ten most commonly used types of Internet control: blocking and filtering; cyber attacks against regime critics; new laws on political or religious speech online (and respective arrests); manipulation of online discussions by paid government commentators; physical attacks and murder to punish those who disseminate critical content online; online surveillance measures; takedown requests and forced deletion of content; blanket blocking of social media and other ICT platforms; pressure on intermediaries; throttling or shutting down of Internet and mobile services.\(^\text{104}\)

In particular the negative trend towards the criminalisation of critical political speech was considered extremely alarming; in 28 out of 60 countries, online activists were arrested or imprisoned on the basis of laws restricting online speech and in 26 out of 60 countries, physical attacks and cases of murder of online activists were reported\(^\text{105}\). At the same time, one positive development was identified: there are a growing number of online users who are aware of their right to freedom of expression online: “Although threats to internet freedom have continued to grow, the study’s findings also reveal a significant uptick in citizen activism online. […] [T]here is a rising public consciousness about internet freedom and freedom of expression issues.”\(^\text{106}\)

It has already been argued that freedom of expression is an important precondition to protect human rights and document respective violations. In this relation, it has been highlighted that some Internet users who express themselves online can be

\(^{104}\) Cf. Kelly 2013: 1-7
\(^{105}\) Cf. Kelly 2013: 4f, 10
\(^{106}\) Kelly 2013: 12
considered journalists who seek and document facts which are of public interest and disseminate their findings to the public. However, as respective findings might be critical on existing structures and power relations, journalists often face particular risk: “And it is this particular journalistic exercise of freedom of expression that so often attracts special attention in the form of attacks on press freedom.”

In 2008, the NGO Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) concluded in its annual report that for the first time since the Committee's records started, online journalists made up the largest group of journalists. It was further stated that: “[...] more Internet journalists are jailed worldwide today than journalists working in any other medium. [...] [T]he Committee to Protect Journalists found that 45 percent of all media workers jailed worldwide are bloggers, Web-based reporters, or online editors.”

Illustration 2: Imprisonments by media. Source: Committe to Protect Journalists 2008

CPJ clarified that the organisation's definition of online journalism is based on the requisition to disseminate content which is journalistic in nature: “In general, CPJ
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looks to see whether the content is reportorial or fact-based commentary. In a repressive society where the traditional media is restricted, CPJ takes an inclusive approach to work that is produced online.”\textsuperscript{110}

According to CPJ’s records, at least 56 out of 125 jailed journalists worldwide were online journalists in 2008. The first case of imprisonment of an online writer reported to CPJ was in 1997, since then, the number has increased steadily.\textsuperscript{111} In 2013, at least 211 journalists were jailed worldwide according to CPJ records; already more than half of them were online writers\textsuperscript{112}.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Illustration 3: Number of journalists in prison each year since 1998. Source: Committee to Protect Journalists 2008}
\end{center}

Another worrying trend outlined by CPJ in the 2008 annual report was the rapidly growing number of arrests of freelance journalists whereat most of them work online. Due to their freelance activity, they often lack legal resources or political connections to effectively protect their right to freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{113}

Moreover, CPJ released a special report on the role of journalists in political unrest reporting in 2011, in which it stated that online writers increasingly engage in frontline reporting whereas freelance journalists compose nearly one third of them. It was reported that at least 43 journalists were killed in 2011; nearly 40 percent of them
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died while they were reporting on violent confrontations between authorities and protesters in the Arab world\textsuperscript{114}. CPJ clarified that a death is considered work-related by the organisation when: "[...] its staff is reasonably certain that a journalist was killed in direct reprisal for his or her work; in crossfire; or while carrying out a dangerous assignment."\textsuperscript{115}

Additionally, CPJ found that the majority of imprisoned journalists faced charges such as subversion, revelation of state secrets and acting against national interests - more than 10 percent did not face any formal charges at all. However, in the majority of these cases, charges could not be proved to be true and were mainly imposed to target online activists’ critical work.\textsuperscript{116}

Due to repressions, intimidations, violent attacks and arrests - or respective threats -, a growing number of journalists including online writers is forced to exile. According to CPJ records, between June 2008 and May 2013, more than 450 journalists were forced to leave their country. Only one fifth of them was able to continue his or her work abroad and merely 7 percent were able to return back home. Furthermore, CPJ reported that 5 out of 11 countries to which journalists most commonly flee are European states, namely France, Sweden, United Kingdom, Norway and Germany.\textsuperscript{117}

**4.3.4 Excursion: Internet political activism and democratic effects of the Internet**

Due to the above described characteristics and features of the Internet, including interactivity, decentralisation, pooling of interests and cross-border participation, it has been argued that the Internet is a tool for a new form of political activism\textsuperscript{118}. It has further been argued that the Internet is a “counter-public”\textsuperscript{119} to traditional, dominant
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ways of communication, which allows expressing thoughts on collectively experienced marginalisation and social exclusion\textsuperscript{120}. However, it should be emphasised that counter-public spheres do not necessarily serve democratic targets\textsuperscript{121}. Moreover, it would be unsophisticated to presume that the Internet is mainly used for political purposes rather than for entertainment or private communications\textsuperscript{122}.

However, for the scope of this analysis, the use of the Internet to express political thoughts is of particular relevance. Moreover, this thesis focuses on the Internet as a means of expression and a sphere where expressions are shared and exchanged. It is not within the scope of this thesis to examine whether the Internet has the potential to function as an activator or catalyst of social movements or democratic effects. The existence of an inherent democratic potential was studied by various scholars in the last decade. In particular the so-called “Arab Spring” provoked the question which role the Internet and online communications tools play in the context of political unrest and social movements. Words like “Twitter-”, “Facebook-” and “Social Media- Revolution” indicate the assumption that online tools and social media networks may even cause socio-political changes or at least play an important role in the mobilisation of citizens. It has further been argued that the shut-down of the Internet by government authorities in the “Arab Spring” has even increased the use of these tools\textsuperscript{123}. In this respect it seems interesting to take a closer look at the ITU statistics on the use of the Internet worldwide\textsuperscript{124}. In 2012, more than 44\% of individuals were using the Internet in Egypt and more than 41\% in Tunisia - which is high above the mentioned worldwide average of 36\%. Only five years ago, the rates of both countries were far below the average. In Iran, 26\% of individuals were using the Internet in 2012. This is below the worldwide average but in comparison to 11\% in 2009, it is a remarkable rise\textsuperscript{125}. In Syria, not even one half of one percent of Syrians
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\textsuperscript{125} In 2009, political protests started in Iran after the Iranian presidential elections; protestors demanded the removal of president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad due to the alleged forgery of the election results – cf. CNN 2009.
was using the Internet in 2001. This number rose to about 24% after the “Damascus Spring”\(^{126}\)\(^{127}\).

It is important to note that the data on the percentage of individuals using the Internet does not correspond to the data on fixed (wired) Internet subscriptions per 100 inhabitants. For example in Egypt, not even 3 out of 100 inhabitants had a fixed (wired) Internet subscription in 2011 – even though the percentage of Internet users was above worldwide average. In Tunisia, the number of subscriptions has increased since 2008; nearly 6 out of 100 inhabitants had a subscription by 2011. In Iran, the number of subscriptions has increased since 1998 and amounted up to 7 out of 100 inhabitants in 2011. In Syria, no data has been available since 2010, when nearly 5 out of 100 inhabitants had Internet access at home.\(^{128}\)

However, it would be highly presumptuous to argue that these statistics allow drawing any conclusions with regard to the Internet's political potential and possible democratic effects. This is because the above statistics are solely quantitative data and a much more detailed and cautious analysis of the quantitative data and possible correlating determinants would be necessary to study possible democratic effects of the Internet. Moreover, it might even be too early to determine whether the protests in the “Arab Spring” have caused lasting socio-political, democratic changes\(^{129}\).

In the last decade, various studies were conducted to analyse potential democratic effects of the Internet. It appears that the studies' conclusions largely depend on their chosen definition of democracy\(^{130}\). There are various concepts of democracy, reaching from liberal democratic theories to post-structuralist conceptions of power\(^{131}\). Moreover, there are different definitions of social change and how it can be measured\(^{132}\).

\(^{126}\) In 2000, the Syrian president Bashar al-Assad was elected; at the end of 2001, the so called “Damascus Spring”, which was perceived by the Syrian people as a sign for hope for social change, has been forcefully ended by the governments forces – cf. George 2003: 56-58 and U.S. Department of State (no date).
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The researcher Jacob Groshek (2009) quantitatively studied the democratic effects of the Internet in 152 countries between 1994 (the public launch of the Internet) and 2003. Groshek defined democracy according to the Polity IV database, referring to certain political rights, the functioning of institutional checks and balances, and civil freedoms. The variable Internet diffusion was defined as the number of Internet users per 100 inhabitants. Groshek came to the conclusion that the Internet is only one determinant of democratic effects in addition to time, region and the preexisting level of socio-political instability in a country. One of the main findings was however that a higher level of Internet diffusion and stronger democratic effects could be observed in countries which were considered democratic already at the beginning of the study. On the other hand, the Internet was considered unlikely to have remarkable effects on democratic structures in previously rather undemocratic countries.\(^{133}\)

Another study was conducted by Shanthi Kalathil and Taylor Boas (2003) to examine the impact of the Internet on authoritarian regimes\(^{134}\). Their main conclusion was: “The issue of the Internet's impact on authoritarian regimes is a subset of the larger question of ICT [information and communications technology] use in developing country politics.”\(^{135}\) According to the study, in particular the use of the Internet by all relevant actors, the national context and the government's impact on the Internet are determinants of potential effects. It has also been found that central governments play a major role in the development and the control of the media in authoritarian regimes in most cases. Furthermore, the researchers warned against the oversimplification that the Internet's use necessarily challenges undemocratic structures.\(^{136}\)

Yet another quantitative study was conducted by the two researchers Michael Best and Keegan Wade (2005) on the correlation between Internet penetration and the level of democratisation. They came to the conclusion that there is no single explanation on the Internet's effects on democracy. Due to the researchers, in
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general, the Internet has a positive effect on democracy; however, democratic effects are also subject to other and in particular regional variables.\textsuperscript{137, 138}

However, there are also far more sceptical views on the suitability of qualitative data on Internet usage to explain democratic effects of the Internet. The positive quantitative connection between the use of the Internet and the political participation of people does not necessarily prove any causal link\textsuperscript{139}. This is because people who are politically interested also use other sources of information in addition to the Internet to receive information. According to this theory, the Internet does not have any significant effects on the knowledge and political behavior of these actors.\textsuperscript{140}

From the above excursion the cautious conclusion can be drawn that it is highly debatable whether the Internet has an inherent democratic potential and can perform as an activator or catalyst of social change. In the opinion of the author, there is no such inherent potential and the Internet can be used to support as well as to hinder democratic interests and effects, depending mainly on individual users and their specific interests.

### 4.3.5 The Internet as a means to protect human rights

Freedom of expression is an important precondition for the defence of other human rights which includes speaking up for one's own rights or the rights of others and informing about human rights violations: “[...] a fundamental part of the job of all human rights activists is to inform others about human rights violations – and the Internet makes this much easier.”\textsuperscript{141}

There are numerous benefits of the Internet which can be used to contribute to the promotion and protection of human rights. It might facilitate the access to information,

\textsuperscript{137} It has been found that the Internet penetration rate did not correlate significantly with democratic parameters in particular in Asia and the Middle East.
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\textsuperscript{141} Kathi-Lacabe/Lacabe 2000: 67
allow reaching out to a broader audience and allocating resources, save costs (in particular with regard to the distribution of information) and it might speed up the planning and coordination of actions as well as the creation of a supportive network. In particular in authoritarian regimes, where the access to information is often heavily restricted, alternative sources of information such as online fora, blogs or websites can play a crucial role in the mobilisation of people.

Nevertheless, the role of the Internet as a means to protect human rights should not be overemphasised. Information on the Internet might be the basis of actions to fight against human rights violations but decisions to act have to be taken by real people: “There is no question that access to information is a precondition for the human rights struggle and that the Net is a great advantage in this regard. It is less apparent that information will in itself give people the wisdom to make appropriate decisions or the political will to carry them out.”

It is furthermore important to consider other factors such as offline restrictions on civic organisation in order to determine the Internet's potential to serve as a tool to fight human rights violations in a specific context. Moreover, it appears that some of the most successful human rights activist groups tend to mix online and offline tools.

As the information on human rights violations is an important precondition to defend and protect human rights, the role and concept of journalism is of great importance to the issue of human rights protection. Because of the rapidly growing number of blogs, online fora, websites and other online information systems, the question arises whether bloggers reporting on human rights violations shall be considered journalists. It might be justifiable to say that the development of online communication technologies and in particular the Internet have changed the methods of traditional journalism and the nature of the whole news business, however, not all bloggers are journalists. The Internet allows “ordinary” people to provide
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information of public interest to a broad audience with a minimum of effort and
resources: “This civic journalistic practice empowers people to defend and promote
their own human rights or to advocate for the human rights of others.”

Nevertheless, methods of work have to follow certain criteria in order to be
considered “journalistic”: it can be assumed that persons who seek facts, engage in
investigations and who disseminate their collected information to the general public
should be considered journalists, whether traditional ones, bloggers or other online
activists.

Finally, it has repeatedly been argued that the Internet serves as a tool for ‘grassroot’
activists and marginalised actors to defend their rights. It has also been argued that
increasingly these actors include activists from the “South”, meaning “less
industrialised” and “less monetary wealthy” regions of the world. However, it should
be acknowledged that also the Internet, its organisation and its content are shaped
by individual interests and powerful actors who might not pursue democratic, non-
discriminatory objectives since power relations do not dissolve in the Internet.
Therefore, the access to the Internet by marginalised actors does not necessarily
qualify the Internet as an efficient means to protect their rights.

4.3.6 “The dark side of Internet freedom”

“The dark side of Internet freedom” is the subtitle of a book by Evgeny Morozov who
strongly opposes any “cyber-utopianism” concerning the positive effects of the
Internet. According to the author, the negative effects the Internet has on society,
democratic interests and human rights are generally neglected.

Violations of Internet freedom may be caused by state actors or private entities such
as media conglomerates or ICT companies. With regard to the latter, the
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enforcement of human rights can be particularly challenging as non-state actors are not legally bound by the same obligations as public authorities with regard to human rights provisions. However, “[i]n some parts of the world, the main threat to individual liberty and freedom of expression still comes from the state.” With regard to the current revelations on online surveillance techniques, this citation may be adapted to “most parts of the world”. However, threats can also stem from bloggers and other Internet activists who are pro-antidemocratic-government and support authoritarian regimes. The negative effects of the Internet range from online surveillance, filtering, blocking, censoring to manipulation of content, extensive intellectual property right claims, unequal distribution of power concerning in particular the technical organisation of the Internet, and extend to self-censorship. Self-censorship means that people refrain from distributing critical content online to avoid the risk of persecution or physical attacks.

The topics of filtering, censorship and surveillance are closely related to the issue of legitimate restrictions on freedom of expression online. As mentioned earlier, restrictions have to pass a sophisticated test to be considered lawful. However, there is a constant risk of malpractice and abuse. The right to freedom of expression might be shaped and interpreted in a way to serve the interests of specific, powerful groups and undemocratic purposes. In 2013 the United Nations's Special Rapporteur of the right to freedom of opinion and expression noted in his report to the United Nations Human Rights Council that “ [...] national laws regulating what would constitute the necessary, legitimate and proportional State involvement in communications surveillance are often inadequate or non-existent.” He further continues that such inadequate standards increase the risk of violations.

Due to a report published by the non-governmental organisation Reports Without Borders in 2013, the involvement of governments in extensive surveillance mechanisms caused grave violations of freedom of information and other human rights.
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rights. With regard to the latter, the report focused on Bahrain, China, Iran, Syria and Vietnam. Moreover, it was identified that online surveillance poses a growing risk on journalists, bloggers and human rights defenders, in particular in authoritarian regimes.\textsuperscript{163} Also La Rue pointed out this observation in his report in 2013\textsuperscript{164}.

Another aspect which might challenge the Internet’s positive effects is the gap between online activism and political realism: it is easy to act online but it takes much more motivation and personal conviction to get active in the real world of politics\textsuperscript{165}. Moreover, the possibility to pose content online anonymously may facilitate the distribution of suppressed information but it can also diminish the effectiveness of activism due to a lack of identifiable leadership\textsuperscript{166}. Additionally, the mass of information which is disseminated online makes it impossible to get an overview of rapidly changing available information and to identify the quality and reliability of this information\textsuperscript{167}.

In a previous chapter, it has been evaluated that the access to the Internet is not equally distributed, within countries as well as between countries. With regard to the latter, Europe and North America take advantage of a disproportionately developed infrastructure\textsuperscript{168}. In this context, no access or a strongly restricted access\textsuperscript{169} to the Internet poses arguably one of the greatest challenges regarding freedom of expression online and the principle of non-discrimination\textsuperscript{170}. The keyword “digital divide” refers to the discussion whether technological innovations and the Internet in particular might even accentuate existing social differences and increase social exclusion; the access to the Internet might be a social privilege affordable only by certain societal groups who in return further benefit from their access to information\textsuperscript{171}.
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It should also be noted that the technical organisation and the administration of the Internet is maintained by a private entity, namely the Los Angeles based Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), founded in 1998; its Board of Directors, assisted by a governmental advisory board, decides over the distribution of Internet addresses.\(^{172}\) It is questionable whether such a powerful function should be fulfilled by a private company. Moreover, it is debatable whether the strong politicisation of Internet freedom even increases the risks posed on online political activists: “The more Western policymakers talk up the threat that bloggers pose to authoritarian regimes, the more likely those regimes are to limit the manoeuvre space where those bloggers operate.”\(^{173}\)

Finally, it is worth recalling that more or less all governments, regardless of their form of governance and their (anti-)democratic foundations, tend to put in place measures to control new media such as the Internet and their content in order to gain information or to avoid the distribution of specific information.\(^{174}\) In this respect, also the EU Member States and EU institutions are no exception, the latter for example by putting pressure on Internet service providers.\(^{175}\)

### 4.4 The European Union's commitment to protect freedom of expression online

As discussed in Chapter 4.2, freedom of expression is protected by numerous human rights conventions and declarations and all forms and means of expressions are protected. Another argument is that the Internet is an increasingly important means of expression. However, neither the respective conventions and declarations nor EU treaty law explicitly acknowledges the right to freedom of expression to be applicable also in the online sphere. It will now be shown why freedom of expression online is nevertheless protected by existing international human rights treaty law. Furthermore, it will be examined how the European Union has committed itself to the
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protection of freedom of expression online in line with international treaty law and whether the Internet is a means of expression covered by the scope of the European Charter of Fundamental Rights.

On 5 July 2012, the United Nations Human Rights Council unanimously adopted a resolution initiated by Sweden\textsuperscript{176} on ‘The promotion, protection and enjoyment of human rights on the Internet’\textsuperscript{177}. The resolution states:

‘[The Human Rights Council] [a]ffirms that the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online, in particular freedom of expression, which is applicable regardless of frontiers and through any media of one’s choice […].’\textsuperscript{178}

The Human Rights Council also approved in the resolution that freedom of expression on the Internet is within the scope of Article 19 ICCPR (right to freedom of opinion and expression) which serves as an important source of inspiration for the protection of freedom of expression in other international, regional and national human rights documents.

The Human Rights Council resolution has neither conferred any new rights nor has it extended the scope of Article 19 ICCPR. It clarifies that all means of expression are within the scope of Article 19, online as well as offline tools. Therefore, the modification of the ICCPR or the adoption of an additional protocol is not a precondition for the protection of freedom of expression online. However, in the light of the technological developments which have arguably re-structured the process of information production and consummation, it might be nevertheless useful to discuss the adoption of a document to clarify and explicitly set out the application of this right in the online sphere – maybe in the form of a new general comment of the UN Human Rights Committee on Article 19 ICCPR.

Currently, the United Nations count 193 Member States who are all entitled to representation in the United Nations plenary meeting: the General Assembly\textsuperscript{179}. The 47 Members of the Human Rights Council are elected by the UN General Assembly
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on a regular basis. Therefore, it can be concluded that 193 sovereign states are represented in the Human Rights Council by 47 elected members and that the Council agreed in a legally binding form that all human rights and in particular freedom of expression have the same validity online and offline.

The European Union and its 28 Member States comprise a large voting bloc within the United Nations and their decision taking bodies. Moreover, EU Member States contribute to about 38% of the United Nations general budget and to over 40% of its peacekeeping budget. A few years ago, the EU put forward a proposal to strengthen its political position within the United Nations system and received a lot of critique for this approach on grounds of legality and democracy concerns. Following long-lasting negotiations, in May 2011 the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution conferring new and extended powers to the European Union, in particular the right to speak, to make proposals and to submit amendments. Through this resolution, “[t]he EU [...] was given almost all the rights in the global chamber that fully-fledged states enjoy [...].”

With regard to external human rights protection, the EU's commitment to cooperate closely with the United Nations bodies and institutions in order to reach a strong multilateral human rights system has been further approved in the EU Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy, which will be analysed in more detail in Section 5 of this thesis.

As the European Union is no ordinary member of the UN, it is not per se legally bound by the above mentioned Human Rights Council resolution on 'The promotion, protection and enjoyment of human rights on the Internet'. However, all EU
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Member States are UN States obliged to observe the General Assembly resolutions. Additionally, rights and principles contained in UN resolutions may under specific circumstances be considered general principles of all EU Member States and hence EU law.

Moreover, individual EU actors have repeatedly acknowledged their position on the applicability of freedom of expression in the online sphere at numerous occasions in the form of political statements and commitments as well as in EU documents and strategies. In 2006, the European Parliament for the first time adopted a resolution on freedom of expression on the Internet in which it called on the Council and the EU Member States to confirm their commitment to promote freedom of expression online worldwide. In this resolution the European Parliament recognised the importance of the Internet as a means of expression in particular challenging situations today: “[…] the fight for freedom of expression has today largely shifted on-line as the Internet has become a means of expression of choice for political dissidents, democracy activists, human rights defenders and independent journalists worldwide […]”. Moreover, the European Parliament emphasised in its resolution on EU policies in favour of human rights defenders of 17 June 2010 “[…] the importance of freedom of speech and the role of the media, both online and offline, as an enabler for human rights defenders […]”.

In the EU Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy adopted by the Council of the European Union in 2012, freedom of expression online is referred to as an EU priority in the field of human rights. It states: “The EU will continue to promote freedom of expression, opinion, assembly and association, both on-line and offline; democracy cannot exist without these rights.”

Additionally, the European Commission and the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy put forward a proposal on the EU Cybersecurity
Strategy which was finally adopted in early 2013\textsuperscript{194}. Within the Cybersecurity Strategy, the EU officially acknowledges that all human rights apply also online\textsuperscript{195}. The strategy states: “[…] the same norms, principles and values that the EU upholds offline, should also apply online. Fundamental rights, democracy and the rule of law need to be protected in cyberspace.”\textsuperscript{196} Furthermore it declares that the Internet “[…] has provided a forum for freedom of expression and exercise of fundamental rights, and empowered people in their quest for democratic and more just societies – most strikingly during the Arab Spring.”\textsuperscript{197}

Moreover, the strategy clarifies that the main principle of EU cybersecurity measures is to provide for an open, free and secure cyberspace\textsuperscript{198}, including the protection of fundamental rights such as freedom of expression and the right to privacy online. Additionally, the strategy acknowledges that “[l]imited or no access to the Internet and digital illiteracy constitute a disadvantage to citizens […]”\textsuperscript{199} Therefore, the promotion of safe access to the Internet for all is an objective\textsuperscript{200}.

Finally, on the 20th anniversary of the World Press Freedom Day in May 2013, the High Representative of the EU, Catherine Ashton, affirmed the EU’s political commitment to protect freedom of expression online: “Freedom of expression must be defended both in the traditional media and on the Internet. […] The EU will continue to promote freedom of expression on-line and offline, not least as new information technologies can be key in promoting human rights and democracy.”\textsuperscript{201}

With regard to the above examples of EU documents, statements, declarations, strategies and policy papers on freedom of expression online, the reader shall be reminded that these are political commitments of EU actors. At this point, this thesis does not focus on the practical implementation of these political commitments or on specific patterns of action of individual EU actors on freedom of expression online in practice, nor does it contain an analysis of power relations between individual EU actors.
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actors in this field of action. It is limited to the theoretical examination of self-declared political commitments, positions and discursively constructed patterns of explanation. In the following, the relevance of freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy will be examined from a theoretical point of view by examining EU documents and statements. In this context, some of the statements, political strategies, and documents on freedom of expression online mentioned above will be analysed in more detail in the section below 202.

Finally, the above examples of statements and documents on freedom of expression online already indicate that various EU actors are involved in EU foreign policy making on human rights. It can be anticipated at this point that individual EU actors' interests might conflict with each other and result in different positions on political questions. This aspect will also be relevant for the examination of the question whether the EU follows a coherent human rights protection discourse of which freedom of expression online forms part.

4.5 Interim conclusion

It is debatable whether the potential positive characteristics and features of the Internet outweigh its potential negatives ones. However, it is indisputable that the Internet as a means of expression has gained in importance over the past two decades, though not to the same extent in all parts and areas of the world.

Moreover, it has been shown that all kinds and means of expressions are protected under the right to freedom of expression under EU law. This is because rights and values such as to form, hold or express an opinion are also applicable in the online sphere: “What has changed, however, is the technological context in which we try to realize these values.” 203 Consequently, also expressions on the Internet have to be protected under current EU law. In this respect, EU foreign policy actors have
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repeatedly expressed the EU's position that all human rights which are protected offline have the same validity online.

Furthermore, it shows that underlying discursive determinants of the right to freedom of expression are related to concepts of popular sovereignty and democracy. In this context, both the human right to freedom of expression and democracy are discursive concepts themselves whose application and validity are claimed to be universal by the EU. However, it is important to realise that there are different definitions and interpretations of freedom of expression and in particular of its legitimate restrictions, within the EU and beyond. This aspect was also highlighted in an interview with a NGO representative working on freedom of expression:

“[Y]ou cannot say that the Internet is the global village and we are sharing info and at the same time saying that 'yes but because of my local values, because of my local situation, because of my local approach, I consider that part of the Internet should not be connected to my country'. [...] And if you consider this, you will have two different Internets in the US and in the EU. Because we are not sharing the same value regarding freedom of expression.”204

On the basis of the above analysis, it can further be concluded that freedom of expression should arguably be restricted only under exceptional, well justified, carefully assessed circumstances205. It has been shown that restrictions and violations of freedom of expression occur more and more frequently in the online sphere and that they are often committed by public authorities.

In this chapter, it has further been argued that it would be unsophisticated to assume that the Internet is mainly used for political purposes by its users:

“[...] [O]nce you open up media to large numbers of people, and create online communities, some of the speech will be about politics and public issues, but a far larger share will be about things that people care about outside of politics, like popular culture, art, music, movies, books and novels, gossip, and even pictures of their friends or their pets.”206
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This does not imply that art, music, films or texts are mainly non-political. They might be important tools (and at times even the only ones available) to express political opinions and critique.

Moreover, the conceptual differences between discussions on the Internet as a potential activator of democratic effects on the one hand and as a sphere and tool of expressions on the other hand have been highlighted. As outlined above, the following examination will focus on the Internet as a means of expression. The author is further of the opinion that democratic effects of the Internet depend on its users and that it would be unsophisticated to assume an inherent democratic potential of the Internet:

“The media has historically been a tool used both by angry protestors to shed light on social injustices and by ruling parties to quell these uprisings. That the latter feel threatened by these tools is a testament to their perceived power (and I say perceived because this power is not inherent to the tools themselves but instilled by their users) […]”

From the above analysis it can finally be assumed that the Internet has the potential to serve as an additional tool to protect human rights if applied in the respective manner. Therefore, “[...] the Internet can work to close the gap between international human rights standards and practice on the ground.” It seems that a rising number of Internet users and human rights defenders have dedicated their work to this objective.
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5 Freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy

5.1 Outline of the chapter

Section 5 is dedicated to the examination of the discursive patterns of the EU's political commitment to protect freedom of expression online in its foreign policy. In the first chapter, the discursive context of EU external human rights protection will be discussed. In doing so, underlying principles and values will be examined to get a more profound understanding of the gradual integration of human rights objectives into the Union's framework. In this context, several discursive events and their effects on EU human rights policies will be examined. In addition, the relatively new institutional structure of the EU foreign policy section will be discussed.

Subsequently, EU external human rights protection policies will be put in the context of other interrelated fields of EU foreign policy, namely democracy support and development cooperation. It will be shown that EU foreign policy discourses or at least specific threads of them are closely interrelated with each other. It will further be shown that EU foreign policy objectives on human rights protection are at the same time elements of discursive patterns on democracy support and development cooperation. This is because the promotion and protection of human rights is considered a precondition for the establishment of democratic principles and institutions by EU actors. The latter is again a conceptual objective of EU development cooperation policies. This entanglement requires analysing discourses in a flexible manner to identify interrelations with other discourses and reciprocal effects.

Finally, specific statements of EU foreign policy actors on freedom of expression online will be analysed more closely and put in context of interrelated EU foreign policy objectives e.g. on human rights defenders. The respective statements are mainly taken from political speeches and declarations, press releases, foreign policy documents and interviews.
5.2 The development of human rights in the framework of the European Union

Human rights protection was developed progressively in the framework of the European Union. When the European Communities - the precursor organisations of the European Union - were founded in the 1950s, no explicit human rights provisions were incorporated in the founding treaties. From a legal point of view, human rights protection remained thus a national competence of EU Member States. However, the establishment of a common market required also non-economic aspects of harmonisation. In this respect, fundamental rights were justified in “market-creating terms”. Only specific human rights provisions related to the functioning of the common market were integrated into the Union's legal framework; for example the principles of non-discrimination and free movement.

Furthermore, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) was of utmost importance for the integration of human rights in the legal framework of the European Union. In its cases, the CJEU stated that fundamental rights are general principles and thus an integral part of Community law. This is of particular importance as general principles are legally binding for all EU Member States and institutions whenever they apply EU law. The Court also clarified that the source of inspiration of general principles stems from traditions common to EU Member States as well as from international treaties to which EU Member States are party to. Consequently, general principles and thus basic human rights were legally required to be observed also in EU foreign relations and policies on international trade and development cooperation by EU actors.
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Additionally, initiatives of various EU institutions claimed the importance to strengthen human rights in EU policies. In 1977, the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission affirmed their commitment to respect fundamental rights within their fields of competence in a joint declaration. Moreover, an EU network of independent experts on fundamental rights, the EU Fundamental Rights Agency and the EU Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia, were established.\footnote{Cf. Craig/De Burca 2008: 379, 402ff and Greer/Williams 2009: 473}

Finally, the EU's political commitment to protect human rights and specific human rights provisions were incorporated in the legal framework of the European Union by treaty amendments. Today, Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) states that the European Union is founded on specific principles and values, namely the “[...] respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and [the] respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities.”\footnote{See Art. 2 TEU} It further determines that “[t]hese values are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and men prevail.”\footnote{See Art. 2 TEU} Moreover, Article 7 TEU provides for a mechanism to sanction serious and persistent breaches\footnote{Art. 7 TEU also provides for preventive sanctions if there is a likely risk of a breach.} by EU Member States of the values referred to in Article 2\footnote{Cf. Craig/De Burca 2008: 403, see also Art. 7 TEU}. However, this mechanism has hardly ever been used in practice.

Moreover, Article 6 TEU grants the rights contained in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (including the right to freedom of expression) the same legal status as the founding treaties. This means that the Charter is EU primary law and that the compliance with its rights is a condition for the legality of any EU act\footnote{Cf. Chalmers et al. 2006: 261, 263, 265, see also Art. 6 TEU}. The original idea of the Charter was to codify the human rights that had already been given full effect in EU law through the above mentioned concept of general principles; thus, the Charter did not confer any new rights but codified the status-quo of existing EU human rights law\footnote{Cf. Berghe 2010: 147 and Denman 2010: 350}. The Charter provided for a clear and systematic codification...
of human rights provisions which were till then highly fragmented and vague\textsuperscript{225}. Furthermore, it is important to note that the text of the Charter was predominantly taken from pre-existing human rights provisions and in particular from international human rights treaties such as the European Convention on Human Rights\textsuperscript{226}. Therefore, some of the rights contained in these two documents are very similar.

Due to treaty amendments, the European Union was further provided with the competence to accede to the European Convention on Human Rights\textsuperscript{227}. This convention is no EU document but was promulgated by the Council of Europe\textsuperscript{228}. However, all EU Member States are party to the ECHR which is why its rights arguably constitute traditions common to all EU Member States and therefore serve as a source of interpretation for EU general principles and human rights contained in the EU Charter. This is in particular true for the right to freedom of expression: the Court of Justice of the European Union heavily relies on the text of the ECHR and the interpretations of the European Court of Human Rights with regard to this right\textsuperscript{229}.

Furthermore, Article 6 paragraph 3 TEU now reflects the CJEU's practice and stipulates that fundamental rights constitute general principles in EU law and that these principles arise from constitutional traditions common to its Member States as well as from "[…] international treaties for the protection of human rights on which the Member States have collaborated or of which they are signatories[…]"\textsuperscript{230}. With regard to the latter, the European Convention on Human Rights is of particular importance on the grounds discussed above.

Moreover, Article 21 TEU stipulates that the consolidation and support of democracy and human rights is a policy objective of the Union's external relations\textsuperscript{231}. This is because EU foreign policy shall be guided by and contributed to the realisation of principles which inspired its own creation including human rights:
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“The Union’s action on the international scene shall be guided by the principles which have inspired its own creation, development and enlargement, and which it seeks to advance in the wider world: democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law.” \(^{232}\)

The above mentioned provisions constitute a political and legal commitment to adhere to and observe human rights in all fields of EU action including external relations\(^{233}\). With regard to foreign policy, the motives of this commitment are debatable. It might be arguable that the primary objective of EU external human rights protection is to consolidate its power and influence with regard to non-EU countries in a long-term perspective. The justification of this objective could be to protect the rights of its own citizens. In an interview a representative from Reporters Without Borders summed this up as follows: “So, when the EU is supporting this, first of all they are supporting the rights of EU citizens.”\(^{234}\)

It is questionable if human rights can be considered an own-standing agenda of EU action today. In practice, EU human rights policies are closely related to and sometimes in conflict with other areas of EU action. Nevertheless it appears that individual EU actors tend to publicly acknowledge the Union’s political commitment to promote and protect human rights. Respective statements and patterns of explanation have been repeatedly expressed in particular by the EU High Representative Catherine Ashton who claims the EU’s commitment to human rights protection at any occasion: “For the EU, human rights matter. They are at the core of our identity and they are at the heart of what we do around the world.”\(^{235}\)

However, the above mentioned legal amendments and the incorporation of human rights provisions in the legal framework of the European Union do not allow drawing conclusions on the practical relevance of human rights in EU actions today. There
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are still serious limitations to the objective of human rights protection, internally as well as concerning EU foreign policy. Apart from the comprehensive implementation of human rights obligations and commitments these limitations include for example the lack of judicial review of human rights, their enforceability, the protection of economic, social and cultural rights, the lack of a general competence of the EU in the field of human rights and the absence of a functioning coordination of a common, strong EU positions on human rights violations in and outside the EU\textsuperscript{236}.

5.3 Human rights protection in EU foreign policy

It is arguable that the institutional reorganisation of the EU foreign policy section might has had an influence on specific fields of EU foreign policy, including EU external human rights policies. Therefore, it appears useful to look briefly into a few relevant institutional changes in the EU foreign policy section from 2009 onwards.

The EU foreign policy section was institutionally reshaped when the Lisbon Treaty entered into force on 1 December 2009\textsuperscript{237}. The former posts of the EU High Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy and the Commissioner for External Relations, both playing an important role in the coordination of EU foreign policies, were unified\textsuperscript{238}. Furthermore, the post of the High Representative was unified with the vice-president of the European Commission which shall allow better engaging in the coordination of individual EU Member States interests\textsuperscript{239}. Furthermore, the High Representative is expected to intensify the coordination between the Commission and the Council in order to provide for more coherent EU foreign policymaking and a stronger role of the European Union at the global level\textsuperscript{240}. Currently, Catherine Ashton holds the post of the High Representative.

\textsuperscript{236} The Court of Justice of the European Union clarified in one of its legal opinions (Opinion 2/94) that the EU has neither the “[…] general power to enact rules of human rights […]” (Craig/ De Burca 2008: 405), nor the power to conclude international human rights conventions (cf. Berghe 2010: 148).
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Additionally, the Lisbon Treaty led to the creation of a new EU institution: the European External Action Service (EEAS) was established in 2011\textsuperscript{241} to assist the High Representative in her new functions and coordinating role\textsuperscript{242}. Ashton explained the purpose of the EEAS as follows: “[..] to give the EU a stronger voice around the world, and greater impact on the ground.”\textsuperscript{243} She further stated in an article that: “[t]he value of the EEAS will lie in its being able to bring together the many levers of influence that the European Union has — economic and political, plus civil and military crisis management tools — in support of a single political strategy.”\textsuperscript{244} However, it is still debatable whether the EEAS, under the supervision of the High Representative, has its own margin of appreciation and the potential to take independent positions in practice\textsuperscript{245}.

Due to the Lisbon treaty, the former delegations of the European Commission in non-EU-countries were re-named into EU delegations which are expected to represent the EU and its interests externally. Currently, there are 139 EU delegations in more than 160 third countries around the world\textsuperscript{246}. The delegations are expected to play an increasingly important role in the implementation of EU foreign policies including on human rights on the ground\textsuperscript{247}. Also the European Parliament called in one of its resolutions on the delegations to fulfill their obligations with regard to the implementation of EU external human rights protection:

“[..] Commission delegations in third countries are now required to make full use of the new opportunities, but are also given further responsibilities to better address this issue as they become Union delegations, with an increasingly important role in terms of representation of the EU and the implementation of the human rights policy […].”\textsuperscript{248}

Within this new organisational framework of EU foreign policy, human rights are claimed to be of high importance and conditionality for the realisation of other EU interests by various EU actors. In this respect, the European Parliament in one of its
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resolutions stated as follows: “[…] the Treaty of Lisbon […] puts the promotion and protection of human rights at the centre of the Union's external action […]”249 The High Representative, too, expressed her optimistic view about the role of human rights in EU external relations in one of her speeches to the European Parliament:

“As this House knows, the promise of the Lisbon Treaty is a more coherent, more consistent and hence more effective EU foreign policy. This is also a chance for our work on human rights, democracy and the rule of law. These will run like a silver thread through everything we do externally.”250

With regard to policy coherence, she further continued: “[…] the new Service [EEAS] should help to ensure that human rights issues are reflected in all areas of our external action, including CSDP [Common Security and Defence Policy], Development and Trade.”251 It is interesting to note that the previous wording of “silver thread” (whereas the High Representative does not specify how thin this thread may be) was diminished to the less strong term “reflected” within the same speech of the High Representative.

Not only were post of EU officials unified in the course of the institutional reforms, new ones were also created, e.g. the EU Special Representative for Human Rights. Since 25 June 2012, Stavros Lambrinidis has held this position.252 The purpose of his function is defined by the High Representative as follows: “[…] to promote human rights through dialogue with third countries as well as international and regional organisations.”253 From the author's point of view the added value of this new post is questionable.

In June 2012, the EU adopted the Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy254. This strategy may be a reaction to the previously expressed critique that EU external human rights protection is highly fragmented, incoherent and not following any thematic priorities or an encompassing
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framework. In the new framework, specific discursive parameters and determinants of the external human rights policy is based on are apparent: “The European Union is founded on a shared determination to promote peace and stability [...] Sustainable peace, development and prosperity are possible only when grounded upon respect for human rights, democracy and the rule of law.”

Moreover, the framework outlines the EU's conviction that human rights and democracy are universal norms which shall be protected worldwide by the EU: “Human rights are universally applicable legal norms. Democracy is a universal aspiration. Throughout the world, women and men demand to live lives of liberty, dignity and security in open and democratic societies underpinned by human rights and the rule of law.”

It further defines overall objectives of EU external human rights protection namely the promotion of the universality of human rights, the observance of human rights in all fields of foreign policy and the adherence to thematic priorities.

It has been indicated that various EU actors are involved in EU foreign policy making and in the implementation of respective policies including those on human rights. These actors include the European Commission and the EU delegations, the new post of the High Representative and her subsidiary body the European External Action Service, the European Parliament, and the new EU Special Representative for Human Rights and Democracy. After Lisbon, the importance of individual EU institutions and actors and their own interests are arguably still of great importance to EU foreign policy making.

This fragmentation of competences and the ongoing sharing of power between individual EU actors in the field of foreign policy provoke the questions whether the EU can be considered a single actor and which kind of actor this should be. It is debatable whether the EU itself has yet decided on its raison d’être which is less clear today than it might have been at the time of its creation. However, the political
legitimacy of the EU and its *raison d'être* are again closely related to the conceptualisation of the EU's actorness.

After the Lisbon Treaty, the debate on the EU's potential role as a global actor intensified and reached its height in the context of the Arab Spring when the discursively construction of the EU as an international actor and the respective kind of actorness were debated\(^\text{261}\). Discussions dealt with the question "[...] whether it should limit itself to economic power, or whether it should pursue a broadly normative agenda and lead by example, whether it should develop its ability to coerce and punish other actors."\(^\text{262}\)

In this context, it has been repeatedly been argued that the European Union is constructed as a normative power which "[...] is capable of attaining democratic change in countries through the spread of European democratic norms."\(^\text{263}\) This approach assumes that the EU itself is constructed on a normative basis as well as that it acts in a normative, moral way in its external relations. According to this approach, the EU aims to strengthen its influence at the international level in order to be able to reshape international norms according to its own principles\(^\text{264}\). As a consequence, the construction of the Union's international identity needs to be built on the norms and values the EU itself is legally founded on and external relations would have to be conditioned on these norms\(^\text{265}\).

However, this normative approach is not necessarily reflected empirically in practice. Additionally, it is highly debatable whether a normative approach is even desirable. It would be highly judgemental to uphold democratic values which are considered particular to the European Union but are at the same time claimed to be universal. Furthermore, this normative approach includes the assumption that the values and norms the EU upholds externally are fully realised within the EU but not with regard to non-EU countries. This assumption constructs a conceptual superiority of the

\(^{261}\) Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 7f
\(^{262}\) Furness 2013: 124
\(^{263}\) Manners (2002) in: Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 9
\(^{264}\) The interconnections of the human rights protection discourse with other EU foreign policy discourses will be examined in more detail below.
\(^{265}\) Cf. Manners 2002: 241, 252f
European Union over the rest of the world and results in a specific hegemony of meanings.\textsuperscript{266}

It has already been indicated that EU foreign policy is shaped by various individual EU actors and their interests, which makes it debatable whether the EU can be considered a single actor. Because of its supranational quality, “[...] the EU remains significantly different from a nation state in many important aspects.”\textsuperscript{267} This observation also indicates that it is rather presumptuous to envisage a normative power discourse as no stable and coherent normative discourse can be established due to diverging interests\textsuperscript{268}.

During the Arab Spring events dissenting opinions of individual EU actors were obvious. In this context, the European Union was criticised for lacking a common position and a coherent strategy to react to the situation. It has been criticised that the High Representative and the EEAS failed to speak out early and clearly enough or even at all on behalf of the EU in support of the protesters' claims for democratic structures and human rights. It appeared that the EU was lacking a common position between all EU Member States and institutions on individual aspects of this conflict.\textsuperscript{269} This might also be why the EU was denied the role of an international actor by various observers and researchers.

The lack of a common position in foreign policy matters is related to a long-lasting, controversial debate within the EU about competences of individual EU actors. The institutional changes of the EU foreign policy section further reflected the political compromise between individual actors claiming either more or less powers of the EU at the international level. Therefore, EU foreign policy making and the implementation of its objectives arguably still depends to a great extent on the political will and interests of individual EU Member States and institutions.\textsuperscript{270}

\textsuperscript{266} Cf. Aydin-Düzgit 2013: 9 and Diez 2013: 3
\textsuperscript{267} De Burca 2013: 9
\textsuperscript{268} Cf. Diez 2013: 12
\textsuperscript{269} Cf. Furness 2013: 119
\textsuperscript{270} Cf. Helwig 2013: 239, 251
With regard to the interim conclusion of this thesis, namely that various individual EU foreign policy actors are involved in the shaping of EU foreign policies on human rights and that these actors might follow partly dissenting interests, it may appear unreasonable to assume that a stable, coherent EU human rights discourse even exists. This critique is well justified; it has become obvious in the course of this thesis’ studies. However, for the purpose of this thesis, the EU by itself will be qualified an actor. This presumption is grounded on a legal point of view. The EU is a supranational organisation entitled to legal representation and having legal personality as well as being competent to adopt binding laws and regulations. Its legal personality is in particular relevant with regard to the EU's engagement at the international level. It is also in this context in which the new post of the EU High Representative, who is entitled to speak out globally on behalf of the EU, has to be considered. Nevertheless, at a later point of this thesis, it will be discussed whether the legal construction of the EU as an own-standing, international actor and the neglecting of the role of individual EU actors are useful or rather impedimentary for the analysis of the specific scope of this thesis.

5.4 Human rights protection, democracy support and development cooperation

In the course of the examination of EU documents and statements of EU representatives was observed that EU foreign policies on external human rights protection, democracy support and development cooperation are closely interrelated from a discursive point of view. Because of this close conceptual interrelation between democracy, human rights and development cooperation in EU foreign policy, it appears useful to discuss these concepts together. This aspect is of particular relevance to the last section of this thesis which focuses on a specific EU development cooperation instrument used as an instrument to protect freedom of expression online. In the following part of this chapter, a short introduction into the field of EU development cooperation shall be provided to highlight interrelations and interconnectedness of foreign policy discourses on external human rights protection,

271 Cf. Timmer 2013: 35
democracy support and development cooperation. It will be shown that human rights and democracy are conceptually considered part of each other by the EU, at least from a theoretical point of view\textsuperscript{272}. At the same time, these two concepts are conceptually considered part of EU development cooperation policies. Even though the EU most commonly avoids giving clear definitions of these concepts and terms, democracy and human rights are claimed to stem from the same “family of ideas”\textsuperscript{273} based on a specific conception of political and legal morality\textsuperscript{274}. The examination will further show that both concepts are considered to restrain but also to empower EU actors\textsuperscript{275}.

Even though development cooperation was made a formal Community competence in 1993, the beginnings of the EU's donor role can be traced back to the 1950s\textsuperscript{276}. Over time, the number of EU development cooperation instruments has grown significantly\textsuperscript{277}. By now, more than 30 development cooperation instruments have been established\textsuperscript{278}. However, the number of instruments and the amount of their budgets do not allow for any conclusions on their effectiveness or the overall objectives of EU development cooperation policies.

The EU development cooperation section is subject to complicated arrangements and is a shared competence between the Union and its individual Member States, meaning that also the latter can take actions besides EU measures\textsuperscript{279}. It is thus a “multilevel governance setting”\textsuperscript{280} with different responsibilities and competences. Today, EU Member States, individually and through the EU, contribute to more than half of the global official development assistance (ODA) budget\textsuperscript{281}, whereas France, Germany and the United Kingdom provide more or less half of the combined EU ODA budget\textsuperscript{282}. The EU claims to be the biggest provider of development assistance in the world; however, it should be noted that 75% of this budget stems from bilateral
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aid relations of individual EU Member States. In 2012, the EU budget for external assistance – which is administrated by the European Commission - amounted up to about €148 000 million; 9% of this sum was dedicated to external aid.

EU development objectives were adapted over time and were arguably influenced by international development debates. Therefore, development objectives defined by powerful multilateral fora have been increasingly integrated into the Union's own development agenda. This is for example true for the Millennium Development Goals due to which the regional focus of EU development policy shifted towards Africa from 2005 onwards as the latter was considered at least likely to meet the goals in the given time. Again influenced by the international development debate, in the 1990s, the EU proclaimed to follow a more comprehensive approach to development cooperation and started to condition aid on political requirements. This so-called integrated approach to development reinforced the discursive interrelations between EU policies on democracy support, human rights and development. Conditionality was envisaged to fulfil the following objective:

“Political conditionality links rewards (such as a preferential trading agreement, aid or other forms of assistance) with both the expectation and the execution of policies in a third country that promote the goals of democracy, human rights, the rule of law and good governance.”

Political conditionality and the so-called human-rights-based approach within EU development cooperation was expected by the EU to reach a more systematic and coherent mainstreaming of human rights in all areas of EU development cooperation. However, it appears that the Union's definition of democracy was kept to a rather simple level and focussed mainly on the enjoyment of specific civil and political rights such as freedom of expression.
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Furthermore, the European Union was criticised for following double standards regarding the conditioning of development assistance; the EU encouraged third country governments to comply with the conditions; in cases of non-compliance, however, sanctions were hardly ever imposed as they might conflict with other EU interests or the interests of individual EU actors.\(^{293}\) In addition, conditionality of development aid arguably even increased the strong politicisation of EU development cooperation\(^ {294}\).

In 2011, the European Commission adopted a strategy expected to increase the impact of EU development policies on the ground and to foster the so-called integrated approach to development: the *Agenda for Change*. This strategy stipulates that human rights and democratic structures are important preconditions for an inclusive concept of development. It further declares that EU action shall thus focus on democracy support and human rights protection in its external relations.\(^ {295}\)

The discursive interrelation between human rights protection and development cooperation policies appears to be largely accepted by EU development actors, which is also reflected in the conducted interviews with EU employees. According to an employee of the European Commission, the *Agenda for Change* clearly affirms the link between development cooperation and human rights protection\(^ {296}\).

The discursive interrelations between EU foreign policy discourses on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation became further visible with the Lisbon Treaty which partly reshaped the organisation and implementation mechanisms of EU development cooperation\(^ {297}\). Article 21 TEU declares that the promotion and the protection of human rights are an indispensable objective of EU development policy\(^ {298}\). Furthermore, Article 208 TFEU states that principles and objectives of the Union’s external action, including human rights, shall also be

\(^{293}\) Cf. Holland/Doidge 2012: 208, 212
\(^{294}\) Cf. Holland/Doidge 2012: 27
\(^{295}\) European Commission 2011: 5
\(^{296}\) See Transcript A: 168
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\(^{298}\) Art. 21(1) TEU
observed in EU development cooperation\textsuperscript{299}. With the Lisbon Treaty, the Union intended to increase the coherence and efficiency of EU foreign policy-making\textsuperscript{300} and to establish a common political framework for all fields of external action, including development cooperation\textsuperscript{301}. The need to coordinate external financing instruments becomes obvious when a look is taken on the plentitude of existing instruments of EU development cooperation, external relations and foreign policy (see illustration below). In this respect, also Ashton acknowledged that EU external financing instruments need to be better coordinated\textsuperscript{302}.

\textsuperscript{299} Article 208 (1) TFEU states: \textit{Union policy in the field of development cooperation shall be conducted within the framework of the principles and objectives of the Union’s external action.} Also: Cf. Furness 2012: 74
\textsuperscript{300} Cf. Furness 2012: 74
\textsuperscript{301} Cf. Holland/Doigde 2012: 6
\textsuperscript{302} Ashton 2010b: 2
EU development cooperation competences are divided mainly between the EEAS and the Commission, although also the Council, the EU High Representative and the EU Development Commissioner fulfil specific functions. The original attempt to consolidate all development cooperation competences and responsibilities in the hands of one EU actor could thus not be reached by the Lisbon Treaty. Therefore, the organisation of EU development cooperation is still highly complex and has remained subject to individual EU actors' competences.

---
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Within this organisational structure, the European Commission evolved into one of the most important actors shaping EU development policy. In practice, the Commission’s Directorate-General for Development and Cooperation – EuropeAid (DG DEVCO) is in charge of the administration of EU development cooperation policies. Also the European External Action Service is granted a major role within EU development cooperation as the service is responsible for the overall strategic planning. The latter includes the development of third country strategies and the identification of thematic and sectoral priorities.

It can be concluded that in the course of this research, discursive patterns of explanation on EU development cooperation have been identified. These patterns are used and performed by individual EU development actors and can be summarised as follows. First, EU development cooperation has to be conditioned on the establishment of democratic structures and the protection of human rights. Secondly, the EU is implementing its development cooperation policies in accordance with this condition. However, the actual validity of these assumptions remains to be proved.

Finally, the illustration below illustrates the complicated and overlapping process of EU development policy-making after Lisbon.

---
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5.4.1 Freedom of expression in EU development cooperation

With regard to the objective of human rights protection in EU development cooperation policies, the EU Annual Report on the implementation of development and external assistance policies in 2012[307] states: “ [...] the EU continued to use its

---

[307] The European Commission's report of 2013 on the implementation of the respective policies in 2012 is the most current one available up to now.
range of external instruments to promote and protect human rights and good governance […]. According to the report, top priority was put on the support of civil society, in particular through the financing instrument European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR). Moreover, the report contains a chapter on the issue of freedom of expression and media support in which the Union's political commitment to protect freedom of expression in EU development cooperation is stated:

“Freedom of expression and opinion as well as a free, independent and plural media are important pillars of the Commission’s democracy support around the world. The EU has a long track record of providing support to independent media as well as capacity building for journalists which to a large extent has been financed by the EIDHR.”

However, no substantive information on the implementation of projects on freedom of expression is provided in the report. As mentioned above, the EIDHR appears to be the main external financing instrument used for the promotion and protection of freedom of expression within EU development cooperation. This aspect is also acknowledged in the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders, which stipulate that the EIDHR shall assist in particular in: “[…] the development of democratic processes and institutions, and the promotion and protection of human rights in developing countries […].”

In the course of the interviews it could further be identified that EU development cooperation actions in the field of freedom of expression are sometimes based on the systemic confusion between the right to freedom of expression and interrelated aspects of communication. An employee of the European Commission explains in this respect:

“[…] [T]here is very often a confusion between freedom of expression, media support, I mean press freedom related sort of governance, and what we call external relation support seeing media rather as a vehicle for the promotion of European development cooperation, which is not really what freedom of expression is. Or it is mixed with ideas of

308 European Commission 2013: 22
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communication for development where again communication is used as a vehicle for other aims.\footnote{312 See Transcript A: 165}

It can further be concluded that the interrelations of freedom of expression with concepts on democracy, governance, press freedom and the media\footnote{313 See Transcript A: 168} make it arguably necessary to treat freedom of expression in a comprehensive manner to allow for the full enjoyment of this right. Within the EU, this appears to be particularly challenging as competences and responsibilities in the field of human rights protection are shared by various actors. Therefore, conceptual differences exist between “foreign policy” and “development cooperation” tasks. However, human rights do not follow the organisational logic of the European Union: “[...] [Y]ou can't really separate out and say that freedom of expression is just a foreign policy area; it is also a development cooperation area because development cooperation is political.”\footnote{314 See Transcript A: 173}

5.4.2 Concluding remarks on human rights in EU development cooperation

On the basis of the examination of EU documents and statements, it may be concluded that EU discourses on external human rights protection, democracy support and development cooperation are closely interrelated and that these discursive interconnections have been strengthened over time. However, it has also been found that there are individual EU development and foreign policy actors following diverging opinions in particular regarding the question which role the EU should take at the global level in the field of development\footnote{315 Cf. Orbie 2012: 28}. Therefore, the EU development discourse does not appear to be very stable but seems subject to actions and interests of individual EU actors.

It remains highly debatable whether the increasing politicisation of EU development cooperation through the conditioning of assistance on certain values and principles is
enhancing the effectiveness of EU actions on human rights protection and
democracy support in practice. In this respect, the gap between EU discourses and
policies on human rights and their practical implementation is arguably one of the
greatest challenges.

Finally, it shall be mentioned that integration theories might provide a useful tool to
further examine the ideological determinants on which the EU development policy is
based on. The theories assume that the European Union's own history and its
internal integration dynamics shape its external actions considerably. "[…] EU
development policy is categorized as an aspect of Europe’s broader role as an
emerging international actor and is addressed within the wider context of Europe’s
integration process.” Therefore, integration theories might be an adequate
framework to further analyse the Union's relationship with “developing countries.”

5.5 Freedom of expression: a priority of EU external human rights
protection

The first section of this thesis has shown that individuals who pose critical content on
the Internet increasingly face repressions, imprisonment and violence or respective
threats. In this chapter it will be argued that the European Union has responded to
this alarming trend and has constructed freedom of expression online and offline a
priority of EU external human rights protection policies in several fields of action. This
conclusion can mainly be drawn from the identification of patterns of explanation and
the accumulation of EU statements and policies of the same content and meaning on
freedom of expression online. Moreover, it will be argued that EU action on freedom
of expression online is closely related to the support of human rights defenders who
speak up for their own rights as well as for the rights of others. In the following part of
this chapter, various EU text genres on freedom of expression online will be
examined to support this argumentation. However, this is not an exhaustive analysis
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of relevant material; the author has selected the most relevant statements which represent the main findings adequately.

First, selected EU foreign policy documents which accurately point out the position of EU actors on freedom of expression online will be analysed. Secondly, selected political speeches and statements of EU representatives which are of high relevance with regard to the topic will be studied. Then the interrelation between the support of free speech and of human rights defenders under EU foreign policy will be examined. Finally, the analysis of interviews with employees of the European Commission and the European External Action Service are presented to illustrate that freedom of expression online is perceived as a priority of EU human rights protection by specific EU actors working in this field of action.

At this point it shall be anticipated that during the research various institutional EU actors involved in the shaping of EU human rights policies and their implementation were identified. To some extent these actors follow partly dissenting opinions with regard to specific questions and policy objectives. Nevertheless, it might be justified for the purpose of this analysis to assume for now that the EU is a single, supranational actor with legal personality entitled to legal representation. Therefore, individual EU actors such as the EU High Representative and other actors acting within their fields of competence can issue statements and proclaim commitments which can be legally attributed to the EU. From this point of view, it appears justifiable to qualify patterns of explanation of individual EU foreign policy actors' elements of EU foreign policy discourses. However, the usefulness of this assumption and the construction of the EU as a single actor will be put into perspective at a later point of this thesis.

Finally, it shall be mentioned that the theoretical examination of EU foreign policy documents, policies and statements below is not intended to draw any conclusions on the practical relevance and implementation of the proclaimed commitments. Rather, it is an attempt to identify EU actors' discursive patterns and statements on freedom of expression online.
5.5.1 Freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy documents

Freedom of expression online is explicitly referred to in several EU foreign policy documents. In 2012, the Council of the European Union adopted the EU Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy. Within this document, freedom of expression online is referred to as EU priority on human rights. It states: “The EU will continue to promote freedom of expression, opinion, assembly and association, both on-line and offline; democracy cannot exist without these rights.”

This citation highlights the conceptual interrelation between democracy and human rights, whereat the EU avoids giving a clear definition of democracy in this document.

According to the Action Plan, EU action shall focus on four major objectives regarding freedom of expression online and offline. The first aim is to “[…] develop new public Guidelines on freedom of expression online and offline, including the protection of bloggers and journalists […]” by the end of 2013. The second goal focuses on the improvement of Internet access and openness, on the fight against censorship and mass surveillance and on the empowerment of stakeholders to use ICTs to promote human rights. The third objective obliges EU actors to take a human rights based approach on cyber security and cyber crime policies. Fourthly, the Action Plan provides for the possibility to impose export restrictions in cases of violations of freedom of expression.

Freedom of expression online is briefly referred to in the EU Annual Report on the implementation of EU development and external assistance policies in 2012. Within the Report, freedom of expression is the only human right on which a short implementation report is provided. According to the Report, EU measures to protect freedom of expression online included projects on cyber-censorship, the protection of the confidentiality of activists, the improvement of Internet access, the support of bloggers and journalists in Syria and projects on freedom of expression online in Yemen. The Report outlines further that most of the projects on freedom of
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expression online and offline were financed under the budget of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights, which will be analysed in more detail in the last section of this thesis.\(^{325}\)

Freedom of expression online is also paid attention to in the European Union's Cybersecurity Strategy which was adopted in 2013 and states as follows: “In countries outside the EU, governments may also misuse cyberspace for surveillance and control over their own citizens. The EU can counter this situation by promoting freedom online and ensuring respect of fundamental rights online.”\(^{326}\) This citation highlights the constructed separation between EU actors and non-EU actors with regard to possible violations of freedom of expression online; it is assumed that EU Member States comply with EU human rights law and that freedom of expression online is fully realised and not violated within the EU. However, with regard to non-EU countries, it is assumed that government authorities might misuse the Internet to violate freedom of expression online.

With regard to the Union's external relations, the Cybersecurity Strategy further determines that: “[...] the EU will seek to promote openness and freedom of the Internet, encourage efforts to develop norms of behaviour and apply existing international laws in cyberspace.”\(^{327}\) In this context it should be repeated that the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights allows itself for restrictions and limitations of freedom of expression online as already discussed above. Consequently, the EU assumes that certain restrictions of freedom of expression online (which are considered legitimate under EU human rights law) do not violate the freedom of the Internet. Thus it appears that the EU defines freedom of the Internet according to EU standards and laws, whether promoted inside or outside the EU.

As mentioned above, all types and kinds of expressions are protected under the right to freedom of expression. However, when analysing EU foreign policy documents on human rights, it appears that EU foreign policy objectives on freedom of expression online focus on the protection of critical political speech. In this respect, the

\(^{325}\) Cf. European Commission 2013: 142
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promotion of free, critical speech on the Internet in authoritarian regimes appears to be of particular relevance to counteract violations from a conceptual point of view. This assumption is also reflected in the EU Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy which states in this respect: “Modern information and communications technologies, while facilitating the free exchange of information between individuals, have also massively increased the coercive power of authoritarian states.”

Again, the EU acknowledges the potential negative effects of the Internet on freedom of expression only with regard to third countries in which a higher risk of violations and misuse is perceived. It might be arguable that the EU qualifies authoritarian states as “developing countries”; as a consequence this qualification provides subsequently the legal basis for EU development cooperation measures such as EU actions financed under the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights.

5.5.2 Freedom of expression online in declarations of EU representatives

At the 19th session of the Human Rights Council in March 2012, EU representatives issued an official declaration (‘EU intervention’) in which the importance of the work of online activists in social protest was highlighted: “Current events in the Middle East and North Africa, but also in other regions have also underlined the importance of the work carried out by the broader family of bloggers and media workers.”

Three months later, the EU participated in the interactive dialogue with the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression at the 20th session of the United Nations Human Rights Council in June 2012. The EU statement issued read as follows:

“The EU continues to be gravely concerned about the increasing risks against individuals who disseminate information via the Internet, as well as the harassment of online journalists and bloggers. We agree with you that those who publish online
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should be afforded the same protection under international human rights law as those
who publish offline."\(^{330}\)

The statement set out the EU's position on online journalists, namely that they
deserve the same protection as conventional writers. This is also an affirmation of the
EU's proclaimed position that freedom of expression also applies online.
In the second statement the EU shared the Special Rapporteur's concern that
violations of freedom of expression increasingly take place outside armed conflicts:
“[…] the majority of attacks against journalists take place outside of armed conflict
situations, especially during coverage of street protests and demonstrations.”\(^{331}\)
Additionally, the EU declared that the strengthening of mechanisms to protect free
speech online and the rights of online journalists requires context-specific
approaches\(^{332}\).

Declarations on freedom of expression online were repeatedly launched by EU
representatives on various occasions and in the context of alleged violations of
bloggers' rights. In September 2012, Ashton declared her serious concern over the
harsh sentencing of three Vietnamese bloggers to numerous years of imprisonment;
she called on the Vietnamese authorities to respect the right to freedom of
expression according to international human rights standards to which Vietnam had
signed up to and to release the three bloggers immediately\(^{333}\). Moreover, in
November 2013, the High Representative expressed her deep concern over the
death of an Iranian blogger who had died in custody. She further stated: “The EU
remains deeply concerned by the Human Rights situation in Iran, and urges the
Iranian authorities to halt the repression of bloggers and internet activists.”\(^{334}\)

In June 2013, Catherine Ashton expressed her concerns about ongoing violations of
freedom of expression online in her speech to the European Parliament on the
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occasion of the presentation of the EU annual report on human rights in Strasbourg:
“The increased violence against journalists and restrictions on press freedom in many countries - including our neighbours must be challenged. We condemn attacks on journalists and bloggers and are developing our own guidelines to use in our work in delegations and in our teams in Brussels.” The meaning of the word “neighbour” was not clarified in Ashton's speech.

Finally, in another statement issued by EU representatives to UN bodies, the EU highlighted the role of bloggers and other civil society actors to defend human rights and democratic standards, which indicates again the strong interrelation between discursive patterns on freedom of expression and democracy support:

“Civil society has a unique role to play in enforcing human rights standards across the world: the bloggers, the activists, the community organisers - who help to hold states accountable. But the space for civil society is being shrunk - both legislatively and through intimidation, and we need to ensure the creation of an environment conducive for a vibrant civil society that can defend human rights and democracy.”

5.5.3 Freedom of expression online in interviews with EU staff

To further examine discursive patterns and statements on freedom of expression online and their reflection through individual EU foreign policy actors, statements of EU employees will now be added to the analysis.

In the interviews it appeared that the above discussed overall EU theoretic position and political commitment on freedom of expression online was largely reflected in the statements of individual EU actors. The interviewee of the EEAS affirmed that freedom of expression is considered a priority of external human rights protection by the EU: “So, there is a strong commitment, publicly advertised and formally approved by the Council of Ministers on the 25th of July that says this, that the EU considers freedom of expression a priority.” With regard to the implementation of this priority,
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the interviewee added: “So, I think it's clear that it is a priority, that there is a political willingness to do something. But I think we still need time.”

The latter already indicates a gap between the theoretic positioning and the political commitment on the one side and the actual implementation of these statements on the other side.

Also the interviewee of the Commission's Directorate-General on Development and Cooperation affirmed that freedom of expression together with freedom of association are the two most important aspects of EU human rights support with regard to EU external human rights support: “[…] When it comes to beneficiaries in the countries that are really difficult, two things are really important: freedom of expression and freedom of association. For human rights defenders and human rights organisations this is the minimum to survive and operate.”

This citation highlights the systemic focus of EU human rights support on specific civil and political rights, including freedom of expression, and indicates that the realisation of these rights is considered a priority of the EU.

Moreover, the EEAS-employee affirmed the EU's above discussed statements on the applicability of existing human rights law on freedom of expression on the Internet:

“There is no need of creating new legislation. There is a need to increase awareness of the ways of implementing this legislation online. […] I think that all the rules that apply offline should apply online. And this is the position of the European Union. What you need to do is to maybe develop tools that enable authorities, judiciary, legislators to better understand what are the challenges of the communication online. But the rules are the same.”

In the interview, it further appeared that the overall consensus on freedom of expression online might be compromised by dissenting views of individual EU Member States on conflicting interests and the need to balance freedom of expression online with other interests in specific cases: “If you ask me about a more specific thing, copyright issues, denial of Holocaust, hate speech legislation, I may
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say there can be deviating opinions. When you ask me about freedom of expression in general or the need of protecting it online as we do offline, I think there is a common understanding.™342

On the basis of the interviews, it could be identified that definitions on freedom of expression might vary with regard to different EU actors and that the visibility of EU actions to protect freedom of expression online depends on the “labelling” of these actions: “[...] [F]reedom of expression actually applies, if you look at it, to everything that concerns human rights, because it’s a value. But it may not be labelled as such in the actual statistics. [...] So it depends on how you frame it.”™343

Moreover, there are different standards between individual EU Member States on the national level of protection of freedom of expression online and in national regulations of ICT operations. It can arguably be assumed that these differences might influence the implementation of EU objectives on freedom of expression online in third countries in practice:

“I think we have common grounds for the big principles but of course there are problems with particular cases. And as you know there is not a harmonised legislation on the things dealing with online issues in all countries. We are still very divided.”™344

Additionally, the conclusion can be drawn that different positions on cases of freedom of expression online do not only exist between individual EU Member States but also between EU institutions and individual EU employees. This aspect was emphasised by an interviewee of the Commission who stated in this respect: “You need to make a distinction between the EU and the Commission because these are two separate things.”™345

One reason for diverging opinions of individual EU actors on specific cases of freedom of expression online might arguably be related to the allocation of competences between individual actors. Therefore, individual actors might not follow the same objectives and legal procedures with regard to their fields of policy. For
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example the legal rules and procedures of the “human rights protection scheme” and of some immigration issues might vary. At the same time, human rights and other fields of EU (foreign) policy cannot easily be separated from each other in practice.

The interviewee also highlighted that the Commission itself is guided by different principles and partly heterogeneous objectives: “Most of the Commission is actually about internal EU. DG DEVCO is just a really small part that deals with the external, so we are much more linked to the External Action Service but we sit in the Commission.” Also this aspect might arguably lead to diverging opinions on cases of freedom of expression online in practice. This problematic was illustrated by an employee of the Commission who declared that the funding of specific human rights projects had provoked internal criticism in the past: “The average remark is ‘if you fund this, we will have problems in the political dialogue with this country’.”

Apparently, there are qualitative difference concerning the awareness about human rights and the willingness to implement them in EU foreign policies between employees of EU institutions dealing with human rights by mandate, such as DG DEVCO, and others.

Finally, on the basis of the interviews it can be said that dissenting views and positions between individual EU actors on specific cases of freedom of expression online appear to be taken in particular when human rights touch upon the area of national security. This aspect is illustrated by a statement of an employee of the Commission on the current issue of Edward Snowden: “This area touches about so many other areas, which makes it difficult to distinct if he is purely a human rights defenders or what about also national security.”
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5.5.4 Freedom of expression and human rights defenders

In the course of research it appeared that statements and patterns of EU actors on freedom of expression and on human rights defenders are often interrelated or even interfused. It has been argued that freedom of expression online and offline is a conceptual priority of EU external human rights protection. On the basis of selected EU statements, it will now be argued that the support of human rights defenders is closely related to this objective.

The European Union defines human rights defenders in accordance with Article 1 of the UN Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which reads as follows:

“Everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to promote and to strive for the protection and realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms at the national and international levels.”

In 2008, the EU adopted revised Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders which are envisaged to serve as a practical tool to enhance respective EU foreign policy action. In the Guidelines, typical activities of human rights defenders are outlined: documenting human rights violations; seeking remedies for victims of such violations; combating impunity of violators; and mainstreaming human rights and information on human rights defenders. The Guidelines further point out that these activities often include the expression of critical views on public authorities and their practices and that human rights defenders increasingly face attacks and violations of their own rights in many countries of the world. Consequently, it is assumed that freedom of expression is a precondition for the work of human rights defenders.

According to the document, the overall objective of the Guidelines is to create a safe and enabling environment for human rights defenders whose work is considered
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indispensable to the functioning of democracy and the implementation of human rights. In this respect, intimidations and attacks of government forces as well as of non-state actors are within the scope of this objective: “The EU's objective is to influence third countries to carry out their obligations to respect the rights of human rights defenders and to protect them from attacks and threats from non-State actors.”

In the EU Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy, the effective support of human rights defenders is defined as a thematic EU priority on human rights. In the document, the EU further commits itself to increasing its political and financial support to human rights defenders and to making it more flexible and accessible. Moreover, the Action Plan foresees the development of shelter programmes for human rights defenders, to improve their access to adequate protection mechanisms and to better promote the EU human rights focal points which shall serve as a first contact point for individuals in need of protection.

In 2010, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on EU policies in favour of human rights defenders. In the resolution, the European Parliament acknowledged the crucial role human rights defenders play with regard to the protection of human rights standards. Moreover, the interconnection between the work of human rights defenders and freedom of expression online and offline is highlighted: “[the European Parliament] emphasises the importance of freedom of speech and the role of the media, both online and offline, as an enabler for human rights defenders [...].” Moreover, the Parliament acknowledges in the resolution that actors who defend civil and political rights such as freedom of expression are most likely exposed to attacks and violations of their own rights.
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It has to be repeated that the exercise of freedom of expression is not necessarily related to the defence of human rights. Therefore, not all online activists are automatically human rights defenders, nevertheless are their rights to freedom of expression are entitled to protection. However, according to an employee of the EEAS, EU support to human rights defenders follows its own methods and procedures: "If you are a blogger that is not a human rights defender, meaning that you are a blogger that is doing other things, I mean your right to freedom of expression does not have to be linked all the time to human rights, then there are other methods."362 The consequences of the qualification of an activist as human rights defender in the context of EU external human rights support measures will be further discussed in the last section of this thesis.

Finally, also from a practical point of view, the interrelations between freedom of expression online, media freedom and human rights defenders appear to justify the conceptual interconnections between respective EU concepts. This aspect was further illustrated in an interview with an employee of the European Commission working in the field of freedom of expression:

“When it comes to freedom of expression, there are certain individuals that need to be protected because they are so visible. That visible person becomes almost like a public platform in her- or himself. And these platforms are online very much, but they are also offline which is why we keep saying online and offline. So, the separation between Internet freedom and freedom of expression in general and media freedom is not very conducive for the issue because it is all connected. So in terms of rolling it out in practice, you can't separate human rights defenders from these platforms; you need both.”363

5.6 Interim conclusion

As argued in this section, human rights protection provisions and policies have been integrated gradually into the European Union's framework. On the basis of the examination of the above EU documents and statements, human rights may be seen as elements of discursive patterns and statements of EU foreign policy actors, at
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least from a theoretical point of view. Furthermore, the conceptual interrelations between EU policies on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation as well as between EU policies on freedom of expression and on the support of human rights defenders were shown.

It has further been argued that recurrent patterns and statements conceptualise freedom of expression as a priority of EU external human rights policies. In this respect, the Internet is considered a new, additional battlefield of expressions; therefore the protection of human rights in the online sphere is considered to be a new layer of EU policies on human rights protection. The growing importance of the issue of freedom of expression online was further highlighted when the European External Action Service for the first time launched a public consultation for the drafting of EU Guidelines on freedom of expression online and offline: numerous contributions were received from actors all over the world, including civil society, private companies and associations of profession. However, the global reach of this issue is arguably also a big challenge to the effective implementation of EU policies on freedom of expression online in practice. An EEAS employee noted in this respect: “I mean the greatest challenge is that this is worldwide, freedom of expression is a priority worldwide. So, it's very difficult to manage.”

It has further been shown that in its statements on freedom of expression online the EU focuses on critical political speech and on countries where human rights are considered to be most at risk. In this regard, definitions of violations of freedom of expression and of the 'most at risk'-principle are not always transparent and appear to be made on a case-by-case approach by EU foreign policy actors.

Moreover it could be identified that various individual EU foreign policy actors are involved in the shaping and implementation of EU foreign policies including policies on human rights. These are mainly the European Commission (and individual departments and actors within the Commission) and its Delegations, the European External Action Service, the European Parliament, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security and representatives of individual EU Member
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States. Because of partly diverging interests of these actors, it is hazardous and arguably not useful to assume a coherent framework of EU human rights protection and in further consequence the existence of a stable EU foreign policy discourse on human rights. It is thus reasonable to focus on individual EU foreign policy actors or on a specific tool to further analyse the relevance of freedom of expression online in EU external relations with third countries. Therefore, the author will focus on a specific EU foreign policy instrument in the last section of this thesis.

Finally, the reader shall be reminded that the above conclusions and observations are based on the examination of EU policy documents, treaty provisions, resolutions, political speeches, declarations and interviews of EU officials. It was not intended to evaluate the practical implementation of the aforementioned EU political commitments, patterns of explanation and statements on freedom of expression online. EU documents and statements have been examined from a theoretical point of view to identify discursive patterns on freedom of expression online which may form part of EU foreign policy discourses.
6 The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights

6.1 Outline of the chapter

The last section of this thesis focuses on the examination of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR) and how it can function as a tool to protect freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy in practice. Due to its singularity and flexibility, the EIDHR is claimed to have provided most for the protection of freedom of expression online in third countries on the ground.

First, a short overview over specific EU foreign policy instruments which may serve as tools to implement the EU’s political commitments to protect freedom of expression online will be given. In this respect, the focus will be on EU external relations with third countries rather than on EU action at the multilateral level. Thereupon, the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights will be analysed in more detail. The EIDHR is an operational EU development cooperation instrument on democracy and human rights, managed predominantly by the European Commission. Its conceptual focus lies on the support of individuals and civil society organisations.

The analysis is mainly based on three different sources of information. First, EU legal regulations and foreign policy documents have been evaluated to determine the conceptual relevance of freedom of expression online within the framework of the EIDHR. Secondly, two studies carried out by independent institutions to evaluate specific areas of EU support under the EIDHR scheme have been examined to study the functioning and the limitations of the instrument. And thirdly, interviews with employees of EU institutions and with NGOs who work in the field of freedom of expression and whose projects are partly funded under the EIDHR budget were conducted to acquire additional information and to further analyse specific patterns of explanation.
The first study on the EIDHR mentioned above was instructed by the European Commission and conducted by the consultancy and technical assistance company SOFRECO: *Evaluation and recommendations on EIDHR support to Human Rights Defenders*. In the study, eleven projects funded under the EIDHR budget have been examined. The study was directed by Abigail Hansen and carried out between January and March 2010.\(^{366}\) The researcher described the purpose of the study as follows:

“The global objective of the evaluation was to provide the EC [European Commission] with an assessment of the quality of the actions financed under the EIDHR in support of HRDs [Human Rights Defenders] from October 2008 to February 2010, with recommendations on how to improve this support in order to better respond to future needs for protection of HRDs.”\(^{367}\)

The second study was instructed by the European Commission to provide an overview of existing shelter programmes. These programmes were established to give shelter to human rights defenders in urgent need of protection and temporary relocation.\(^{368}\) The study was carried out between June and October 2011 and was conducted by Nicolaj Sønderbye, an external consultant and human rights expert from the institute GHK Consulting Ltd.\(^{369}\)

The strong conceptual interrelations between EU human rights policies on freedom of expression and human rights defenders were already examined above. In this section, it will be explained in more detail why the EU human rights defender support schemes is also relevant for freedom of expression online. 

At this point, it shall be reiterated that not all people who express themselves online or offline are human rights defenders nor are their expressions necessarily political. However, EU action\(^{370}\) to promote and protect individuals' rights to freedom of expression online in its external relations focuses, arguably because of its practical
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relevance, on political expressions including allegations on human rights violations committed by public authorities. Therefore, the last part of this section focuses on the measures of direct support to civil society actors who express their political opinions online.

In the course of the research, expert interviews were conducted with employees of the European Commission and the European External Action Service and also with representatives of the NGOs *Reporters Without Borders* and *Front Line Defenders*. The first interview was conducted with Susan Bauman and Viktor Frieman from the European Commission's *Directorate-General for Development and Cooperation (DG DEVCO), Unit B1: Governance, democracy, gender and human rights, European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights*. Bauman is, besides others, in charge of the topic of freedom of expression within DG DEVCO. Frieman is part of the Commission's management team of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights. Furthermore, the author interviewed Sandra Rice who works as a *Policy Officer for Human Rights Policy Instruments and Bilateral Cooperation* in the European External Action Service and is, besides others, in charge of freedom of expression in the Service.

Subsequently, Alexander Corti from *Front Line Defenders* and Paul Underberg from *Reporters Without Borders* were interviewed. *Reporters Without Borders* works on the monitoring and assessing of attacks on press freedom worldwide, online or offline. Information is forwarded to authorities and to the public to raise awareness and to demand protection and support for individuals in need. Moreover, the organisation assists independent media outlets operating in particular dangerous and instable regions. Because of the growing use of online
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media, *Reporters Without Borders* has established its own desk for Internet freedom.\(^{377}\)

The work of *Front Line Defenders* is dedicated to the practical protection and support of human rights defenders at risk, whether they engage online or offline. The organisation defines human rights defenders as actors working in a non-violent way to defend any of the rights enshrined in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Measures of support range from physical security protection to training and awareness raising. Due to the increased use of the Internet by defenders, the organisation also focuses on online protection.\(^{378}\)

### 6.2 EU foreign policy instruments to protect freedom of expression online

EU foreign policy actors have several instruments and tools at their disposal to protect freedom of expression online in third countries. Support measures are diverse in nature which was also highlighted by a statement of the High Representative in one of her speeches on human rights to the European Parliament: “On human rights, as in other areas, we need to pull together. […] To make sure we make best use of all available instruments – from human rights dialogues to EU Guidelines, from the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights to our bilateral assistance and our actions in multilateral fora.”\(^{379}\)

As mentioned above, this section focuses on direct support measures to individual civil society actors who express themselves online, mainly in a political way, and who therefore face repressions or attacks. The selection of this focus is based on the observation that rapid support actions are arguably most urgently needed in cases where individuals’ rights to freedom of expression online are unduly restricted and violated in practice. Therefore, the focus of the examination below on the EIDHR is on individuals in need of protection due to their political expression online.
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EU action on the multilateral level will not be considered in this thesis. The latter focuses mainly on institutional capacities rather than on the direct support to individuals or civil society organisations. In this respect, the author wants to underline that the strengthening of institutional capacities and of the broader political framework is of equal importance to the effective protection of freedom of expression online. Susan Bauman from the European Commission explained the connection between institutional capacities and rights holders as follows:

“[I]t is a human right we are talking about, it is an individual human right, anybody’s right to express oneself, everybody has the right to freedom of expression. […] [B]ut if you really want to roll it out within the development cooperation […] you need to start talking about the institutional capacities and the communications platforms really. If you are actually taking this up as a long term goal and if you want to have an effect on the capacity on the ground, you need to ensure an enabling environment and institutional capacity.”

6.2.1 An overview of available instruments

Subsequently, an overview will be given over the arguably most important EU foreign policy instruments and methods used by the EU to protect freedom of expression online in practice. In this respect, it shall be noted that also other EU foreign policy instruments might have effects on the human rights situation of a third country on the ground (e.g. trade agreements). However, the examination below focuses on tools which are “labelled” by the EU as human rights protection tools. Specific examples will be given in the course of the examination of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights.

Monitoring
A precondition for human rights protection is certainly the monitoring of the human rights situation in a country in particular when human rights violations have already
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occurred in the past or appear likely to occur in the near future. Monitoring was labeled by the EU as human rights protection tool in various policies.

In the EU Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy, the development of Human Rights Country Strategies is mentioned, meaning that the human rights situations in third countries shall be analysed and thematic priorities of EU human rights support shall be defined\(^{381}\). With regard to freedom of expression online, Rice from the European External Action Service explains:

“They are restricted documents\(^{382}\) but all of them have a section on freedom of expression that will analyse freedom of expression on the ground. And for many countries in the world, freedom of expression is a priority. And in many of those, part of the priority would be freedom online.”\(^{383}\)

As the Human Rights Country Strategies are restricted documents which are not available to the public, these claims cannot be examined further.

In the “No Disconnect Strategy”, the EU acknowledges the importance to monitor surveillance and censorship online in order to effectively protect freedom of expression on the Internet\(^{384}\). In general, monitoring mechanisms may include actively observing online communication fora and respective restrictions, the observance of trials (e.g. when actors who expressed themselves online face charges or are taken to court) and public events (e.g. to protest for freedom of expression and a free flow of information on the Internet) as well as to conduct meetings with civil society actors to get informed about possible violations of freedom of expression online. Sometimes, EU actors are contacted directly by individuals who want to raise awareness about violations. Rice from the EEAS explains in this respect: “Many times they are just raising awareness, they want us to be aware [...]”\(^{385}\)

However, with regard to the personal and institutional capacities of EU delegations and other EU actors in third countries, it seems highly ambitioned to claim that
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freedom of expression is an EU human rights priority in many third countries and the possibility to monitor its situation and to adequately react to respective violations. According to Rice, a feasibility study is currently undertaken to examine the costs and limitations of the establishment of a digital platform on freedom of expression online; the objective of the platform would be to assess if Internet disruptions are politically motivated: “The idea is that we would like to create some kind of mechanism that can help us to have on-time information about infringements to online freedom in the world.”

Neither any information nor the outcome of the study have been available to the public so far. However, such a platform would presumably demand a sound scientific foundation to examine disruptions empirically, very well trained personnel, a high level of data protection with respect to the information contained and consequently also a lot of resources.

**Political support**

In the course of the research it became obvious that the specific form of support depends to a great extent on the individual EU foreign policy actor taking action. For the EEAS, political support is the main and arguably only instrument to protect freedom of expression online in third countries in practice. Rice from the EEAS explained in this respect: “There are lots of ways where the EU is trying to protect freedom of expression in a political way. What we do here, its policy.”

The importance of political support was highlighted by all interviewees. Bauman from the European Commission explained that if the EU speaks out in favour of human rights activists or actions in third countries, this is already considered a tool of protection: “[…] the flag of the European Union is a form of protection.” She further added: “[…] It is a political dialogue issue to a large extent. And we also know from a lot of freedom of expression communities who say it is not a lack of money that is the biggest challenge […]. What they need is political backup.” This view was also shared by Frieman who explained that human rights defenders in the field mainly ask
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for promoting their actions publicly, speaking out for their rights, and for delivering a supportive, consolidated message\textsuperscript{390}.

Political support of people who face threats or attacks because of their expressions online may include public or confidential EU actions. Public support is mainly provided to prevent violations and to raise the costs of violations of freedom of expression online\textsuperscript{391}. Examples of public support measures are observations of trials (e.g. if online journalists face charges to target their online expressions) and public events (e.g. demonstrations in protest against Internet disruption), visits or attempts to visit online activists who are detained as well as other forms of visible contact or recognition to enhance the legitimacy of activists' actions (e.g. organisation of events to compliment people for their work). Very rarely, physical accompaniment is a form of EU support provided on the local level if there are immediate threats to the personal security of activists; this practice is not explicitly mentioned in EU policy documents but has been reported\textsuperscript{392}.

However, the probably most frequently used forms of public EU support are statements to condemn violations or to highlight potential threats to freedom of expression online. Statements can be coordinated by EU Delegations locally or at headquarter level (including statements of the High Representative or her spokesperson and the EU Special Representative for Human Rights). Local statements are generally issued in the context of urgent protection needs whereas EU statements target mainly systematic issues. Additionally, more informal statements can be made through speeches by EU representatives for example at public events\textsuperscript{393}.

Two examples of public statements of EU officials are provided above in the context of the sentencing of bloggers in Vietnam and the death of an Iranian blogger. With regard to the first, the spokesperson of the EU High Representative stated:

“The EU recalls the fundamental right of all persons to hold and freely express their opinions in a peaceful manner […]. The sentences in this case appear to be particularly
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severe. While expressing goodwill and her appreciation of the increasingly positive EU-Vietnam partnership, the High Representative calls on Vietnam to respect its international obligations and to release the convicted bloggers immediately.\textsuperscript{394}

Due to Rice, the EEAS is alerted mainly by the EU Delegations on possible violations of freedom of expression online in third countries. “Every time that we consider that there is a violation of freedom of expression, a blogger goes to jail for his or her activity online, human rights activists are prosecuted or persecuted, intimidated, harassed: there is the option of the public statement.”\textsuperscript{395} It might be important to highlight the term “option” as EU statements are issued comparatively rarely with regard to ongoing violations of freedom of expression online worldwide.

However, in cases where public statements might put at risk individuals in need of protection, representatives of EU Delegations and EU Member States missions might conduct private démarches to raise cases with authorities confidentially. According to Rice, démarches take more time than statements as their coordination process is more complex\textsuperscript{396}. In this context she further explained:

“Many times, we don't have the option of the public statement because that would put in danger the person we are trying to protect, so we use private démarches. […] We do a demarche when the situation on the ground does not allow for a public statement or maybe sometimes we are trying to protect someone that does not want to get publicity and they ask us to do it on private base.”\textsuperscript{397}

Additionally, EU representatives at a higher political level (e.g. members of the Commission, the High Representative) might raise individual cases but also structural problems in meetings with third countries' authorities. A more formalised form of confidential support are the EU human rights dialogues and consultations which are conducted with selected third countries on a more or less regular basis.\textsuperscript{398}

Bauman from the Commission explained that human rights dialogues are sometimes even more important than the funding of individual projects to safeguard freedom of
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expression online\textsuperscript{399}. Unfortunately, human rights dialogues are confidential EU-
internal proceedings disclosed to the public and thus not very transparent with regard
to their content.

Finally, in cases when the EU decides not to take action, the EU can also provide
support by connecting individuals in need of protection and EU partner organisations
who might be able to support these actors\textsuperscript{400}.

However, the question remains how effective public statements, private démarches,
human rights dialogues and other forms of political support are to protect freedom of
expression online. In this respect, Bauman pointed out that it is a great challenge to
translate EU political support into all areas of EU external action in order to ensure a
follow-up of political commitments\textsuperscript{401}. At least in the opinion of individual EU foreign
policy actors, it is particularly important to make other EU institutions aware of human
rights support provided by individual EU actors to allow for an effective
implementation in all areas of EU law\textsuperscript{402}. It is further unclear which sanction
mechanisms are in place to counteract consistent violations of freedom of expression
online by third countries governments and their lack of political willingness to comply
with proclaimed EU-standards on freedom of expression online.

There is not just one answer to the above questions. Outcomes and effects of EU
political human rights support appear to depend on various factors including the
relationship and interests between the EU and the third country concerned, the
individual EU actors involved, the consistency the political support is provided and its
translation into other areas of EU foreign action, the actual measures taken and the
network of civil society actors in a specific country. It seems justifiable to argue that
political support is rather weak if used as a single tool and not in combination with
other support mechanisms.

\textbf{Awareness raising and technological tools}
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In March 2011, the European Commission and the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy launched the Joint Communication on *A Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the Southern Mediterranean*[^403]. With regard to electronic communications technologies, the Joint Communication states as follows: “In countries where the circulation of information is partially restricted such tools can greatly contribute to the democratisation of societies and the creation of public opinion through the promotion of freedom of expression.”[^404] It is moreover assumed that electronic communications technologies such as the Internet “greatly facilitated the wave of upheavals in the Mediterranean countries”[^405] - it should be briefly mentioned that these two statements illustrate the conceptual confusion between the Internet as a sphere of expressions and the idea that the Internet may have inherent democratic effects. Following this argumentation, the Commission subsequently announces the development of tools to circumvent arbitrary interferences and disruptions of the Internet. The latter shall be used by the EU to assist civil society actors in third countries where freedom of expression online is unduly restricted.[^406]

Following, in December 2011, the Commission and the High Representative launched the “No Disconnect Strategy” to implement the above Joint Communication. This strategy is a political commitment to promote Internet freedom globally but in particular in authoritarian regimes. According to the Strategy, its overall objective is to promote and protect: “[…] Internet freedom and democracy in countries where Europe perceives that a vibrant and open Internet is not the norm or where grave human rights abuses take place.”[^407]

In order to do so, specific measures and tools are referred to in the Strategy to protect freedom of expression online. First, the Strategy foresees the implementation

[^403]: According to the document, the Joint Communication has been launched to address the consequences of the events of the Arab Spring: cf. European Commission/High Representative for the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy 2011: 3

[^404]: European Commission/High Representative for the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy 2011: 10

[^405]: European Commission/High Representative for the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy 2011: 10

[^406]: Cf. European Commission/High Representative for the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy 2011:11

[^407]: European Commission 2011a
of awareness raising activities and educational measures to inform civil society actors about the risks of information and communications technologies such as surveillance or censorship. Secondly and in line with the above mentioned Joint Communication, the Strategy includes the objective to develop technological tools to provide for a free flow of information and to assist civil society actors to ensure their privacy and security online.\textsuperscript{408} Such measures may include trainings of civil society actors on digital security and data protection in which the handling of specific tools such as to encrypt messages and to store data securely is discussed and actively trained\textsuperscript{409}. Moreover, the EU might provide respective open source software and ongoing consultancy to activists\textsuperscript{410}. Another example would be the development of safe ways to host critical content and the development of techniques and knowledge to give access to this information\textsuperscript{411}.

Furthermore, the objective to develop measures and tools to provide for a safe access to the Internet and to address indiscriminate censorship and mass surveillance of information and communications technologies is further defined in the EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy\textsuperscript{412}.

The above discussed technological tools and the training on them are generally not implemented by EU foreign policy actors themselves but through partner organisations whose activities are mainly financed under the budget of the EIDHR (see next chapter).

**Operational guidelines on freedom of expression online and offline**

According to Action 24 of the EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy, the EU decided to develop new public Guidelines on freedom of expression online and offline (including the protection of bloggers and journalists)\textsuperscript{413}. EU human rights Guidelines are foreign policy tool which are supposed to enhance the protection of

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{408} Cf. European Commission 2011a
\textsuperscript{409} See Transcript A: 169, Transcript B: 177
\textsuperscript{410} See Transcript C: 187
\textsuperscript{411} See Transcript D: 197
\textsuperscript{412} Cf. Council of the European Union 2012: 19 (Action 24b)
\textsuperscript{413} Cf. Council of the European Union 2012: 19 (Action 24a)
\end{flushright}
human rights in third countries whereas their role within the EU is not so clear\textsuperscript{414}. In the opinion of the EEAS-employee Rice, the new Guidelines will be one of the most effective and important instruments to protect this right on the ground; due to their practical orientation, they shall help EU officials who are not necessarily experienced in human rights protection to address accurate challenges with regard to freedom of expression online in third countries\textsuperscript{415}:

“So, what the Guidelines do is, first, they try to explain what is freedom of expression according to international standards. Then they try to explain which are the most common violations of this right, so, they try to explain from jamming to lack of privacy, to killing of journalists, they cover everything. And then they provide you with a set of actions that the EU is ready to do and the tools with whom they have to do them.”\textsuperscript{416}

Furthermore, Rice is of the opinion that the Guidelines will help the EU to reach a consolidate message on freedom of expression online. As formal negotiations on the Guidelines have not yet started, it is impossible to say if such a clear common position already exists\textsuperscript{417}:

“First, there is a need of a strong common position. Right now we only have the Cyber Security Strategy which mentions human rights but it's not an in depth document on that kind of protection. I think the first step towards having a real policy statement on it is to get agreement on the draft Guidelines.”\textsuperscript{418}

It is hard to predict which practical relevance the new Guidelines will finally have on the protection of freedom of expression online in practice. Corti from \textit{Front Line Defenders} explains that EU Human Rights Guidelines are useful reference documents but that their practical implementation remains a great challenge. With regard to already existing EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders he notes:

“The challenge is, as always, the implementation. […] I can tell you that we sent last year 150 cases to the EU […] we got 70% of responses and out of the 150, […] the EU for 48% of the cases raised, the EU has taken action in line with the EU Guidelines […]”\textsuperscript{419}
Sanctions and export restrictions
Sanctions and export restrictions can be applied to indirectly protect freedom of expression online in third countries. Human rights clauses in EU trade and partnership agreements with third countries, may allow suspending trading relations or financial aid if human rights are violated in a severe and systematic manner in the partner country. Sanctions are arguably the most punitive way to counteract human rights violations. Therefore, they require the consent of all EU Member States which is why sanctions are hardly imposed in practice.420

With regard to export restrictions, an EU employee informed that in particular severe cases, the EU may stop the export of ICT material by European companies to specific third countries where the material is likely to be used to violate freedom of expression or privacy online421. However, it is not reported how often the EU has already stopped respective exports. Moreover, it has been repeatedly criticised that the EU avoids imposing sanctions even in severe cases and sees them only as a last option: “Wherever possible, the EU uses a carrot rather than a stick approach. The emphasis is on recognizing, encouraging and rewarding states to maintain or move towards acceptable standards of governance, preferring to withhold sanctions as very much the last resort.”422

Financial support
The EU has several financial instruments at its disposal to promote and protect human rights in its external relations. These instruments range from geographic to thematic support schemes and include financial and technical cooperation instruments as well as crisis-related intervention mechanisms423.

Within this plenitude of instruments, the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights is of particular importance with regard to the financing of human rights related activities and projects. In the following chapter, specific measures financed

420 Cf. Holland/ Doidge 2012: 209, 211
421 See Transcript B: 184
422 Holland/ Doidge 2012: 208
under the EIDHR budget to protect freedom of expression online in third countries will be further examined.

6.3 The protection of freedom of expression online under the EIDHR system

Illustration 6: Defend the defenders.
Source: European Union 2013b

It has been shown that the EU has various instruments and tools at its disposal to promote and protect freedom of expression online in third countries. Some of these tools do not require any additional resources. However, if they do so, they are likely to be financed under the EIDHR budget.

The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights is an EU financing instrument to promote democracy, human rights and the rule of law worldwide\textsuperscript{424}. It is located within the Union’s development cooperation section and was established by the European Parliament and the Council in 2006\textsuperscript{425, 426}.

\textsuperscript{424} Support measures shall be implemented in third countries or shall be directly related to situations of regional/global concern; see Art. 2(3) Regulation (EC) No 1889/2006
\textsuperscript{425} See Regulation (EC) No 1889/2006. Regarding the new regulation replacing the forementioned regulation: see Afterword
\textsuperscript{426} Cf. European Commission 2010: 5
According to its Founding Regulation, the main objective of the EIDHR is to support civil society activity to promote human rights and democracy whereas the latter are referred to as “public goods”. The instrument’s functioning is based on the affirmation that civil society has an important influence on socio-political reforms and the building and safeguarding of democratic structures. This approach is referred to as “integrated approach to democracy-building”. In this respect, the EIDHR Strategy Paper 2011-2013 acknowledges: “[...] the continuing importance of support to civil society and human rights defenders to help empower citizens, allow them to claim their rights and build and sustain momentum for change and political reform.”

EIDHR contracting partners are primarily civil society organisations but also international governmental bodies or trade unions. Frieman explains in this respect: “[...] [W]e basically can fund everyone except political parties, although, we can for example fund trainings for political parties, or capacity building for political parties.” So far, more than 400 projects in over 70 third countries were financed under the EIDHR budget. According to the EuropeAid Annual Report 2013, approximately three-fourths of these projects support local civil society activities and are managed by the EU Delegations on the ground – the rest are international projects.

The EIDHR is considered a self-standing, independent financial instrument by the EU. Independent in this respect means “[...] not requiring the consent of the governments of the countries concerned for its funding activity and not being subject to the long-term programming approach of geographical programmes.” The ability to provide assistance independently of public authorities is considered one of the key strengths of the instrument to address sensitive political issues in countries where traditional human rights assistance is not possible or efficient by the EU.
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Moreover, the EIDHR is considered a complementary tool to other EU instruments and methods of human rights and democracy support and should function as a “catalyst” to achieve sustainable results. The EIDHR Founding Regulation states in this respect: “[...] [T]here is a need for specific financial resources and a specific financing instrument that can continue to work in an independent manner whilst remaining complementary to and reinforcing related Community instruments for external assistance [...]”. Consequently, the Regulation requires support measures financed under the EIDHR budget to be consistent with other EU policies in the field of foreign policy and development cooperation, showing again the close discursive interrelation between policies on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation.

According to the EIDHR Strategy Paper 2011–2013 (from now: Strategy Paper), the instrument is based on five main fields of action. These are: 1) protecting human rights in countries where they are most at risk; 2) strengthening the role of civil society in promoting human rights and democratic reform; 3) supporting actions in areas covered by EU Human Rights Guidelines (e.g. EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders and the future Guidelines on freedom of expression online and offline); 4) strengthening the international and regional framework for the protection and promotion of human rights, justice, the rule of law and democracy and; 5) strengthening democratic electoral processes.

According to Frieman from DG DEVCO, there will be some conceptional changes with regard to the successor EIDHR Strategy Paper. First, specific categories of human rights will be explicitly mentioned, including freedom of expression online and offline. Moreover, the five objectives will be structured in a more rational and strategic way in order to avoid the current distinction between the two objectives 'countries where human rights are most at risk' (Objective 1) and 'human rights defenders'.
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(Objective 3). Instead there will be one consolidated objective called ‘protecting human rights and their defenders where they are most at risk’.\textsuperscript{441}

According to the EuropeAid Annual Report 2013, disbursements under the EIDHR budget amounted up to about € 140 million in 2012. This budget has been administrated mainly by the Commission's Development and Cooperation section (DG DEVCO). A share of approximately € 130 million was qualified official development assistance\textsuperscript{442}. In 2013, disbursements under the EIDHR budget slightly decreased to about € 136 million. The financial commitments of the EIDHR budget of € 167,63 million were thus not fully exhausted.

The EIDHR 2013 budget forms only a small part of the European Commission's budget on external aid of € 14.862 million, which itself represents only 10% of the Commission's overall budget of € 152.501 million.\textsuperscript{443} In comparison, in 2013 the EU budget under the category 'EU as a global player', which includes the EU enlargement policy, external financing instruments and the engagement in multilateral organisations, amounted up to € 6,8 billion\textsuperscript{444}. This represents 4,74% of the whole EU budget for the year 2013. From these € 6,8 billion, only 2,11% (€ 144 million) were dedicated to expenditures on 'Democracy and Human Rights'\textsuperscript{445}.

As mentioned above, disbursements under the EIDHR budget comprised about € 136 million in 2013, which composes the vast majority of money spent on 'Democracy and Human Rights'. Consequently, the EIDHR appears to be the main financial instrument to finance measures to promote and protect human rights in EU foreign policy.

With regard to the regional allocation of EIDHR resources in 2013, it is interesting to note that the actual disbursements exceeded the original financial commitments (see chart below). However, to the author it seems that these deviations are of no qualitative nature but rather indicate that the annual planning of the regional

\textsuperscript{441} See Transcript A: 172  
\textsuperscript{442} Cf. European Commission 2013: 182  
\textsuperscript{443} Cf. European Commission 2014  
\textsuperscript{444} Cf. European Commission 2014a  
\textsuperscript{445} Cf. European Commission 2014b
allocation of EIDHR resources needs to be better adapted to current challenges and needs in different regions of the world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected regions and public/private partnerships</th>
<th>Commitments</th>
<th>Disbursements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>0,90</td>
<td>22,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>39,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- North of Sahara</td>
<td>0,31</td>
<td>5,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>2,89</td>
<td>19,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>4,47</td>
<td>34,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Middle East</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>5,80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>167,62</strong></td>
<td><strong>136,32</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to the “Arab Spring”, it appears that more resources than expected have been disbursed in the North African region and in the Middle East. This is in particular true for Algeria, followed by Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and Morocco as well as for Syria. However, also the disbursements of all other regions exceeded the financial commitments to a great extent.\(^{447}\) On the basis of the available data, it is not feasible to study the causes for the changes of regional allocations.

### 6.3.1 Freedom of expression (online) in EIDHR projects

The promotion and protection of freedom of expression online and offline is a conceptual objective of EU human rights support under the EIDHR system. According to the EIDHR Founding Regulation, the promotion of freedom of expression forms part of EIDHR support to enhance participatory and representative democracy and the process of democratisation\(^{448}\). In this respect, the Regulation further reaffirms the discursive pattern that democracy and human rights are considered intrinsically related to each other whereas democracy is defined a

---
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process involving all societal actors and ensuring for participation, representation, responsiveness and accountability[^449].

“Democracy and human rights are inextricably linked. The fundamental freedoms of expression and association are the preconditions for political pluralism and democratic process, whereas democratic control and separation of powers are essential to sustain an independent judiciary and the rule of law which in turn are required for effective protection of human right.”[^450]

Also according to Frieman from DG DEVCO working on the administration of the EIDHR, freedom of expression as one of the fundamental freedoms is considered a priority for EIDHR support[^451]: “[...] freedom of expression is definitely one of the core elements in most of the projects.”[^452] Frieman further explained that due to its increased relevance in practice freedom of expression online will be explicitly referred to in the revised EIDHR Regulation[^453].

In the EuropeAid Annual Report 2013 on the implementation of EU development policy and aid, the EIDHR was outlined as the main financial instrument to protect freedom of expression and media support within EU development cooperation. Furthermore, the report showed that projects on freedom of expression online were financed under the EIDHR budget in 2012:

“The EU has a long track record of providing support to independent media as well as capacity building for journalists which to a large extent has been financed by the EIDHR. The EIDHR 2012 global call for proposals focuses on projects fighting cyber-censorship and protecting the confidentiality of activists. The EIDHR had already invested in internet access before the Arab Spring, and is currently financing a project protecting independent bloggers, writers and journalists in Syria, as well as freedom of expression projects focusing on legislation regarding the media and the Internet in Yemen.”[^454]

With regard to the different areas of EIDHR support, freedom of expression online falls most likely within the scopes of Objective 1 and Objective 3 of the Strategy

[^451]: See Transcript A: 166
[^452]: See Transcript A: 166
[^453]: See Transcript A: 165
[^454]: Cf. European Commission 2013: 142f
Paper. Objective 1 aims to protect human rights where they are most at risk which is defined as follows: “ [...] where there is a serious lack of fundamental freedoms, where human security is most at risk, where human rights defenders are under most pressure, where civil society operates with difficulty and where there is little room for political pluralism.” The Strategy Paper clarifies that freedom of expression and the right to information and communication (including Internet access) are part of these fundamental freedoms and rights. Approximately 10% of the EIDHR total budget for the period covered by the Strategy Paper was allocated to Objective 1 (€ 47.2 million).

The budget under Objective 3 is dedicated to areas which are covered by EU Human Rights Guidelines. In this respect, the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders are the basis of EU assistance given to defenders under Objective 3. The defenders’ right to freedom of expression is one of the key areas of concern under this protection scheme, for example to support their activities to document and raise awareness about human rights violations. This is why also Objective 3 and the human rights defender support scheme under the EIDHR are of particular relevance to this analysis.

EIDHR support to human rights defenders may include a broad range of instruments, reaching from diplomacy to physical security measures. Moreover, the human rights defender protection scheme under the EIDHR allows for the direct financial support of individuals. Approximately 4,7% of the EIDHR total budget for the period covered by the Strategy Paper was allocated to the support of human rights defenders under Objective 3 (€ 22.16 million).

Finally, on the basis of the information the EU provides on the EIDHR, it is not feasible to determine exactly which part of the EIDHR budget is used for the
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promotion and protection of freedom of expression online and offline and which specific projects are currently financed.

**6.3.2 Measures to protect freedom of expression online under the EIDHR**

EU action on freedom of expression online under the EIDHR system may include direct support to individual actors or the financing of middle- or long-term projects dealing with structural challenges regarding the realisation of this right in third countries.

Long-term projects on structural aspects of human rights support are mainly financed on the basis of global calls for proposals launched by the Commission at headquarter level. Whereas direct support to individuals is mainly provided through the small grants system or the channelling of support through large-scale project financed under the EIDHR budget. With regard to the latter, the EU might contract with an NGO which will in return be obliged to provide financial support to human rights defenders on the basis of the EIDHR finances their receive. Thirdly, Country-Based-Support-Schemes may address large-scale projects or provide direct support to individuals; their local administration by EU Delegations shall allow targeting regional needs specifically\(^{462}\).

Measures to support freedom of expression online financed under the EIDHR budget may include awareness raising and capacity building activities, trainings, advocacy, monitoring mechanisms, the development of technological tools or direct support to individuals in need of protection such as medical and psychological treatment, legal expenses, security measures (physical and digital security) or relocation\(^{463}\). Moreover, financial support can be provided either to legal persons (e.g. NGO, trade union) or natural persons, depending on the respective call of proposals and the specific EIDHR fund.

\(^{462}\) Cf. Collier 2013: 24f
\(^{463}\) Cf. Collier 2013: 24
6.3.2.1 EIDHR procedures: calls for proposals, local support schemes and grants

Basically, there are three approaches EU actors may use to identify projects according to the EIDHR procedures. First, the Commission may launch global calls for proposals to identify respective projects. According to Frieman from DG DEVCO, for the first time, no global call will be launched in 2014 for the following reasons:

“We still have very good project proposals that we were not able to fund yet. And also, the global calls for proposals are processes that take a lot of time and costs; we reduced the time from about one year to approximately nine months. Nevertheless, this poses sometimes problems to projects which might no longer be relevant because of changed conditions.”464

This statement indicates that the identification of projects on the basis of global calls is costly and time-consuming which might in return diminish the instrument's effectiveness to adequately response to current needs. The fact that global calls pose high bureaucratic burdens on applicants and are too time-consuming in practice was also highlighted by Corti from Front Line Defenders465.

The second kind of support measures are Country-Based-Support-Schemes which are administrated by the EU Delegations in third countries and whose regional management shall allow to target specific local needs466. Calls under this protection scheme are launched and assessed on the regional level in general reducing the processing time and costs in comparison to global calls.

It has been found that projects funded under the EIDHR budget might deviate from the EU standards and rules on the disclosure of EU financial support. In general, any project which is (partly) funded under any kind of EU budget has to be publicly labelled as such. However, with regard to the EIDHR this practice may be modified to protect the confidentiality of involved actors467. EIDHR beneficiaries are entitled to ask the Commission to treat a project confidentially for security reasons which shall

464 See Transcript A: 172
465 See Transcript C: 188f
466 Cf. Collier 2013: 24f
467 Cf. European Commission 2010: 14
allow addressing also politically sensitive issues with regard to third country
governments\textsuperscript{468}.

With regard to EIDHR calls for proposals, the above mentioned SOFRECO study
criticised that the application procedures and eligibility criteria are highly complicated
and often not outlined clearly enough\textsuperscript{469}. Therefore, the development of specific
guidelines to applying organisations was recommended.\textsuperscript{470}

Corti explained in the interview that in particular smaller organisations might face
difficulties in compiling various documents such as logical frameworks which are
required with regard to global calls and thus face factual difficulties\textsuperscript{471}.
Corti further highlighted the specific problem that civil society organisations have to
be registered at the local level to be entitled to receive EIDHR financial support.
However, in countries where the registration might be conditioned on a certain
political conviction posing insurmountable problems on human rights organisations
who are not allowed to officially register because of their human rights related work.
Therefore, respective organisations only have the possibility to sub-contract with a
registered organisation or an international NGO to receive EIDHR support.\textsuperscript{472}

The Commission acknowledged the problem of access of smaller NGOs to EIDHR
funding in the EIDHR Strategy Paper and thus the “[…] need to alleviate the difficulty
for smaller civil society organisations in the South to access funding, due to the
complex administrative and reporting procedures.”\textsuperscript{473}
The current obstacles to local NGOs are particularly challenging as regional and local
civil society organisation might be able to target local protection and support needs
better due to their direct network to involved actors. In this respect, the Commission
acknowledged in the EIDHR Strategy Paper that projects targeting local needs may
be more effective than global ones: “[…] projects targeting specific issues in one

\textsuperscript{468} See Transcript A: 169
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country or smaller region are more likely to achieve positive impact than projects that are global in scope […]".\textsuperscript{474}

Moreover, a lack of transparent and qualitative project selection criteria was criticised in the SOFRECO study\textsuperscript{475}. This critique was shared by Corti who explained that the reasons for the selection of projects which will be supported under the EIDHR scheme are often not comprehensible and thus intransparent\textsuperscript{476}.

Furthermore, it has been criticised that the level of capacity of EIDHR project partners varies greatly. There are remarkable differences concerning the management of projects, the ability to address real local needs, to make projects visible on the ground and also to provide the EU with qualitative feedback on the project management.\textsuperscript{477}

Additionally, it appears that there is a high risk of duplication of projects due to a lack of coordination and adequate information management between EU officials, the EU and partner organisations and between partner organisations themselves\textsuperscript{478}. In this respect, also Corti expressed his view that the communication between individual EU institutions and employees in charge of the administration of EIDHR projects could be improved\textsuperscript{479}.

Another point of critique targets the follow-up of EIDHR projects. The SOFRECO study concluded that re-granting mechanisms should be encouraged by the EU in order to allow for an effective follow-up and to achieve sustainable results. However, for this purpose, it would be necessary to improve the evaluation of EIDHR projects and the identification of on-going needs. It was recommended that partner organisations should be supported in this function and that the EU should develop qualitative impact assessment indicators.\textsuperscript{480}
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In response, the Commission acknowledged “[...] the need for more closer and more systematic external and internal monitoring of the projects [...]”\textsuperscript{481} However, the implementation of respective mechanisms could not be identified in the research.

According to the Commission, impact assessment of EIDHR projects is particularly challenging as the EIDHR operates to a large extent in politically unstable regions and dangerous situations; in this context, sustainable results are difficult to achieve as projects might fail or have to be closed ahead of schedule\textsuperscript{482}.

Corti from \textit{Front Line Defenders} acknowledges that the assessment of the relationship between an action and its impact is a challenging issue not only with regard to the EIDHR but for all human rights activities. With regard to human rights protection in EU foreign policy, Corti points out that actions should preferably be more 'result-oriented' than 'activity-driven': “So we have to move from positive actions to positive impact.”\textsuperscript{483}

The third kind of EIDHR support measure is the small grants system. In this respect, the EIDHR allows for individual applications on grounds of urgent protection needs. Frieman from DG DEVCO explained that applications may be addressed to an EU Delegation or to the European Commission in Brussels directly. Subsequently, an internal consultation between members of the Commission, the European External Action Service and the EU Delegation takes place to evaluate the application.

According to Frieman, the decision on the grant is normally taken within 48 hours and the money is transferred within one week. With regard to small grants he further explained that the Commission receives a lot of requests, that the budget for small grants is about € 300.000.- per year and that it is going to be increased. Additionally, small grants mechanisms are also included in long-term EIDHR projects; most projects funded on the basis of global calls and some of the Country-Based-Support-Schemes include the legal obligation of partner organisations to provide financial support to individuals in need of protection: “[...] in the projects that we are going to

\textsuperscript{481} European Commission 2010: 11  
\textsuperscript{482} Cf. European Commission 2010: 29  
\textsuperscript{483} Transcript C: 192
fund, in all the projects, there will be financial support for human rights defenders and this tops up our relocation for small grants.\textsuperscript{484-485}

With regard to the disbursements of small grants, Corti highlighted in the interview that even though the decision on the provision of a grant is taken normally very quickly by EU actors, the financial agreement and the disbursement of the money may take up to several weeks. In cases where urgent protection is required, the Commission often sub-contracts with \textit{Front Line Defenders} to provide the money to the defender more quickly. \textit{Front Line Defenders} again sub-contracts with the defender and gets reimbursed by the Commission once the financial agreement is concluded.\textsuperscript{486}

However, the organisation does not get reimbursed if the defender does not report on the measures financed with the grant and provide respective receipts: “At the end of the day, they externalise the emergency fund management and actually take money from us if a reporting problem occurs. […] I think they have the responsibility of the decision so they should bear the responsibility of the reporting.”\textsuperscript{487}

With regard to EIDHR procedures on the identification of projects and protection needs, it can be stated that a lack of visibility of EIDHR support is perceived by various actors including civil society organisations and other concerned actors in third countries. According to the interviews with EU employees, there seems to be a growing awareness of this problem in DG DEVCO. Moreover, also the EIDHR Strategy Paper clarifies that more efforts have to be undertaken to enhance the visibility of EU external human rights policy in order to achieve the full potential of EIDHR support: “The aspects of visibility for the EU's human rights work will be given increased attention under EIDHR civil society projects as well as targeted projects to international organisations.”\textsuperscript{488}

In this respect, Frieman from DG DEVCO explained that it is first of all the role of the EU Delegations in the field to reach out to the civil society and to make people aware
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of the EIDHR and its support measures. In order to do so, the Delegations could organise info-days and training seminars for civil society actors, launch dialogues with various stakeholders to identify local concerns and needs as well as organise specific events (e.g. on the human rights day) or ceremonies (e.g. for the signing of an EIDHR support contract) to publicly promote the EIDHR.

Furthermore, Frieman explained that the EIDHR website is an important tool to provide information on application procedures and contact details. However, he also pointed out that in some countries the EIDHR website was censored and not accessible. Additionally, he highlighted that the level of visibility of outreaching activities depended on the country concerned; a case-by-case approach is followed to avoid putting at risk individuals who might qualify for EIDHR support.

In addition, the SOFRECO study criticised the conceptual confusion between human rights defenders and human rights victims in practice. The EIDHR Founding Regulation differentiates between human rights defenders and victims of repression; according to the Regulation, support and solidarity shall be provided to both to promote and consolidate democratic processes in third countries. Following, the EIDHR is not per se an instrument to compensate victims of human rights violations but to provide them with support. In practice, it might not always be feasible to differentiate between human rights defenders and victims. This is because activists might face repressions and violations because of their work and might thus also qualify as victims of human rights violations. Consequently, it could not be identified by the author how the conceptual confusion between human rights defenders and human rights victims would diminish the EIDHR's effectiveness.

In the SOFRECO study, it was pointed out that the insufficient coordination between individual EU actors might be an obstacle to the successful implementation of EIDHR support. According to Rice, the coordination between the EEAS and the Commission is working quite well in practice. The well-functioning of the coordination is
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particularly important as human rights protection competences are shared by different EU actors. Whereas the EEAS provides mainly political support and acts as a 'service of advice provider' with regard to human rights, the Commission and its regional departments are often in charge of the follow up, project management and the allocation of resources: “So, whenever there is a problem or a big violation of freedom of expression in a country, it's the 'geographical' of that country that will mainly follow and we will provide advice when they need it. But we are not supposed to be following the world because it's impossible.” However, according to Rice, individual EU actors do not necessarily share the same views on specific human rights measures: “So, I think there is a coordination, sometimes we not all think the same, but there is a coordination.”

However, as mentioned above, not all stakeholders are of the opinion that the coordination between different EU actors is functioning well. Corti from Front Line Defenders notes in this respect:

“I think the relationship between the European Commission and the External Action Service could be improved, to say it diplomatically. […] Sometimes I think the European Commission people, including the Delegations, they too often think about money. […] So, there is a kind of fight between funding support and political aspects. And then they criticise each other for not taking action properly.”

Finally, one of the arguably greatest challenges with regard to the effective protection of freedom of expression online under the EIDHR system appears to lie within the EU system of human rights protection itself. There seems to be a substantial gap between EU staff working on human rights protection and the majority of EU staff working on other policy areas. This observation has been made by EU employees themselves as well as by external actors. In this respect, Frieman explains that the mainstreaming of human rights in all areas of EU external action is a big challenge:

“I mean, even with regard to colleagues working in Delegations for example, the first reaction could be: 'yeah, but why do we have to deal with freedom of expression if we are talking about agriculture, health or energy or whatever'. […] So, I think the big challenge is
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to mainstream the fundamental values, including freedom of expression online and offline, in every development activity of the European Union.\textsuperscript{497}

Frieman further explains that in particular the funding of politically sensitive projects under the EIDHR scheme might provoke the critique of individual EU actors that the funding would have negative effects on the political dialogue with the concerned country\textsuperscript{498}. Consequently, the level of protection of freedom of expression online under the EIDHR scheme depends to a great extent on the personal dedication of the specific EU actor concerned in practice (e.g. Heads of EU Delegations, Human Rights Focal Points, EU Liaison Officers on Human Rights Defenders); this leads also to differences with regard to the accessibility and visibility of EIDHR support\textsuperscript{499}. Corti from Front Line Defenders approves this critique: “[…][W]e still depend a lot on personal dedication of the EU staff. […] In the past I met people who really did not care and they expressed that openly.”\textsuperscript{500}

\textbf{6.3.2.2 Digital security and cyber-censorship circumvention}

The protection of online information and the fight against cyber-censorship arguably falls within the scope of freedom of expression, data protection and the right to privacy at the same time. It is important with regard to this thesis as the protection of information against undue interference and the access to different sources of information is arguably a precondition for the right to freedom of expression online and offline.

In the course of the research it appeared that the protection of freedom of expression online includes a highly technical dimension. This observation was also highlighted by Underburg from \textit{Reporters Without Borders}: “I mean I am sure that in five or ten years Reporters Without Borders will have more technicians than researchers. Because you will have to have the support of people that know how to fight this on the web and this is purely technical.”\textsuperscript{501}
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According to the EuropeAid Annual Report, in 2012, projects financed under the EIDHR budget to support freedom of expression online were mainly dedicated to the fight against cyber-censorship, the provision of safe Internet access and the protection of the confidentiality of activists online. Moreover, independent bloggers were supported with EIDHR funding in Syria.\footnote{502}

Subsequently, a few examples shall be provided to illustrate which kind of projects might be financed under the EIDHR budget in this field of action.

Frieman from DG DEVCO explains that a global call for proposals with a lot of € 3 million was launched to identify respective projects\footnote{503}. In this respect, he also points out that sensitisation and capacity building on digital security are considered particularly important elements of projects on freedom of expression online as a high number of journalists and human rights defenders who act online do not have any or extended knowledge on this issue: “When it comes to the kind of projects on freedom of expression online and offline, one of the key components is capacity building and training on data protection for activists; this is absolutely essential.”\footnote{504}

In 2012, a restricted call for proposals was launched to support human rights and their defenders where they are most at risk (Objective 1 and 3 of the EIDHR Strategy Paper). Within this call, one lot was explicitly dedicated to the improvement of the situation of freedom of expression and of the access to free and independent information online and offline whereas particular attention was paid to the fight against cyber-censorship, the promotion of safe Internet access and digital security.\footnote{505}

Expected types of activities ranged from training, awareness building, capacity building, monitoring and reporting, advocacy, technical and material support, medical, psychological and legal assistance, security measures, fact finding missions, the development of preventive capabilities and strategies to temporary
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relocation of activists\textsuperscript{506}. With regard to online activities, the call highlighted the relevance of: “training, capacity building and technical support on IT skills, digital security, including circumvention of cyber censorship, and provision of secure hosting”\textsuperscript{507}. The call outlined that financial support of projects may range from € 300.000.- to € 1.500.00.-- and that the duration of projects may be between 18 and 36 months\textsuperscript{508}.

The call was open for natural as well as legal persons who had to go through long-lasting and complicated application procedures requiring sophisticated knowledge and resources to cope with the requirements: after a pre-registration online, a concept note outlining the objectives and expected results in English, French, Spanish or Portuguese had to be delivered. If the project succeeded in the first round, further application documents had to be submitted including an extended application form, a budget plan and a logical framework. In case the project was awarded, a Standard Grant Contract had to be signed between the applicant and the Commission\textsuperscript{509}.

The two NGOs \textit{Reporters Without Borders} and \textit{Front Line Defenders} both succeeded in receiving financial support under this restricted call for proposals. Underberg from \textit{Reporters Without Borders} explained in the interview that the Internet and the issue of digital security had become increasingly important to the work of the organisation:

“[…] [T]hat is why we changed also one word in our logo which was important; we used to be \textit{Reporters Without Borders for Freedom of the Press} and then we said \textit{Reporters Without Borders for Freedom of Information}. Which was just one world which was related to the topics that we were following because we have more bloggers in jail today than journalists.”\textsuperscript{510}

He explained in more detail that the organisation observed that most of the bloggers and online journalists have very little knowledge about digital security; most of them use simple passwords and store sensitive information in an insecure way. Therefore, \textit{Reporters Without Borders} started to work on training and capacity building in this
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field and applied for EIDHR support under the above mentioned call. The main objective of the project was to make technologies of digital security available and usable for individuals who express themselves online in restricted environments:

“That was the key issue of the project; hosting [content that has been censored], giving access, sometimes trainings and providing updates on the technologies. And we don't need to invent this technology, we just need to give it to more people, from a technical point of view and from an, I would say, advocacy point of view.”

Furthermore, financial grants have been provided to individuals and NGOs who work online and who have been in need of material, medical or technical support. Underberg underlined that sustainable results with regard to digital security can only be achieved if the technical and educational conditions allow for it: “And once more the big question is also with this technology, are those people able to provide for updates. Because it is a nonsense to use this if you don't make the updates as well. […] Truly speaking, in some countries we don't talk about this.”

Another aspect which was pointed out by Underberg is that support on digital security and cyber-censorship-circumvention is mainly provided to private journalists, freelancers and other activists who engage online by the organisation. This is because most of the employees working for media companies are generally equipped with their own protection tools provided by their companies. However, 80% of all journalists are freelancers who do not have such protection tools. Finally, Underberg questioned realistic expectations and outcomes of projects on digital security. In this respect, he noted the necessity to evaluate how many people can be reached by a specific technology and also which language should be used in the course of the project planning.

Also Front Line Defenders applied successfully for EIDHR funding under the restricted call. Corti explained in the interview that the organisation is very active on

---
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the issue of freedom of expression online and the protection of communications on the Internet in order to reduce the risk of violations and interferences:

“So you must be able as a human rights defender to be public if you want to, that's freedom on the net, but if you want to share information and data in a secure way non-publicly, then you must be able to do it as well without being tapped or interfered, when you send emails for instance. You know, these are the two sides of the same coin.”

*Front Line Defenders* has been co-funded by the EIDHR since 2009. With regard to the current programme of action, around 55% of the budget is funded by the Commission under the EIDHR budget. Most of the project activities are related to personal and digital security training, the provision of security grants and advocacy. Under the security grants programme, the organisations provides money to human rights defenders to enable them to protect online information, computers or offices, to pay fees which have been unlawfully imposed on them because of their online activities and to finance medical treatment or unarmed bodyguards in relation with their work.

Corti clarified that the organisation's definition of 'grant' does not necessarily correlate with the one of the EIDHR system: with the term grant, the Commission defines money which goes directly to individuals or organisations without any further obligations. Whereas *Front Line Defenders*‘ direct support system is generally based on the provision of money in exchange of receipts and implementation reports. In total, the organisation will presumably disburse about one million Euros for security grants in 2014.

Moreover, Corti shared the experiences of Underberg that online activists in some countries do not care about security measures: some of them want to be public and take the risk of being interfered. Therefore, the organisation considers it necessary to engage in awareness raising and training in order to change these human behaviours: “It is just about human behaviour. If you don't change human behaviours,
you can do whatever you want; they will still be at risk because of their own behaviours.”

According to Corti, another important element of the trainings are stress-management techniques which are provided by the organisation in the course of personal security trainings. As some defenders are completely dedicated to their work, they neglect their own needs and the ones of their families. The respective techniques shall ensure for ‘psychological security’ of activists.

Another project on digital security of Front Line Defenders which was financed on the basis of the EIDRH restricted call in 2012 is a joint programme with Tactical Technology Collective: the main objective of this project was to provide open source software to enable activists to protect their communications online (e.g. anti-virus, tools to encrypt messages). This software is available online in 13 languages.

Moreover, in the course of the project consultancy on digital security is provided to human rights defenders in different regions of the world.

6.3.2.3 Shelter programmes

In the following chapter, programmes to provide physical, temporary shelter to activists in need of protection will be examined. The latter are important to this thesis as they may be used by EU foreign policy actors to protect human rights defenders who express themselves online and who are intimidated or attacked because of their expressions. Under the EIDHR budget, the European Union does not have its own shelter programme but is financing organisations providing temporary relocation to individuals whose personal security is in imminent danger.

The establishment of a European shelter programme under the EIDHR scheme has been discussed repeatedly within and outside the EU. According to the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders, EU Member States are encouraged to
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provide emergency visa and other measures for swift assistance and protection to facilitate the temporary relocation of third country citizens at risk\textsuperscript{526}. During the Czech EU Presidency in 2009, the establishment of an EU Shelter Cities Programme was promoted; moreover, the European Parliament called in one of its resolutions on the High Representative to establish a European Protection and Shelter programme by the end of 2010\textsuperscript{527}. As none of these initiatives has been implemented so far, Action 18 of the 2012 EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy finally foresees the development and implementation of a voluntary (!) initiative to facilitate the provision of temporary shelter to human rights defenders at risk\textsuperscript{528}. According to Frieman from the Commission, this initiative shall lead to the creation of a network of municipalities providing temporary shelter programmes\textsuperscript{529}.

In 2011, the European Commission instructed a study to map and analyse existing shelter programmes in the field of action. The study was carried out between June and October 2011 and was conducted by Nicolaj Sønderbye, a human rights expert and external consultant from the institute GHK Consulting Ltd.\textsuperscript{530} According to the study, most of the NGOs providing shelter to defenders focus on the right to freedom of expression whereas programmes target mainly writers at risk, journalists and scholars\textsuperscript{531}. NGOs providing shelter programmes are for example Reporters Without Borders, Committee to Protect Journalists, PEN International, The Rory Peck Trust and ICORN (International Cities Of Refuge Network)\textsuperscript{532}.

Within Europe, ICORN is the most structured city shelter network according to the study. The overall aim of the organisation is to promote freedom of expression online and offline and to protect individuals who are persecuted as a direct consequence of their expressions or who are unable to express themselves freely because of limitations and threats in their home countries\textsuperscript{533}. ICORN was founded in 2006 and
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consists of over 40 member cities and regions\textsuperscript{534}. In the context of city shelter initiatives, it is interesting to note that the role of regional and local authorities appears to gain importance in the field of development cooperation\textsuperscript{535}.

In the interview, Frieman explained that the Commission cooperates with ICORN as well as with other human rights organisations to set up the above mentioned EU voluntary initiative for temporary shelter. In this context, he pointed out that the initiative will rely on existing structures in the field in order to avoid the duplication of mechanisms:

“[...] [I]t will be under the flag of the European Union but we want to collaborate with the existing structure, and create a network on the basis of the existing models. We don't want an overlapping system structure. We don't want to build new structures because there is no need.”\textsuperscript{536}

Up to now, the EU has supported shelter initiatives mainly in the form of financial support to NGOs who actively provide shelter to defenders in the field or in the form of small grants to human rights defenders under the EIDHR system. The latter are mainly provided for temporary relocation in cases of urgent protection – according to Frieman, respective grants are not issued very often in practice\textsuperscript{537}. Therefore, the EU is mainly “outsourcing” aid in the sense that shelter is not provided directly but financially supported under the EIDHR system\textsuperscript{538}. In this respect, Rice from the EEAS explained that the EU is not mandated to offer diplomatic protection to defenders in third countries as EU Delegations do not have the same powers and competences as national states' embassies\textsuperscript{539}.

Both \textit{Reporter Without Borders} and \textit{Front Line Defenders} used to provide or still provide shelter programmes partly financed under the EIDHR budget. Underberg from \textit{Reporters Without Borders} explained that the organisation launched a shelter project for the temporary relocation and training of defenders in the organisation's
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headquarters in Paris about six or seven years ago. In contrast, Front Line Defenders itself does not offer physical places of shelters; the normal procedure would be to discuss several options with the potential beneficiary and to help to find and financially support a suitable solution. In any case, only temporary short-term relocation is supported. Options range from in-country and region relocation (mostly provided through the grants system), rest and respite projects (which may also include family members of a defender and which allows them to move to a secure environment) to urgent medical treatment or fellowship programmes (the latter is provided also outside cases of emergency). Moreover, the organisation invites four to five beneficiaries per year to be hosted in a flat in Dublin in order to respite, improve English language skills and to be trained on digital security and other aspects of freedom of expression online.

Corti explained in this respect: “[…] the fact that Ireland is not a Schengen-country can help because we have an agreement with the Irish government so they can provide visa in a fast way […].”

According to the above mentioned mapping study, various types of existing shelter programmes could be identified: emergency grants (primarily for in-country/sub-region relocation), fellowship programmes at universities, and support programmes provided by central, regional or local governments (e.g. accelerated entry admission or city shelter initiatives). Moreover, measures may include temporary shelter, funding for housing, visa or legal assistance, medical or psychological support, cultural orientation assistance and social networking.

Temporary shelter is most commonly provided between three months and two years, depending on the needs of the applicants, available resources and the possibility to obtain entry and residence permits. Costs for relocation vary greatly between projects and organisations and are generally lower in the case of in-country or sub-region relocation and when provided by NGOs.
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The overall conclusion of the mapping is that shelter initiatives are highly relevant and valuable to the work of human rights defenders who are in danger because of their work in third countries. However, the study concludes that shelter should remain a last resort for the following reasons: “The most favourable, value for money and durable option is to support human rights defenders in their country or sub-region to continue to act as drivers of change fighting for human rights. Only when this is not possible should shelter in the EU be considered.”

Moreover, the mapping showed that the number of human rights defenders participating in shelter initiatives in EU Member States is relatively low in number: “The estimated number of human rights defenders given shelter per year in the EU today is approximately 200, with the majority being sheltered through fellowships [...].” However, there seems to be a growing number of unmet demands: existing waiting lists for relocation indicate the lack of available shelter places and funding.

Other factors which might diminish the number of requests are the low awareness about existing shelter programmes among human rights defenders and shortcomings with regard to the identification of protection needs. With regard to the latter, some organisations rely on a networking approach to identify potential beneficiaries: partner organisations in the field identify individuals in need of protection and report on them to the organisation. Additionally, some organisations (like ICORN) also allow for individual applications.

However, due to practical reasons, access to shelter programmes is arguably particularly limited with regard to less-known, less-wealthy and less-educated defenders. The latter may not have any possibilities to get informed about protection measures and may lack a networking which might help them to receive support.
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In the course of the research it appeared that the issue of immigration is arguably one of the greatest challenges to temporary relocation programmes within the EU. Entry permissions are often difficult or impossible to achieve for human rights defenders in need of protection. Furthermore, there seems to be a lack of follow-up procedures to temporary shelter programmes for beneficiaries who face continued protection needs. In the interview with Frieman and Bauman from the European Commission, it appeared that the issue of fast-track visa procedures and immigration in the context of shelter initiatives is a very delicate one. In this respect, Bauman notes: “I think it becomes a 'hands-on' issue about the sheltering and a question if it falls under the human rights protection scheme or where does it become an immigration issue.”

This aspect illustrates the practical overlapping of EU foreign policies on human rights, development cooperation and migration. In this respect, Bauman further explained: “So, it's difficult to separate these things from immigration. [...] It's not a lack of attention to freedom of expression or a lack of recognition of the issue; it becomes quite a 'hands-on' capacity on procedures when it refers to immigration.”

Also the mapping study identified that EU Member States fear that shelter initiatives could impede their national competence on immigration and asylum issues: “The political constraints in some Member States relate almost entirely to the issue of immigration and the 'fear' that the HRD shelter initiatives in the EU may lead to permanent stay.”

However, the issue of immigration appears to be only of little importance in practice. According to Corti from Front Line Defenders most of the shelter programmes are about in-country or sub-region relocation and defenders who come to Europe return to their home country or region in the vast majority of cases: “I know that Member States may fear that they would face many, many requests for visa etc., people coming to Europe to seek asylum etc. [...] [But] the overwhelming majority of human rights defenders relocated, they stay in their region.”
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This observation is also supported by the mapping study which states that only a small number of beneficiaries with continued protection needs applied for asylum after their temporary relocation in practice; with regard to short-term respite programmes, almost all of the beneficiaries returned to their home country or region.\textsuperscript{557} Also DG DEVCO experienced that defenders want to stay in their region:

“[…] [W]hat we learned from our experiences and meetings with human rights defenders is that human rights defenders don’t want to leave their country, they want to work in their country. So, when they leave, they want to go back as soon as possible. They are no migrants, they are not looking for opportunities in other countries, they want to fight for freedom in their countries.”\textsuperscript{558}

Immigration is no EU competence which is why no coherent EU emergency visa system for human rights defenders exists as the EU cannot provide visa or entry permissions; an EU Member State would have to “open the door”\textsuperscript{559}. Nevertheless, there are good examples of specified visa procedures in individual EU Member States\textsuperscript{560}. This lack of EU competence may negatively impede the effective protection of human rights defenders in urgent need of relocation under the EIDHR system and may lead to rather absurd solutions in practice: “Sometimes we don’t put him [the defender] to the EU. I mean, sometimes the easiest way is to put them to a neighbour country where they don’t need a visa.”\textsuperscript{561}

According to the mapping study, beneficiaries who face continued protection needs after their shelter programme expired, may apply to a new relocation or other kind of support programme or move to another country\textsuperscript{562}. “[…] the existing picture indicates a risk that many HRDs end up 'relocation shopping' from programme to programme or being forced to apply for asylum or pursue other means of entry.”\textsuperscript{563} However, the study outlines that the main reason for asylum applications are legal protection needs
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and that applications are considered the last resort for defenders. In this context, Corti explained that Front Line Defenders helps defenders to find solutions if they are still in an insecure situation after their shelter programme. However, the organisation does not support defenders in asylum seeking procedures: “We don’t provide support to that because we focus on the protection of human rights defenders that are at risk and not if people want to go in exile.”

Corti concluded that the system of shelter programmes is still highly fragmented within the EU and at an early stage mainly due to political constraints. He further explained that he had already been lobbying for the establishment of an EU emergency visa system for human rights defenders for more than five years, however, so far unsuccessfully:

“[I]n the context of the Schengen area, it was very difficult to have an agreement and to have Member States open even to discuss specific visa for specific groups of people. [...] So that is something I have been lobbying for five years. And I try now to reintroduce the visa issue.”

Also Frieman from DG DEVCO gives a rather pessimistic outlook with regard to the problems of entry permissions: “I think that the case-by-case approach will stay in place for a longer term. Visa issue is a very sensitive file, and discussions about possible harmonisation will not advance fast in my opinion.”

On the basis of the above examination, it can be concluded that individual EU actors are against the establishment of an EU shelter network due to political concerns mainly related to the issue of immigration and asylum. Therefore, current support programmes are not designed to bring defenders in need of protection to the EU in a longterm view or to enable them to apply for asylum. Nevertheless, it is a fact that all non-EU citizens are entitled to apply for asylum within any EU country. However, this option appears to be of no practical relevance: from previous experiences it can be concluded that activists participating in shelter programmes overwhelmingly want to
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return to their home country or region and that asylum applications are considered
the last resort. In this respect, Corti from *Front Line Defenders* confirmed that the
number of asylum applications of human rights defenders participating in shelter
programmes is vanishingly low:

“[...] We invite every two years 150 defenders to Dublin for a big conference and no one
has ever applied for asylum. So if you look at the visas provided by Ireland, since 2005, I
mean its hundreds and hundreds, only two applied for asylum. And they all had the profile
of possible asylum seekers because they are at risk.”

### 6.4 The case of Edward Snowden

In June 2013, the revelations of Edward Snowden about illegal surveillance
measures conducted by the US National Security Agency aroused a lively debate on
the legitimacy and legality of online surveillance and restrictions of freedom of
expression online on grounds of national security. So far, the EU has neither
issued a statement on the case of Snowden nor has any EU Member State granted
asylum to Snowden for which he had asked. None of the above discussed measures
and tools to protect human rights in EU foreign policy have thus been applied by the
EU.

All interviewees where confronted with the question whether Edward Snowden is a
human rights defender promoting freedom of expression online and whether he is
considered in need of protection because of his expressions. Moreover, they were
asked whether Snowden qualifies for EU support under the EIDHR system. The
answers were inconsistent and partly in contradiction to the previous statements and
arguments of the interviewees. Moreover, some of the previously discussed issues
(e.g. balancing of human rights with other interests) were reflected in the answers.

In particular with regard to the EU employees, it appeared that rather evasive and
superficial answers were given. This might be related to the fact that the EU has not
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yet been forced to take an official position on Snowden. To the knowledge of the interviewees working in the EEAS and the Commission, when the interviews were made, Snowden had not yet applied for EIDHR support. Moreover, the interviewees differed about the necessity to take a common EU position and what kind of position this should be.

Rice from the EEAS explained that in her opinion, the EU was not obliged to take a position as the case of Snowden was just “one case among thousands of cases of freedom of expression”. She clarified further that the political decision whether Snowden should be considered a whistle-blower and supported was not within the scope of her competences.

With regard to local statements of EU delegations and high level statements of the EU High Representative or her spokesperson, it seems that EU officials are entitled to issue statements without being requested to do so by the individuals concerned. However, as statements have to be coordinated between all EU Member States, a common position is required which seems to be hardly reachable in the case of Snowden.

Bauman from the Commission pointed out that the case of Snowden accurately illustrates some of the aspects previously discussed in the interview: “This area touches about so many other areas, which makes it difficult to distinct if he is purely a human rights defender or what about also national security.”

The fact that most of the cases of freedom of expression online are also related to other areas of EU action does not seem problematic or extraordinary at first sight. However, within the EU, fields of action are related to specific competences and consequently also specific EU actors. This becomes obvious in the case of Snowden; the EU human rights scheme follows different rules and procedures than national security concerns or defence, posing obviously practical obstacles to the development of a coherent position and strategy. Consequently, diverting interests of individual EU institutions and actors might oppose the coordination of a common EU position in particular on political cases.
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Furthermore, there seems to be an inconsistency between the European Union’s claim to respect human rights and to observe international human rights standards with regard to third countries and the Union’s own actions and practices for example on online surveillance. In this respect, Bauman pointed out:

“I don’t know what kind of statement we would make. Because then it would become the whole idea of surveillance and information. So it would not be a clear cut as far as the European Union is concerned, because it is not sort of, ‘we have Europe here and then we have the US over there’, that’s not true.”575

This inconsistency was also mentioned by Underberg from Reporters Without Borders; he claimed that the EU wants the “backdoor” on online surveillance technologies, arguably to use them in the fight against corruption, organised crime and terrorism576. He further pointed out that European companies even sell these technologies to countries where freedom of expression online is curtailed: “And sometimes the EU requests to the providers to provide this technology, to sell this material, not to Iran but first of all to EU countries.”577

Furthermore, on the basis of the interviews, a remarkable gap between the proclamation of general principles and abstract rights by the EU on the one hand and their effective, comprehensive implementation on the other hand could be identified. The following example will illustrate this aspect. According to Rice there is a common understanding within the EU that freedom of expression should be protected online and offline, however, with regard to “sensitive issues” there might be diverting interests and opinions between individual EU actors: “I think we have common grounds for the big principles but of course there are problems with particular cases. And as you know there is not a harmonised legislation on the things dealing with online issues in all countries. We are still very divided.”578
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Rice also proclaimed: “[...] [W]e have a very, very strong position that there is a need to ensure journalistic sources and that whistle-blowers need protection.”

However, the question remains who is entitled to speak out for these whistle-blowers if it is not within the scope of competences of EU employees in charge of freedom of expression. On the one hand, Rice ensured that “anyone in the world that is working for promoting more freedom of expression will be of course enabled for the protection of the EU if he is condemned or persecuted because of his human rights advocacy.”

However, in sensitive cases no EU actor appears willing and courageous enough to speak out for their rights.

In general, it further appeared that competences are sometimes used as an excuse to disclaim accountability and the responsibility to react to situations. Rice stated that in the case of Snowden, there are “grounds of investigation” but that whistle-blowers should rather be protected by an international framework than by EU law. Another example of this controversy was given by Frieman who pointed out that it is not for the EU to decide if the US law applied to Snowden is in accordance with international human rights law but that “[...] the European Union can speak out to defend someone from human rights violations if it would be the case.”

However, it appears impossible to defend the rights of a human rights activist if the EU is not willing to decide whether the law applied to him or to her is in conflict with international human rights law and the right to freedom of expression.

Moreover, violations of freedom of expression online are sometimes not as easily identifiable as violation against the prohibition of torture or the death penalty. Frieman from the Commission stated in this respect: “[...] [I]f Snowden would face the death penalty or if he would be in danger or if he is tortured or badly treated, in this case, I think the European Union would definitely defend him.”

However, this seems to be a rather simplified view as the evaluation of human rights violations often requires in-depth investigations. It is questionable if the EU is willing to provide for such
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investigations and adequate resources in particular with regard to the numerous reported violations of freedom of expression online worldwide.

The perceived inconsistency between the EU’s political commitment to protect freedom of expression online and its practical implementation in political sensitive cases was further examined by Underberg from Reporters Without Borders. Underberg pointed out that Snowden is the “big picture” of this inconsistency and of the lack of political willingness within the EU to touch upon cases which might negatively impede other EU interests: “[…] [A]s powerful as they are pushing for that…none of any 28 Member States wanted to give asylum to Snowden. […] We are supporting bloggers and people worldwide but not this man who needs asylum in the EU for what he has done for the public interest.”

Corti clarified that Front Line Defenders has decided not to work on cases of famous human rights defenders like Snowden - even though they might be in need of protection - for a specific reason:

“[…] I think the duty of an organisation like Front Line Defenders is really to focus on less known, remote defenders who have no access. […] So, it’s not really our mandate […] But we may reconsider that. I think we are going to discuss the Strategic Plan and probably this will be on the agenda; if we do something for whistle-blowers.”

Finally it can be concluded that both NGO representatives considered Snowden a whistle-blower in need of protection which the EU should provide. With regard to the answers of EU employees, the picture looks slightly different; due to the lack of a common EU position on this case, there seems to be a high level of uncertainty concerning the question which kind and level of protection the EU should provide.

It is hard to understand why the EU should not consider the revelations of Snowden as acts of defence of freedom of expression online, although EU law states that everybody has the right to freedom of expression, including the right to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authorities. The latter is in particular relevant for the case of Snowden as illegal
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online mass surveillance measures are not only restrictions of this right but grave violations. For sure, freedom of expression needs to be balanced with other interests such as national security, which is more often than not misused to achieve other, veiled interests. However, it appears that the revelation of the information that all citizens’ rights to freedom of expression are violated in a systematic and severe manner by US public authorities are of great public interest and would most likely prevail US national security interests. From a human rights point of view, the EU has no legitimate excuses not to protect Snowden for his defence of freedom of expression online. That is why the reason for the lack of support appears to stem from the political sphere.

6.5 Interim conclusion

In the course of research, it appeared that political support, the funding of civil society projects and in this respect in particular of technical tools on online security as well as the provision of small grants to individuals are arguably the most frequently used EU tools to protect individuals' rights to freedom of expression online in third countries in practice. With regard to political support, the consequences and the effectiveness of respective EU statements and démarches could not be proved within this thesis. However, it appears that there is a current need to translate political support into other areas of EU foreign policy, and that effective follow-up mechanisms are often missing.

Moreover, it has been found that additional resources are not always required to protect freedom of expression online in third countries and that activists predominantly ask for political backup. However, when financial resources are required, they are likely to be financed under the EIDHR system. With regard to implemented payments of about 140 million Euros per year, though, the EIDHR remains a relatively small financial EU foreign policy instrument. As far as third countries are concerned, it has been shown that the Commission may only take action if they are considered as countries 'in crisis' from an EU development point of
view. This limitation is of practical relevance as countries like the USA are excluded from this definition, even though freedom of expression online may be violated by government authorities. Notwithstanding, the EIDHR is a very specific EU foreign policy tool as it allows the EU to operate in third countries without the permission of their government authorities.

Furthermore, it has been argued that freedom of expression online and offline is a conceptual priority of EIDHR support and that the online sphere has gained importance in this field of action in recent years. Moreover, it has been shown that in particular human rights defenders who act online are being protected under this support scheme. In this thesis, specific support measures financed under the EIDHR budget to protect freedom of expression online have been discussed, the focus of the examination being on direct support to civil society actors, which is arguably the main objective of the EIDHR. With regard to the latter, Bauman from the Commission stated as follows: “This is where the instrument comes in, very importantly; the capacity and the ability of the demand side, for the rights holders, to claim their right to be protected.”

The EIDHR is a relatively new instrument. Therefore, it is difficult to draw final conclusions on its effectiveness on and practical relevance for freedom of expression online. However, its overall importance with regard to EU external human rights support appears to be largely affirmed. This impression was also reflected in the interviews with NGO representatives whose organisations received EIDHR funding in the past. Underberg from Reporters Without Borders pointed out that challenges and shortcomings with regard to the practical implementation of the EIDHR are outweighed by its overall positive impact:

“[…] I know that in some cases we can complain about the EU but, truly speaking, we cannot complain about this instrument. The EIDHR wants you to be the most effective you can. And obviously, because it is a development instrument, they want you to help on the local level as much as you can.”

586 According to the Founding Regulation, EIDHR measures shall be implemented in third countries or at least be related to situations arising in third countries – see Art. 2 (3). Therefore, all third countries are by definition included in the scope of EIDHR action, which is however not reflected in practice – see also EuropeAid Annual Report 2014.
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Projects financed under the EIDHR may be very advanced, for example with regard to the development of online tools on cyber security and cyber-censorship circumvention. Nevertheless, various practical obstacles as discussed above compromise the instrument's overall effectiveness and arguably diminish its potential to protect freedom of expression online in third countries in practice. This is true with regard to all three support schemes, namely the small grants system and the global and country-based calls for proposals which all face specific conceptual and implementation problems. In this respect, it appeared that individual EU foreign policy actors implement EIDHR support mainly on a case-by-case approach. This may provide advantages but it also leads to a perceived lack of transparency and coherence. The latter is in particular true with regard to definitions on protection needs and thus needs for action. In sensitive cases which touch upon other EU interests and aspects of EU foreign policy, this may partly rightly provoke the impression that decisions on support may be politically motivated. The 'big picture' of this is Snowden. This case illustrates the conceptual and practical obstacles of EIDHR support and that the latter arguably depends to a great extent on the decision-making power of individual EU foreign policy actors. In this respect, it appeared that EU staff working on the practical implementation of EIDHR support may lack independent decision-making powers. This is problematic as these persons are arguably most competent to evaluate current needs to act.

Furthermore, EIDHR support apparently lacks visibility with regard to both individual actors in need of protection and the broad public. With regard to the latter, it is debatable whether the EU refrains from intense promotions of the EIDHR to avoid critique from concerned third country governments or whether the EU fails to effectively promote this tool publicly.

Despite the discussed shortcomings and the existing room for improvement, it has been found that the EIDHR implementation team, including actors of various individual EU institutions, appears to operate in a flexible, open and responsive manner and to be committed to the improvement of the practical implementation of
EIDHR support. In this respect, two important aspects should be highlighted. First, the EIDHR management team works on the creation of a new facility to support human rights in countries where it is technically and logistically impossible to launch calls for proposals. Such a process may allow targeting specific local urgent protection needs which are currently impossible to respond to due to bureaucratic burdens. And secondly, the Commission works on a new definition of 'countries in crisis' which may allow addressing countries which are currently not within the scope of EU development cooperation. This is because the European Commission can only provide development aid and assistance (including human rights support) to countries which are considered 'in crisis' according to EU development cooperation definitions. However, human rights violations in third countries do not necessarily qualify these countries to be 'in crisis' with regard to definitions currently in place. According to Frieman from DG DEVCO, it is currently being discussed to establish an additional definition of 'countries in human rights crisis' to create a legal basis for the provision of human rights support to countries which are not 'in crisis' from a "development point of view".

The latter aspect illustrates once more the close conceptual interrelations between EU policies on external human rights protection, democracy support and development cooperation. Moreover, it shows that the strict division of competences between individual EU actors and current definitions on human rights support may not be suitable to address practical needs and may negatively impede EU human rights support in practice.

Finally, it can be concluded that the EIDHR is a very specific instrument in comparison to other EU foreign policy and human rights tools and that the instrument is despite its current conceptual and practical shortcomings a highly relevant EU foreign policy tool to protect freedom of expression online in third countries in practice.

589 Cf. Hansen 2010: 11
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7 Conclusions and final remarks

In this thesis, discursive patterns of the European Union's political commitment to protect freedom of expression online in its external relations with third countries have been examined with the focus of the analysis on EU support to individual civil society actors who use the Internet as a tool to express themselves. In this respect, expressions of political opinions are of greatest relevance. This is because political expressions are arguably particularly sensitive as they are often related to critical thinking on government activities, the claim or defence of human rights and to the democratic control of power. It has been argued that human rights are considered applicable in the online sphere by EU foreign policy actors and that freedom of expression online and offline is a conceptual priority of multiple EU external human rights protection policies. With regard to the latter, the issue of political expressions on the Internet have arguably gained importance in recent years.

Moreover, it has been shown that EU foreign policies on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation are conceptually interrelated with each other and that recurrent discursive patterns of explanation illustrate these interconnections. In this regard, EU foreign policy actors repeatedly proclaimed that freedom of expression is considered an inherent principle of democracy and that its promotion and protection online and offline is thus considered an essential element of democracy support within the framework of EU development cooperation.

Furthermore, operational EU foreign policy instruments to protect freedom of expression online in EU external relations with third countries have been discussed. Because of its practical relevance, the examination focussed on the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights. In this respect, it can be concluded that the EIDHR qualifies as a tool to protect freedom of expression online in third countries on the ground. In comparison to other EU foreign policy instruments, the EIDHR appears to be a very specific tool and that it has arguably contributed most to the protection of individuals' rights to freedom of expression online in practice. Moreover, projects financed under the EIDHR budget may be very advanced:
“[S]ome things that the EIDHR is doing now, they were probably impossible five years ago, or ten years ago. The kind of support that we can give to human rights defenders and the kind of projects that we are funding, trust me, are very advanced.”

Frieman, DG

DEVCO

Nevertheless, various conceptual and practical challenges with regard to the selection of projects and their implementation and follow-up as discussed above probably diminish the overall effectiveness of the instrument.

Subsequently, the main conclusions identified on the basis of the above examination are repeated here. At the beginning of this thesis, it was outlined that it is justifiable to legally construct the European Union as a single, supranational actor. This assumption made it possible to qualify statements and patterns of explanation of individual EU foreign policy actors as elements of overall EU foreign policy discourses on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation. However, in the course of research, it appeared that it was not useful for the analysis of the thesis topic to assume that the EU is a single actor. This is because individual EU foreign policy actors are involved in the shaping of EU external human rights policies and their implementation. These actors follow partly dissenting objectives and do not always share the same views in particular with regard to sensitive cases of freedom of expression online. The latter was also highlighted in the interviews with EU employees. Consequently, the EU is no coherent actor but rather composed of individual actors, which makes it necessary to identify them and to base the study of discursive patterns on these individual units. In this respect, also the role of individual EU Member States should not be neglected. This aspect was also pointed out in the interview with an NGO representative who explained that in many third countries the influence of individual EU Member States is still far more important than the one of the EU as a supranational organisation: “That is why we don't want to focus exclusively on the EU, the EEAS and the EU Delegations, we still want to keep contacts with Ministries, mainly through the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, and their embassies.”
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It further appeared that clear and transparent definitions of the concepts democracy and human rights are often lacking in EU external human rights documents. Therefore, EU foreign policy actors arguably tend to decide on a case-by-case approach within their fields of competences. However, various observers regard this approach as not transparent and demand the conceptualisation of these notions to be clarified.\textsuperscript{594}

Furthermore, it has been found that statements and patterns of explanation on freedom of expression online may deviate from actual patterns of action, as illustrated by the case of Edward Snowden. Consequently, it can be concluded that discursive patterns predominantly remain on a theoretic, superficial level and do not translate into overall, coherent patterns of action; it is rather the case that individual EU foreign policy actors develop own patterns of action. Therefore, EU political commitments may be considered artificial and lacking internal support. This in return may question the legitimacy of EU action at the global level and thus also EU human rights support in third countries.

The above observations lead to the question whether the EU has yet internally decided which kind of international actor it wants to be. The EU budget for the year 2013 indicates that the importance of this field of EU action is limited; as outlined above, less than five percent of the budget was dedicated to the 'EU as a global player'.\textsuperscript{595} With regard to human rights, the picture looks even worse; only about two percent of the above mentioned budget was dedicated to democracy and human rights support.\textsuperscript{596} This is particularly astonishing as human rights are proclaimed to be the 'silver thread' running through EU foreign policies and are claimed to have become increasingly important in particular since the “Arab Spring”:

“Somehow, events such as the Arab spring for example can be seen as a wake up call in the sense that it demonstrated that you cannot sacrifice fundamental values for the sake of stability in certain countries. […] I think that there is, in general, a growing sensibility and here I am talking about the EU and not solely the Commission. There is a growing sensitivity about human rights on the agenda.”\textsuperscript{597}
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It has also been found that there is a growing uncertainty among observers whether EU external human rights support may only serve other EU interests and the promotion of less idealistic aims. It is accordingly criticised that EU external human rights support is an ideological, neo-imperialistic tool to ensure economic and security interests.\textsuperscript{598} Moreover, it is criticised that EU actors assume that human rights and democratic standards are fully realised within the EU and that third countries require the EU’s assistance to implement them: “Blind to its own faults, the West is often perceived to point its finger at others.”\textsuperscript{599}

In this respect, it appeared that freedom of expression objectives may be compromised by individual EU foreign policy actors and that other interests may outweigh human rights concerns in practice. The latter is in particular true with regard to sensitive cases which touch upon economic aspects or security concerns.

On the basis of the above analysis, it is arguable that the EU follows double standards with regard to EU external human rights support. This is because actions are taken nearly exclusively in “developing countries” in which freedom of expression online is considered to be violated. In this respect, EU foreign policy tools often focus by definition on “authoritarian regimes” or “undemocratic states” whereat no clear definition of these terms is provided. With regard to online surveillance mechanisms, though, it is no longer justifiable to argue that “democratic states” and EU partner countries do not violate freedom of expression online in a systematic and severe way. However, this aspect seems to be neglected by respective EU actors and human rights policies.

Furthermore, it seems that the practical implementation of the EU’s political commitment to protect freedom of expression online in third countries depends above all on individual EU employees in charge. The latter include members of EU Delegations and employees of EU institutions. In this respect, personal knowledge, skills, capabilities and interests as well as their sensitivity with regard to human rights
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issues vary greatly. This aspect was also highlighted in the interviews with EU employees:

“[...] For lots of people and also I would say policy makers, it’s still very difficult, and trust me, much more than you could expect, to reconcile human rights and development. […] I am sorry to say this but for some of the people who are working in development, they think that they are two different things, that they are not linked and that they cannot go together.”

According to this observation, some EU officials may consider human rights a less important, solely political dialogue issue which poses obstacles to the effective implementation of human rights objectives and the mainstreaming of human rights in all areas of EU foreign policy in practice.

With regard to the above conclusions, it has to be admitted that a stable EU foreign policy discourse on human rights could not be identified due to diverging discursive patterns among individual EU foreign policy actors. There are recurrent statements and discursive patterns on freedom of expression online with regard to the analysed material. Also, individual EU foreign policy actors have developed patterns of action according to these determinants. However, respective discursive patterns are not coherent and stable enough to qualify as elements of an overall EU human rights discourse.

To sum up, it can be concluded that EU foreign policy actors have several instruments at their disposal to promote and protect freedom of expression online in EU external relations with third countries. However, these instruments are subject to complex procedures and interests of individual EU actors which may in some cases diminish their effectiveness. A complementary enforcement of the available instruments in a consequent, coordinated way would be an effective approach to contribute to the protection of freedom of expression online in third countries on the ground.

Finally, the reader shall be reminded of the limitations of this examination. This thesis focuses solely on the political dimension of EU discursive patterns on external human
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rights protection. In this respect, the main topic is freedom of expression and more precisely freedom of expression online. First, discursive patterns and statements on freedom of expression online of EU foreign policy actors were discussed. In a second step, their translation into patterns of action in the context of operational EU foreign policy instruments was examined. However, to continue the critical analysis of this topic, further material and examinations are required. In this respect, the analysis of the specific role of individual EU foreign policy actors, their interests and resulting patterns of action on freedom of expression online would be of great interest. Moreover, the further examination of specific EU foreign policy instruments and methods would add value to the analysis. Last but not least, an analysis of interconnected EU foreign policy discourses would make it possible to better determine discursive determinants EU action is based on in this field. Nevertheless, the above study may be seen as a first step towards the examination of discursive patterns on freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy.

This thesis shall end with a citation of Paul Underberg from Reporters Without Borders, illustrating the arguably inevitable challenges with regard to freedom of expression online:

“And if you want really to protect something, please do not put it on the Internet.”\textsuperscript{601}
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8 Afterword

The collection of material and data for the research of this thesis was conducted until the end of February 2014. Therefore, material which was published after this date was not included in the examination. However, two EU documents of great relevance to the thesis were adopted after February. In March 2014, the European Parliament and the Council adopted Regulation (EU) No 235/2014 establishing a financing instrument for democracy and human rights worldwide. This regulation replaces the previous EIDHR Regulation from 2006. The new regulation was also subject in the above discussed interviews conducted with EU employees from the Commission in Brussels in February this year. Secondly, the Council of the European Union finally adopted the EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline on 12 May 2014. This policy document was also discussed in the above mentioned interviews. For this reason, these two documents will be briefly examined below with regard to their relevance to freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy.

8.1 Regulation (EU) No 235/2014 - EIDHR

Regulation (EU) No 235/2014 establishing a financing instrument for democracy and human rights worldwide replaces the original regulation establishing the EIDHR in 2006. The new regulation is structured slightly differently and has to be read in combination with Regulation (EU) No 236/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 2014 laying down common rules and procedures for the implementation of the Union’s instruments for financing external action. Within the latter, common rules and procedures are set out for the implementation of multiple EU foreign policy instruments such as the EIDHR, the Development Cooperation Instrument (DCI), the European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI), the Instrument


contributing to Stability and Peace (IcSP), the Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA II) and the Partnership Instrument for cooperation with third countries. Besides these common rules and procedures, some specific provisions for single instruments are provided. With regard to the EIDHR, these include for example specific financing provisions, namely direct awarding of grants (Art 6 Regulation (EU) No 236/2014).

Regulation (EU) No 235/2014 (EIDHR Regulation) still provides the possibility to operate without the consent of the host country which shall allow addressing sensitive issues. Also the conceptual focus of the instrument on civil society actors is maintained (point (15)): “In this regard, civil society is to be understood as spanning all types of social actions by individuals or groups that are independent from the state and whose activities help to promote human rights and democracy, including human rights defenders […].”

It is interesting to note that the regulation sets out that the objectives of the regulation “cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States but can rather, by reason of its scale and effects, be better achieved at Union level.” This probably indicates that the European Parliament and the Council claim general competences in the field of human rights in particular with regard to EU external relations.

Moreover, there is a new passage in the regulation according to which the EIDHR shall complement more crisis-related actions. In the interview, Frieman from DG DEVCO mentioned that the Commission is working on a solution to allow the EIDHR to operate also in countries which are not “in crisis” from a “development point of view” but with regard to their human rights situation; for this purpose, a mechanism of direct awarding should be established to provide grants in countries where EIDHR calls for proposals are technically, logistically and materially impossible. Regulation (EU) No 236/2014 now provides for the direct awarding of low-value grants to human rights defenders as well as of normal grants “to finance actions in the most difficult
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conditions or in situations referred to in Article 2(4) of Regulation (EU) No 235/2014 where the publication of a call for proposals would be inappropriate. Respective grants are limited with one million Euros.

Most importantly with regard to this thesis, the new EIDHR regulation for the first time explicitly refers to freedom of expression online in Article 2 in which the scope and the focus of the instrument are defined:

“[...] promoting freedom of opinion and expression, including political, artistic and cultural expression, unimpeded access to information, a free press and independent pluralistic media, both traditional and ICT-based, internet freedom and measures to combat administrative obstacles to the exercise of these freedoms, including the fight against censorship [...]”.

In the Annex of the new regulation, five specific objectives and priorities of the EIDHR are set out. Freedom of expression online might be relevant to all of these objectives. However, in terms of its promotion and the protection on the ground, Objective 1, 2 and 3 might be the most relevant ones.

In the interview, Frieman from the Commission stated with regard to the previous EIDHR Regulation that Objective 1 was the “core of the instrument” and that a global call for proposals was normally launched every year under this objective. There used to be two separate calls for proposals under Objective 1 (human rights in countries most at risk) and Objective 3 (human rights defenders), a separation which did not appear very useful to target practical protection needs. Therefore, the objectives of the new regulation should be structured in a more rational and strategic way. Frieman further stated that this new system would make it possible to establish a comprehensive mechanism for human rights activists including calls for proposals for organisations, direct support to human rights defenders, an EU shelter initiative to relocate human rights defenders in urgent danger and a specific facility to finance projects in countries where calls for proposals are currently not feasible.
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He further pointed out that freedom of expression is of particular relevance to this system: “I think that in all this framework, freedom of expression is a priority for the EIDHR as part of the fundamental freedoms.”

The new regulation now combines the two formerly separated Objectives 1 and 3 and respective calls for proposal. Objective 1 is defined as follows: ‘Support to human rights and human rights defenders in situations where they are most at risk’. Time will show if this new structure allows for a more coherent and complementary project management targeted to practical needs.

Moreover, freedom of expression online may also be relevant to Objective 3 on ‘Support to democracy’. Frieman explained that in the new regulation democracy support under the EIDHR will follow a more comprehensive approach: “[...] it’s more comprehensive, a continuous support to civil society before the elections and after the elections, let’s say, the democratic life of a country.”

In this respect, Objective 3 now sets out that participatory and representative democracy, transparency and accountability shall be enhanced and that “all aspects of democratisation will be addressed, including the rule of law and the promotion and protection of civil and political rights such as freedom of expression online and offline [...]”.

Moreover, also Objective 2 may be of great relevance to freedom of expression online. This is because EU actions under Objective 2 shall focus on the implementation of existing EU Human Rights Guidelines. Since March 2014, the new EU Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline have been within this scope.

Furthermore the new regulation pays more attention to the coordination of EIDHR actions between the European Commission and other EU actors and in particular the EEAS and the European Parliament. However, such coordinating mechanisms are
limited to consultations and the regular exchange of information. Article 9 of the regulation further provides the European Parliament and the Council with the right to access EIDHR documents, however, limited to information which might be relevant to the fulfilment of their duties: “In order to ensure that they are able to exercise their powers of scrutiny in an informed manner, the European Parliament and the Council shall have access to all EIDHR documents relevant for that exercise, in accordance with the applicable rules.”

However, it is not clarified who will have the power to decide which information is necessary to exercise their power of scrutiny. Moreover, in the opinion of the author, it is problematic that the access to information on the EIDHR is still heavily restricted, not only with regard to the public but even for EU institutions and actors themselves.

Finally, the budget of the EIDHR has been slightly increased to an overall budget of €1 332 752 000 for the period 2014-2020. By now, the EIDHR annual action programme and strategy paper for 2014 have not yet been published which is why no information about the allocation of the annual resources is available.

**8.2 EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline**

On 12 May 2014, the Council of the European Union adopted EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of EU Human Rights Guidelines is to serve as political and operational guidance in particular for the work in third countries and in multilateral fora. They shall help to analyse cases and to prevent or effectively react to human rights violations. Following, the Guidelines shall provide EU and Member States officials and staff with practical guidance for the protection of freedom of expression in practice.
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Subsequently, the Guidelines will be briefly examined with regard to their most relevant aspects for this thesis. In this respect, it will be discussed whether they qualify as an operational tool to promote and protect individuals' rights to freedom of expression online in third countries on the ground. Because of their recent adoption, observations and conclusions can only be made from a theoretical point of view.

As has already been examined the EU considers freedom of expression a universal, individual right which is in return an important precondition for democracy. This discursive pattern is also reflected in the Guidelines which state as follows:

“Freedom of opinion and expression are fundamental rights of every human being. Indispensable for individual dignity and fulfilment, they also constitute essential foundations for democracy […]. Democracy cannot exist without them.”

In this respect, freedom of expression is further referred to as “key component of democratic governance as the promotion of participatory decision-making processes is unattainable without adequate access to information.”

With regard to freedom of expression online, the Guidelines reaffirm the EU's previously proclaimed position that “[a]ll human rights that exist offline must also be protected online, in particular the right to freedom of opinion and expression and the right to privacy, which also includes the protection of personal data.” Furthermore, the Guidelines acknowledge the importance to the work of journalists and other media actors, including “citizen journalists”, bloggers, social media activists and human rights defenders, as the latter are put at specific risks of intimidation and violence. In this respect, the Guidelines further state: “The Internet and digital technologies have expanded the possibilities of individuals and media to exercise the right to freedom of expression and freely access online information.”

The Guidelines contain an operational part in which general considerations and priority areas of action are set out and a section in which specific tools are listed.
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which shall be used by EU foreign policy actors to implement the Guidelines' objectives. For each priority area, overall objectives and respective instruments are defined. The first priority focuses on media actors and the promotion of a safe environment for their work. The second one deals with the fight against laws and practices which curtail the right to freedom of expression online and offline (e.g. censorship, legal penalties for activities, and encouragement of self-censorship).

With regard to the latter, it is interesting to note that the Guidelines foresee adequate protection measures for whistle-blowers and the strengthening of the principle of non-disclosure of sources. It will be interesting to observe in the near future whether this provision will be brought up in the discussion on Snowden. Furthermore, the Guidelines include a provision on the development of technological tools to support journalists, human right defenders and other online actors to exercise their right to freedom of expression online.

The third priority is dedicated to the promotion and the establishment of an independent and pluralistic media environment offline and online. Priority four addresses the online sphere and other information and communications techniques. With regard to the latter, non-discriminatory access to information, the safe and unhindered use of the Internet and the promotion of the application of all human rights online are set out as objectives. Moreover, it is foreseen to provide individuals with technical support to counter violations online. The cooperation with ICT companies is part of the fifth priority. In this respect, the EU shall compile and promote examples of (non-binding) " [...] best practices and respect for human rights with regard to the export of technologies that could be used for surveillance or censorship by authoritarian regimes." In this context, the objective’s focus on authoritarian regimes has to be highlighted. States which are considered democratic by the EU (such as the USA or other partner countries) are not covered by this provision.

---

628 Point (31) (f) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
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630 Point (33) (e) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
631 Point (34) (a) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
Finally, priority number six focuses on data protection and privacy online and offline. According to the Guidelines, the overall aim is to promote legal amendments and practices to prevent or react to violations of freedom of expression. In this respect, the Guidelines state:

“The right to freedom of expression, the right to privacy and the protection of personal data may suffer violations as a result of unlawful or arbitrary surveillance, interception of communications or collection of personal data, in particular when carried out on a mass scale.”

Even though some of the EU Member States do not even themselves fulfill the listed criteria, the Guidelines foresee that the EU will call on and support third countries “to bring their relevant national legislation regarding transparency and proportionality of government access to personal data in conformity with international human rights law, where applicable.” It will be interesting to observe which good practices the EU is able to provide to third countries and when it considers this objective “to be applicable”. With regard to surveillance and interception techniques, it is further interesting to take a look on the listed examples of potential violations of freedom of expression in Annex I of the Guidelines. With regard to national security, the Annex states that:

“[…] the protection of national security can be misused to the detriment of freedom of expression. States must take care to ensure that anti-terrorism laws, treason laws or similar provisions relating to national security […] are crafted and applied in a manner that is in conformity with their obligations under international human rights law.”

It appears that the formulation “must take care to ensure” was selected with great caution. States are not “obliged” or “must ensure” to provide for the above human rights compliance. This aspect may indicate that individual EU actors and Member States heavily debated on this provision and are still much divided on this topic.

In Section C, various political and external financing instruments are listed as tools to implement the priorities and their objectives. With regard to the promotion and protection of freedom of expression online in third countries, tools and methods have

632 Point (36) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
633 Point (36) (a) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
634 Annex I, EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
already been discussed in the previous section of this thesis. Therefore, only specific, additional tools provided in the Guidelines will now be shortly examined. According to the Guidelines, EU monitoring activities on freedom of expression in third countries\(^{635}\) may result in reports on situations of concern to the relevant Council Working Parties and the Political and Security Committee (PSC). Following, the latter may coordinate a common EU position on specific cases and implement response mechanisms. This is important as decision-making at the level of the Council and the PSC allows implementing measures which may not be considered “soft-power”. However, the provision does not explicitly foresee that respective reports are also forwarded to the European Parliament.

Moreover, the Guidelines include a provision on a new form of public political support: “The EU and Member States Heads of Missions or other appropriate EU officials will consider the publication of articles and the granting of interviews to local media outlets […].”\(^{636}\) It would be desirable if this provision granted local EU officials more independency with regard to the reaction to violations on the ground in the future. Additionally, the suspension of cooperation and of financial assistance is listed as a further tool to fight illegitimate restrictions of freedom of expression\(^{637}\). With regard to trading agreements, the Guidelines set out that the EU shall pay attention to the export of sensitive information and ICT items and shall prevent the sale of surveillance or censorship technology to authoritarian regimes\(^{638}\). Above all, the Guidelines outline that among all EU foreign policy financing instruments, the EIDHR and its small grants mechanism will be of greatest relevance to the implementation of the objectives\(^{639}\).

Concerning the EU enlargement policy, the Guidelines further state: “The EU considers freedom of expression to be a priority for candidate countries and potential candidates.”\(^{640}\) In this respect, the Guidelines set out that EU shall monitor the situation of freedom of expression in candidate countries and offer guidance on its

---

635 This task shall mainly be fulfilled by EU Delegations, CSDP missions, Member States embassies and the headquarters; Point (41) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline.
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637 See Point (50) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
638 See Point (64) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
639 See Point (47) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
640 Point (59) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
implementation. Moreover, the EU shall conduct political dialogues and request annual progress reports to fight impunity for violations, to assist in the establishment of transparent market basis for the media sector and in the development of a functioning judiciary\textsuperscript{641}.

All in all, the new Guidelines provide an ambitious programme for the protection of freedom of expression online and offline in EU foreign policy and in particular with regard to third country relations. However, the effectiveness of the listed tools and actions will depend on the EU officials and staff in charge of their implementation and on the manner they are implemented.

In this respect, it has been found that the formulation of a lot of actions and tools is highly unspecific and vacant such as “consider measures”, “work against”, “provide support they need”, “support action” or “work towards”. It further appeared that various actions are accompanied with the phrase “as appropriate”. Therefore, the scope of action remains often vague and is subject to individual interpretations. Moreover, with regard to the available financial resources of EU Delegations in third countries and of EU institutions dealing with human rights, it will not be feasible to monitor each violation of freedom of expression online, report on it and develop an appropriate response. The selection of current needs of action will lie again in the hands of individual EU officials. Another practical obstacle may be that a common EU position may not be achievable in sensitive cases of freedom of expression, due to dissenting interests of individual EU actors.

To sum up, it can be concluded that the implementation of the Guidelines and their effects on the ground will depend to a large extent on the training of EU officials in all fields of EU external action, the political willingness on the decision-taking level to develop appropriate responses to violations of freedom of expression online and offline and on the availability of supportive mechanisms helping individual EU officials to fulfill their far-reaching tasks.

\textsuperscript{641} See Point (60) EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline
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10.1 Transcript A


O: Olivia Schöfl
S: Susan Bauman
V: Viktor Frieman

O: In your opinion, what practical relevance does freedom of expression (from now: FOE) have in EU human rights protection policy? With regard to other human rights, is it a priority or is it as important as other human rights in practice?
S: I think there are statements made to lift it up on the agenda. But in practice, I don't think it's visible as much as other human rights. But it depends on what you mean with practice. Because we are really looking from a development cooperation point of view which is very often measured in terms of what kind of projects you support. And the media study that we undertook last year, which did a very brief scientific mapping of the kind of support of the Commission, so we have to be clear we are talking about the Commission and not the EU. You have to make a distinction first of all. So my answer refers to the Commission. I think if the mapping would have to be redone in a few years, because what is coming out post-Arab spring, will probably give another picture. So the instrument that has provided most for FOE is the EIDHR. Because when you look across the Commission overall other support there is very often a confusion between FOE, media support, I mean press freedom related sort of governance, and what we call external relation support seeing media rather as a vehicle for the promotion of European development cooperation, which is not really what FOE is. Or it is mixed with ideas of communication for development where again communication is used as a vehicle for other aims.

O: And FOE online, did it get more relevant? As you mentioned the Arab Spring, is it like an own field of action or would you say it's not that important with regard to FOE support?
V: Well, it's becoming more and more important. To give you an example, in the new EIDHR Regulation 2014-2020, there will be a specific reference to FOE online and offline. It was not there before. And in 2012, we had a Call for Proposals (from now: CfP) which included a specific lot of 3 million Euros in order to finance projects against cyber-censorship and so to promote digital security for human rights defenders (from now: HRD), safe Internet and this kind of activities. I think that, of course Susan is more an expert on this because she is an expert on media freedom, I manage the portfolio of what we call the Objective 1 of the EIDHR which is human rights in countries where they are most at risk. And I can tell you that it’s not by chance that it was called Objective 1, in the sense that this is the core of the
instrument, of our activities. It is the only Objective which has had a CfP every year, we are talking about global CfP. And before there used to be two separate CfP; one for Objective 1, so human rights in countries most at risk, and one for HRD. And now they are together. And this is not by chance, in the sense that but this is my personal opinion – at the time when the EIDHR Regulation was approved, there was this distinction between HRD and human rights organisations which somehow is a bit artificial. Of course they are two different things in the sense that HRD have, as individuals, their own specificities and they need a certain kind of protection. But for example with the new strategy and within the new Regulation, the EIDHR is going to set up a comprehensive mechanism for HRD which will include CfP for organisations, direct support for HRD, a system for a city shelter to relocate HRD in danger - we are now in the preparatory phase - and a specific facility in order to fund projects in countries most at risk, a facility for countries where you cannot launch CfP. I think that in all this framework, FOE is a priority for the EIDHR as part of the fundamental freedoms. If I consider also the projects for example that I manage or the projects that we funded last year, and some of them are managed by the headquarter but most of them are also managed by the EU Delegations, I cannot give you a statistic, but FOE is definitely one of the core elements in most of the projects. And in terms of the promotion of the EU; in our case, it's really the opposite, because most of these projects are confidential to protect the integrity, the physical integrity of the beneficiary and so they don't apply to the normal European Union visibility rules in terms of putting the flag. When it comes to the positive role of the EU visibility to protect HRD, an example that I always give is the example of Colombia: in Colombia, under the EIDHR, we fund lots of projects and we used to fund them in the past and lots of them are, more than FOE the case of Colombia, they are more about freedom of association. So, for HRD, trade unions etc. And what is interesting is that in Colombia we used to have lots of confidential projects until I think 2010, probably 2011, and then we started to receive requests directly from the HRD and the organisations in Colombia to give visibility, because for them, the flag of the European Union is a form of protection.

O: How do you manage to ensure that HRD in the field know about EU support but at the same time to be careful that they are not in danger?

V: Absolutely. There are many ways. First of all, it's a crucial role of the Delegations of the European Union. As you know, we have Delegations in 130 countries, something like this, and we have a series of good practices in place. Of course it depends on many things. But what the Delegations do is, when they launch CfP, they organise for example info-days, so, meetings with civil society in which they inform what is the EIDHR, how to apply, what is the kind of support the European Union can give to HRD in the field. And for this they can use part of the EIDHR budget, about 10% - so-called support measures - in order to organise these kinds of activities, including also training seminars. We invite Delegations also to mainstream dialogue with civil society on human rights. There are Delegations for example which consult the civil society before launching the call to see their priorities and to check that the priorities target HRD's and organisation's needs in this particular context. So we try to spread the information. And we have a website with all the information about how to get small grants, CfP and so on, www.eidhr.eu. It will, basically for visibility reasons, now be incorporated into the EuropeAid website. This is an important tool because most of the defenders don't know for example what is the procedure to get a small
grant, which is very simple; it's an email to a Delegation or to us. And then Delegations try to organise specific events for example for the human rights world day. There are some Delegations that organise sort of ceremonies to sign the contracts of the projects they support on the human rights day or any particular day. In order to have more visibility they also organise press conferences.

O: And due to your experience, it's not posing risks on HRD?
V: It depends on the countries. Of course, this is more visible in countries where there is no direct threat to HRD. In some countries, you are right of course, you cannot organise anything public.

O: Would you say that local NGOs or HRD have enough access to and knowledge about EU support?
V: It could always be more. Information is never enough in my opinion. And I can tell you that there a certain countries where the EIDHR website is forbidden, so it's not accessible.

S: I think we need to make a distinction here between the EU and the Commission. What we are talking about now is one instrument and it's not about the Commission.
V: Yeah.
S: Member States, they also put a high flag on this particular issue and also have similar initiatives on this. And there is also a distinction, as Viktor was saying, between this particular instrument which actually has the possibility to disclose information about the project in terms of protection needs of HRD. The EIDHR instrument is very specific.
V: Yeah

O: What would you say are they main effective EU foreing policy instruments to protect human rights and FOE?
S: First of all, this is about FOE and the way we label it, because, as Viktor was saying, FOE actually applies, if you look at it, to everything that concerns human rights, because it's a value. But it may not be labelled as such in the actual statistics. So it's a little bit of a fluid thing; in development cooperation and strategy it's all about statistics and indicators; then the picture may look a bit different. So it depends on how you frame it.

O: And if you take it from a broad perspective, what would you say are the methods or instruments the EU uses mainly in foreign policy?
S: Well I think the policy statements because it is a political dialogue issue to a large extent. And we also know from a lot of FOE communities who say it is not a lack of money that is the biggest challenge because there are so many institutions like the Commission, but also individual Member States as well as other countries that put a lot of emphasise on this, as democracies do. It is not a work that demands a lot of funding. What they need is political backup. We had an EIDHR forum last year and we had a special session on FOE. The people we had where coming also from very restrictive countries. And what they kept saying was that what is needed actually is one consolidated message. But it should not only translate into saying 'oh yes, FOE is important, we condemn the killing of journalists'. They stressed the fact that human rights dialogue is sometimes even more important than the actual funding.
V: Yeah.
O: Would you say that this aim was reached or at least attempted to reach by the Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy, or did it in practice not really bring any changes to your work?
S: You have now the development of the guidelines on FOE that are still not launched. First interconsultations were issued when this came up; what takes priority?
O: I have experienced that with the Freedom of Religion Guidelines when I was working in the Austrian Foreign Ministry, it's a very difficult work.
S: Yeah, this is very closely related.

V: In terms of policy, for us, now the reference document after the EU Consensus for Development is the Agenda for Change. The Agenda for Change has clearly affirmed the link between development and the fundamental values, human rights, democracy, rule of law. This has to be translated into practice. And it's a legal obligation. As well as the Strategic Framework and Action Plan. In reality I think that – but this is a very practical comment - when it comes to beneficiaries in the countries that are really difficult, two things are really important: FOE and freedom of association. For HRD and human rights organisations this is the minimum to survive and operate. Then of course there might be specific organisation, they can have a better focus on women human rights defender or environmental human rights defender for example, but the core thing is to have a room to gather, a computer to communicate in a safe way. This is really what we need; the possibility to survive basically. But now the question is, how do you mainstream human rights? For example in the bilateral cooperation. I mean, even with regard to colleagues working in Delegations for example, the first reaction could be: 'yeah, but why do we have to deal with FOE if we are talking about agriculture, health or energy or whatever'. And this is the role of unit DEVCO B1. Because, as you know, we don't only deal with human rights, we cover democracy, governance, and gender. So, I think the big challenge is to mainstream the fundamental values, including FOE online and offline, in every development activity of the European Union. We have to keep in mind what are our fundamental values and also, as Susan was saying, to give political support to the civil society in the field. And this is something that is important not only on FOE; before, I was working on anti-death penalty projects and the request that they always had when I met civil society in the field was 'please, give us also political support, make statements about the moratorium, about the abolition etc.'.

S: Yeah, and if I may continue to what Viktor was saying, to go back to what you originally asked, what is the focus on Internet freedom and FOE, for me, it is a human right we are talking about, it is an individual human right, anybody's right to express oneself, everybody has the right to FOE. So, what makes this area quite complicated is also its link to democracy and governance and actually to press freedom and media, which, from a normative perspective, you cant really distinguish - and this is actually relevant when you are rolling it out in practice. Yes, you can do things and make political statements on HRD, but if you really want to roll it out within the development cooperation - in terms of the overall Agenda for Change - you need to start talking about the institutional capacities and the communications platforms really. If you are actually taking this up as a long term goal and if you want to have an effect on the capacity on the ground, you need to ensure an enabling environment and institutional capacity. When it comes to FOE, there are certain individuals that
need to be protected because they are so visible. That visible person becomes almost like a public platform in her- or himself. And these platforms are online very much, but they are also offline which is why we keep saying online and offline. So, the separation between Internet freedom and FOE in general and media freedom is not very conducive for the issue because it is all connected. So in terms of rolling it out in practice, you cannot separate HRD from these platforms; you need both. And it should actually be complementary. And this is what I think the EIDHR instrument is really trying to do: it’s focusing on those champions. But you need the “Geographics” and the others to support the platforms.

O: Before, you mentioned the CfP for HRD and it was, as I can remember, on cyber-censorship and the confidentiality of activists. What is exactly meant with this, what would you support under this group?
V: Well, we managed to fund, under this specific lot, five projects. But to be precise, we have supported even before some projects on either cyber-censorship or protection of online activists and journalists.
O: Sorry, but the thing I did not really understand is what is to protect the confidentiality of activists?
V: Okay. Confidentiality. Basically, our beneficiaries always have the possibility to ask us to put confidentiality on a project. It means that, for security reasons, they will not be obliged to comply with the visibility procedures, which are in principle mandatory for all the European Union funded grants, so in every publication you have to put the flag and write ‘this project has been implemented thanks to the contribution of the European Union etc.’. Some projects have parts of activities that are confidential and parts of activities that are public. So, these are the confidentiality measures. When it comes to the kind of projects on FOE online and offline, one of the key components is capacity building and training on data protection for activists; this is absolutely essential. To give an example, some years ago, I met some HRD from a very repressive country that were telling me something like ‘I don’t care so much about digital security, because I know that one day they will come and find me’. It was pretty shocking to me. I mean, the fact that you are an online HRD or an online journalist does not mean that you know about digital security. Normally, most of them use simple passwords or they don’t encrypt anything. And often they don’t use any precaution because cybersecurity is complex and takes time and needs to be constantly updated. So, first of all, sensitisation, capacity building, training; this is absolutely crucial in the projects which we fund.

O: Did I understand it correctly that there are mainly four different ways to apply for support under the EIDHR, the global CfP, the Country Based Support Schemes...
V: Yeah, the local calls, launched and managed by the EU delegations all over the world. Then, there is the small grant system, which means that we can give up to 10 000.-- Euros in individual cases to HRD that are in danger. So, for example, if you Olivia or a friend of yours is a HRD in danger, or he needs legal support, or health care because he was beaten or he was tortured, or he was in prison, or he needs to leave the country; you send an email to the Delegation, or to our functional mailbox. Then there is a consultation; it’s normally a threepartite consultation between the Delegation, the EEAS - the Human Rights Division of the EEAS where there is a HRD reference person -, and our colleagues here. Normally the decision about the case is made within 48 hours and the money is transferred normally within one week.
We of course verify if the case is true. There are cases which are not true or people that of course try to get money somehow...

O: Does this happen often? That you can't verify a case, that you have cases that are not true?
V: No, I actually don't think that it happens too often. But we receive a lots of requests, the mechanism is growing; we will locate more money for the HRD small grant system. And, as I told you, we started to work on a new EU comprehensive mechanism for HRD, which will include a city shelter, meaning a network of municipalities, not necessarily only in Europe, to temporarily relocate HRD in danger. We hope in the future this will be possible also outside the EU, because what we learned from our experiences and meetings with HRD is that HRD don't want to leave their country, they want to work in their country. So, when they leave, they want to go back as soon as possible. They are no migrants, they are not looking for opportunities in other countries, they want to fight for freedom in their countries.

O: But, I think the idea was originally to build an own European shelter programme, so, is this now modified to having different cities or states who engage, but there is no one EU project?
V: Well, it will be under the flag of the European Union but we want to collaborate with the existing structure, and create a network on the basis of the existing models. We don't want an overlapping system structure. We don't want to build new structures because there is no need.

O: Do you work with ICORN as well?
V: Yeah, of course. Of course, we are in touch with ICORN and many other HR organizations working with HRD, including on temporary relocation.

O: And this is supported by the Member States, politically supported?
V: Yeah, of course. It was in our Action Plan of 2012, which is approved by the Member States. So, absolutely. Concerning the whole mechanism and the work on HRD, there is a lot of interest from Member States, especially from some of them. There is a lot of attention on this.

O: And, due to your personal experience, would you say that the issue of immigration in this respect does pose political problems? Like people who fear that a lot of HRD who might still be in need of protection after their shelter programme stay in the EU, is this considered a problem?
S: I don't think it's stated as a political problem, but I think it becomes a 'hands-on' issue about the sheltering and a question if it falls under the human rights protection scheme or where does it become an immigration issue.

O: Only to get an impression, how many people are given shelter in the EU approximately?
V: Oh, this I don't know. Well, for understanding, we are not sheltering anyone. I think that ICORN has had about 50 people in 2013, but I may be wrong. The colleague who is working on the city shelter, she is not here unfortunately, she can give you more detailed information.

O: But if an individual applies to a Delegation and says 'I need shelter, I need to leave the country', do you refer the person to an NGO for example who provides shelter?
V: Yeah, yeah. We of course have our network of NGOs, like Freedom House, Front Line, etc.
O: But it's also possible that they get small grants and they do it on their own for example?
S: Are you asking if somebody says I need to leave? And what country opens up the door and says you can stay here? Is that what you are asking? If somebody physically has to be removed somewhere?
O: Yes, like, how the EU or the Commission proceeds with such a request.
S: Well, the Commission does not have a country. The Commission only has Member States, so there has to be a particular Member State that would open the door.
V: I don't think that we have had so many cases of relocation through the small grant mechanism so far. Most cases are about legal support, medical expenses etc.
O: But there are NGOs that are supported under the EIDHR to provide shelter?
S: whatever happens, a country would have to open up its borders. Because an NGO does not own a country.

O: Is the Commission advocating for a fast-track visa procedure for HRD?
V: This is a big issue, not only about this, but in general. As you know, this is a competence of the Member States. Let's say, from my experience, it's really case by case. I mean, when Member States recognise the status of one or two or three HRD, they can be very fast. Some MS have a sort of fast-track.
S: So, it's difficult to separate these things from immigration, like you said. It's not an easy answer, it's not a lack of attention to FOE or a lack of recognition of the issue; it becomes quite a 'hands-on' capacity on procedures when it refers to immigration.
V: I think that the case-by-case approach will stay in place for a longer term. Visa issue is a very sensitive file, and discussions about possible harmonisation will not advance fast, in my opinion.

O: Before, you mentioned also the budget for the small grants, I think it's about 5% of the overall budget what is dedicated to HRD, at least in the old strategy paper.
V: So far, it was 300 000.- Euros per year.
O: Are there any changes planned?
V: It's going to be increased. But keep in mind that the small grants mechanism is also mainstreamed into our global CfP, and in many local calls too. In the last 2013 call, financial and material support for HRD was almost a mandatory activity, it was explicitly mentioned in the guidelines that not including this activity without a proper justification would lead to a strong penalization in the evaluation. Small grants are already included in many of our global and regional projects for HRD. And according to the new PRAG 2013, you could also have projects that are only composed of the redistribution of grants, meaning the technical redistribution of grants. If you want to make a project of 500 000.-- Euros where you create a mechanism to distribute small grants to HRD in danger, this is now technically possible. Then we decided to not include this option this year in the CfP because the thing was new and we want to see first if there is the capacity of civil society, the real capacity of civil society, to cope with projects like this. But again, in the projects that we are going to fund, in all the projects, there will be financial support for HRD and this tops up our relocation for small grants.

O: The new Strategy Paper for 2014 to 2016, do you know when it will be available?
V: Yes, I can tell you that with the new Regulation - the negotiation of the new Regulation is done - everything is fine, so I think that it should be adopted by mid March. And I think that the new Strategy and the new Annual Action Plan should be finally adopted by end of June.

O: Are there major or important changes to the last one would you say?

V: We addressed somehow in a more explicit way certain categories of HRD; there is more emphasis on economic and social rights, online and offline FOE, we also try to update the language of the Regulation. There will be this new facility which technically would be direct awarding of not only small grants but big grants - I mean normal grants - in countries where it is technically and logistically and materially impossible to launch a CfP. We are still discussing with the legal service and with the financial services on how we will proceed. But it will be more or less the same logic as of the Instrument for Stability. We would like to have this kind of procedures. Because the thing is that we in the European Commission, we have the definition of 'countries in crisis'. But we would like somehow - and in this respect the Member States are very positive I have to say - to have also the definition of 'human rights crisis'. Sometimes we have countries which are not in crisis from a development point of view, where you can do a lot of work on infrastructure of health etc. but they have big problems in terms of HR and fundamental freedoms. The number of objectives are always five but structured in a more rational and strategic way, so there is no distinction any more, as I said, from the Objective 1 and the Objective 3: countries in crisis and HRD are all part of one big objective that is 'protecting human rights and their defenders where they are most at risk'. And in terms of democracy support, now there is a definition of the democratic cycle that, I would say, allows for a more comprehensive approach: it's not just support to the preparation of the elections and the election observation missions, but it's more comprehensive, a continuous support to civil society before the elections and after the elections, lets say, the democratic life of a country. And then there will be another objective that we used to call 'the big campaigns', so, torture, death penalty etc., plus a fifth one to fund key actors, such as the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and so on. In 2014 is that we are not going to launch a global CfP for the first time in many years, for technical reasons. We still have very good project proposals that we were not able to fund yet. And also, the global CfP are processes that take a lot of time and costs; we reduced the time from about one year to approximately nine months. Nevertheless, this poses sometimes problems to projects which might no longer be relevant because of changed conditions.

O: I had the impression that the EU recently tries to establish human rights as an own agenda. So, but why is for example the EIDHR located in the development section; is human rights an own agenda, or is it only part of the Commission’s or the Union’s development system?

S: You need to make a distinction between the EU and the Commission because these are two separate things. And your question is concerning the Commission or the EU?

O: The Commission.

V: The instrument has always been part of the European Union foreign policy and human rights have always been part of the European external aid policy, with the Commission and EuropeAid as implementor of the external aid. So it's not something new. I think that now with the Agenda for Change in terms of policy and political
endorsement this is now stronger, and not by chance. Somehow, events such as the Arab spring, for example, can be seen as a wake up call in the sense that it demonstrated that you cannot sacrifice fundamental values for the sake of stability in certain countries; it can work in the short term but it cannot in the longterm, because sooner or later, people will claim for these rights, no matter the level of development that they have reached. So, I think that human rights must be totally integrated the development aid and they have to stay part of the development aid but of course in complementarity with, for example, political dialogue, with the Strategic Framework and Action Plan, we have a special representative for human rights. In think that there is, in general, a growing sensibility and here I am talking about the EU and not solely the Commission. There is a growing sensitivity about human rights on the agenda. It remains complicated because we are a complex institution and some fields such as the security policy are still an intergovernmental process, so, it has to be approved by 28 Member States.

S: I think, as Viktor said, the reason for its placement is the history of the institution of EuropeAid, but it's part of our external actions and that brings it into the EU foreign policy. This is where the Instrument comes in, very importantly; the capacity and the ability of the demand side, for the rights holders, to claim their right to be protected. So, this is a twofold thing and that does not only apply when you are supporting specific human rights but it should be applied across all development cooperation areas. So, again, you cant really separate out and say that FOE is just a foreign policy area; it is also a development cooperation area, because development cooperation is political.

V: And, you know, the EIDHR is probably the only instrument of the European Union which explicitly can work without the consent of the host governments. This is important to ensure the independence. We support mainly civil society also in a wide sense that is not only NGOs but sometimes we can support trade union confederations, we basically can fund everyone except political parties, although, we can for example fund trainings for political parties, or capacity building for political parties. So, I think in this sense it is absolutely important that it remains part of the development policy.

S: It's wider.

O: And the last question, it's maybe a bit personal question, would you consider Edward Snowden a person with realistic chances of getting support under the EIDHR?

S: Interesting question. I think, as a case, he as a personal illustrates some of the things we talked about. This area touches about so many other areas, which makes it difficult to distinct if he is purely a HRD or what about also national security.

V: Let's put it like this; if Edward Snowden would face the death penalty or if he would be in danger or if he is tortured or badly treated, in this case, I think that the European Union would definitely defend him.

O: Yeah but it's a very thin line...

V: It's a very thin line.

O: Because if he goes back to the US, maybe he IS facing charges like the death penalty.

S: But then he should be protected under the human rights law.
V: I think it is not for the European Union to say if the US law applied to the Snowden case is right or not, but the European Union can speak out to defend someone from human rights violations if it would be the case.

S: I don't know what kind of statement we would make. Because then it would become the whole idea of surveillance and information. So it would not be a clear cut as far as the European Union is concerned, because it is not sort of, 'we have Europe here and then we have the US over there', that's not true.

Most of the Commission is actually about internal EU. DEVCO is just a really small part that deals with the external, so we are much more linked to the External Action Service but we sit in the Commission.

V: Concerning this subject but like many others, this is let's say the good and the bad part of working in the European institutions and the European institutions themselves. Sometimes it can be frustrating because there are long processes and you win some battles and you lose a lot of them. But it is true that, to be honest, the level of internal discussion that you can have within the European institutions, the system of checks and balances with the Parliament, the Members States, the Commission and the different services of the Commission, it's pretty unique I would say. And this is what allows the European Union to move on and also to update their policies. Even with an instrument like this; some things that the EIDHR is doing now, they were probably impossible five years ago, or ten years ago. The kind of support that we can give to HRD and the kind of projects that we are funding, trust me, are very advanced.

O: Do you receive internal criticism for this?

S: In our relationship with third countries.

V: The average remark is 'if you fund this, we will have problems in the political dialogue with this country'. And - but this is a general observation, I have been working on human rights before, I have been working in development, with NGOs etc. - for lots of people and also I would say policy makers, it's still very difficult, and trust me, much more than you could expect, to reconcile human rights and development. When I talk to people working in development for many years, sometimes the general remark is 'development first and then we will think about human rights'. I am sorry to say this but for some of the people who are working in development, they think that they are two different things, that they are not linked and that they cannot go together.

O: Still a lot of work to be done.

S: Yeah.

V: We are here for this.


10.2 Transcript B

Interview with Sandra Rice: Policy Officer Human Rights Policy Instruments and Bilateral Cooperation, European External Action Service - Monday 3 February 2014

O: Olivia Schöfl
S: Sandra Rice

O: The thesis focuses on individuals who express themselves online and who are therefore considered being at risk. So it's very closely also connected to the issue of human rights defenders (from now: HRD) the EU is also supporting. So, it's mainly about HRD who engage online and who express themselves online.

S: Okay, so there are lots of things related to that and what we are doing. First, the European Union is condemning everytime somebody tries to curtail freedom of expression (from now: FOE), online or offline. The first time we publicely have stated, and it's a public document, you can check, that we believe that the same freedoms apply online and offline, is the Cyber Security Strategy of the European Union that was published on the 5th of February. That was the first time that we officially in a document we said that. Not that we have not been saying it repeatadly everywhere in the UN, in the multilateral fora, in dialogues with third countries. There are lots of ways where the EU is trying to protect FOE in a political way. What we do here, it's policy. We do lots of things.

O: What would you say, in practice, are the most effective and most important methods and instruments you are using in your section?

S: We do a lot. For me, one of the main instrument would be the Guidelines. Having specific Guidelines, I mean, even in the title they will say that the European Union wants to work on freedom of opinion and expression online and offline. This comes from the Action Plan on Human Rights, in Action 24 they say we are going to develop Guidelines, but not only that: in Action 24 of the Action Plan there are five things related to FOE online where the European Union and its Member States have committed to be developing something in the next few years. So, there is a strong commitment, publicly advertised and formally approved by the Council of Ministers on the 25th of July that says this, that the EU considers FOE a priority. And as part of FOE, they consider the same norms and human rights that apply offline should apply online. So it's clear that we have a policy commitment. There is a policy statement that is saying that.

How are we using it in practical terms? First, public statements. Everytime that we consider that there is a violation of FOE, a blogger goes to jail for his or her activity online, human rights activits are prosecuted or persecuted, intimidated, harassed: there is the option of the public statement. Many times, we don't have the option of the public statement because that would put in danger the person we trying to protect, so we use private demarches. These two instruments are used in daily ways.

O: it's mainly exercised by the European Delegations?

S: We are alerted by the Delegations, but the statements normally come from the spokesperson or the High Representative herself. We are always alerted or warned by the Delegations in term like that happened.
O: And the demarche?
S: The demarche takes a little bit more of time than the statement, because it needs the agreement of the Council working group, the geographical Council working group, we need terms of reference and once it's approved then we send it to the delegation. The delegation has to find a date and then they go. The principle is like that; a public statement would be a quicker reaction than a demarche. We do a demarche when the situation on the ground does not allow for a public statement or maybe sometimes we are trying to protect someone that does not want to get publicity and they ask us to do it on private base. That would be the political reaction. Let's say, for a person, we are talking about an individual case: imagine the person is also in danger, because of the things he says; he is promoting women rights in Pakistan and we know that this person is in danger. We have a system that is the HRD system for which we have a scheme under the EIDHR. And we have a rapid reaction mechanism. That can work through several different options. Imagine that the person feels threatened and wants shelter. We are working with two or three NGOs worldwide; we are financing Reporter Without Borders, Front Line Defenders; we try to talk the maximum coverage as possible. So, if this person tells the European Union 'I am afraid, I am under threat', we remit her immediately to one of these organisations that will provide for physical protection or a plane ticket or whatever.

O: But they need an entry permission for the EU.
S: They don't need an entry permission. They could have come directly through the NGOs without us. I mean, the NGOs don't have to report in every case who they take on board. But, it's a good entry point, because, as you know, in all the Delegations in the world we have what we call the Liaison Officer for HRD. So, this is a person that is nominated, sometimes it is the EU Delegation political head of section, sometimes it is the Human Rights Focal Point of the embassy of Austria, I mean it depends. But this person has his telephone number published online. So, whenever a HRD knows about us, I mean knows about the European Union, they can call and he would immediately put him in contact with the organisations we are financing in that part of the world that maybe will be able to help him.

O: But, I mean, in order to come to the EU, they have to have an entry permission?
S: Sometimes we don't put him to the EU. I mean, sometimes the easiest way is to put them to a neighbour country where they don't need a visa. I mean, we try to provide protection. They EU is not going to offer diplomatic protection because we can't, we are not an embassy. I mean, if you are an online activist that fears that the army is going to put him in jail or kills him tomorrow and you enter in the EU, we are not an embassy, we cannot offer you that. So, the things that we can offer, which are limited we know, but I think they are working pretty well, are either this kind of link to an NGO that we are already financing, or even access to the small grants of the EIDHR. In the sense that for example a person who does not want to leave the country, he is feeling very well, but he has been threatened, people are knocking on his door all night long and he is afraid, we can mobilise very quickly money to provide these persons, through an NGO, shelter in the sense that we can put on an alarm or move them temporarily to another location where they will be protected. But this works mainly for HRD. If you are a blogger that is not a HRD, meaning that you are a blogger that is doing other things, I mean your right to FOE does not have to be linked all the time to human rights, then there are other methods. For example we have different contracts; we from the political part, what we do is the link if someone
reports that there is a violation of human rights online and we will try to help and we will mobilise the people. I mean, not mobilise, we will ask the people in DEVCO, 'do you have something that we can offer'? And then of course the political backup would be a statement, a demarche, maybe just a clarification; a call to the Minister saying 'we are very worried about that person', it depends. it's a tailor-made approach to decide what really is useful for the circumstances.

O: One question with regard to what you said on the contacting of NGOs who provide shelter; are you also trying to make the link for example to individual EU Member States who might also provide visa?

S: Yes, yes, of course. That is the role of the Liaison Officer, this is why we have a Liaison Officer that is nominated among Member States or the EU Delegation who has direct access immediately to all the Member States. So in case one of the organisations is telling us 'look, this has come to us, can you please provide help, this person needs to be secured, is a refugee, needs a visa to go out', then we will make the appeal to all the EU Member States to see who can it offer. As I said, the EU cannot offer that. We are not promising visa because it's impossible, something we cannot provide. What we can provide is the link to talk to the specific person of the embassy who will be able to decide on that. But we will never be able to provide visa, in the situation right now.

Then there are other things that we can do, that are more on the long term, that we are working on. I think the most developing instrument that we have right now for the fight or promotion of protection online is the No Disconnect Strategy. This No Disconnect Strategy was created through a commitment. The first time it was published was in December 2011 through a joint communication by Kroes and Ashton where they announced this strategy. This strategy has different pillars. First, they want to develop and provide a technological tool that will enable people in countries where privacy is not guaranteed a safe way of communication. Let's say we help them providing tools to be able to encrypt their messages when they are saving data about torture for example. This is not like a free thing that we give to everyone. No, no, it's very controlled in the form of training, we train civil society organisations. Then, you know, like raising awareness about the risks of ICT. I mean for example, I still remember a country – I am not gonna mention -, I went to a meeting and they had incredible data about accountability for crimes like torture with psychological reports, confessions, declarations, accusations, all the data. And they were keeping it in a computer. And I was asking 'do you have a cloud, do you have some kind of safe storage, have you ever thought about any encrypted system'? And their reply was 'we have a password'. So, if ever someone attacks the office of this organisation all this information that is trying to protect human rights will be lost. So, we discovered there was a gap there and then we decided to, through the No Disconnect Strategy, try to provide something that can help on that. The idea of the No Disconnect Strategy was comming from the new communication on the Mediterannia. So, it's kind of a result of the Arab Spring. We realised how powerful the ICT could be to promote human rights and we decided to support it. So, how did we do it? It has lots of parts, many of them are very technical for me. To explain you, for example, they are organising hackathons. Where they ask them to play with the new tools to see if it's safe or they can break into it very easily. They are consulting, training, they are doing many things. It is very inclusive.
Then, it's done through the EIDHR. The first time in 2012, I think in spring, it was the first Call for Proposals that included a component on online protection. Right now the No Disconnect Strategy is funding a feasibility study on creating a platform of awareness when there is an incident on the Internet that may have a political motivation. They study if that would be possible. The idea is that we would like to create some kind of mechanism that can help us to have on-time information about infringements to online freedom in the world.

O: *But it would be administrated by the External Action Service?*
S: No. At this stage, they only thing we are doing is asking a consultancy to tell us if this is feasible or not, how much does it cost, how can it be managed. The idea is to have some kind of system that will in a very limited period of time, I mean very fast, connect a disruption in the net with has it been an accident or is the intention a political one in order to prevent FOE. So that's the idea. Right now we are only financing this feasibility study; would that work; how expensive would it be; is this feasible; how should it be managed; how should it be controlled; what kind of network link do you need internationally to connect the information on what is happening on the traffic with the information that all the NGOs have. You know, there was a very big jump two years ago because they said 'Saudi Arabia is closing the Internet, there is going to be something aweful happening there'. And then we discovered that it was mainly an accident. And then, when Egypt was bringing it down, I mean nobody had a doubt, suddenly the traffic goes down. We are in the black and there is a revolution ongoing. You know that something is going on. But sometimes it's not that clear. Improving that kind of things would help us to have a political action and reaction of this relations. We are not going to actively engage in nothing that would mean interfere with third countries policies; it's more that we are trying to produce a source of rapid reaction information.

O: *Would you say, at the moment, that the coordination and the communication between the Commission and the External Action Service, the Delegations, the Member States is functioning well or there is room for improvement?*
S: There is always room for improvement, always, always, always. But I think it is working pretty well. We all know each other, we all know what each other is doing. So, for example now that I am drafting the Guidelines on FOE we have created an informal interservice with the EEAS, DG HOME, DG CONNECT, DG DEVCO, DG ENLARGEMENT and we are all looking at the text, providing comments, making sure that there is a coordination between the internal and the external policies and making sure that the actions we decided to have a political statement done have the awareness of DG Development in order to be able to implement it. Because a policy without a follow-up, of a backup of any kind of feedback would be a little bit shortcoming. We have also an internal EEAS cyber-security group, created by the policy security unit after the publishing of the Cyber Security Strategy. And there we will focus more on multilateral actions. We will focus more on the initiative in the UN, on right of privacy. Or the resolution of the HRC on Internet freedom, from US and Sweden. Right now, DG CONNECT is preparing a paper on Internet governance. Where there is of course a part looking on violations of human rights in the Internet and trying to protect. And there is an interservice governance. So, I think there is a coordination, sometimes we not all think the same, but there is a coordination. Room for improvement? Incredible room for improvement! The EEAS is a new actor. We
have been in place only for 2,5 years. There is a need of creating more links, I mean people don't know how to contact in the internal commission or things like that, but the same problems are in the Commission. I would never describe it as a thing like there is no willingness; there is willingness, there is improvement, but there is room for much more.

O: And with regard to the newly created Human Rights Focal Points in the Delegations, have you received rather positive or negative feedback from the NGOs and from the civil society scene?

S: Problem: they are very new. I mean, it is not that they have been here for ten years and that everybody knows. All the feedback that we have received is positive in the sense of the idea is wonderul. But we need to implement it. You need to make this instrument known. And for that you need time. Especially in countries where the majority of the people are illiterate. So, you publish a telephone number online where people do not have access to the Internet and they cant read?! So, we need to find other ways. We are trying to approach all the time civil society, make the civil society use their networks when they communicate to people to say 'look, this instrument exists'. We are approaching NGOs and we hope that the NGOs will use their networks. Will that solve all the problems of the world? No. Is this going to solve the problems of the bloggers? No. But it's a first step I think. Then we have also the Human Rights Country Strategies. They are restricted documents but all of them have a section on FOE that will analyse FOE on the ground. And for many countries in the world, FOE is a priority. And in many of those, part of the priority would be freedom online.

O: What would you say are, in practice, the greates challenges with regard to protecting FOE online? What are the main obstacles?

S: There are many. First, there is a need of a strong common position. Right now we only have the Cyber Security Strategy which mentions human rights but it's not an in depth document on that kind of protection. I think the first step towards having a real policy statement on it is to get agreement on the draft Guidelines. Because the Guidelines will mainly focus on describing the right, describing what is the new situation and trying to provide protection. I think this is the next big challenge we have in front of us.

O: Do you think it will add value to the work on the ground?

S: Yes. The main goal of a Guideline is to serve as an instrument for Delegations, for Member States on the ground to know better. First because, image that you are an Austrian policy officer that gets his first post and he is sent to Jordan. And he is super happy. And of course he has not a knowledge of everything and maybe not of human rights. But maybe he arrives there and than he starts listening about jamming, gatekeepers, Internet wall etc. But he has no idea of jamming and he says 'what the hell are they talking about'? So, the first thing that the Guidelines do is that it describes the international framework of legislation you could use. And also it describes the main problems that you have with the right in order to be able to understand what the problems are. Because many times you may think that a dominant position held by a private company that is completely dominating the market and is following some kind of political agenda is not a problem of FOE but it's a problem of market competitiveness. And it might be a market competitiveness
problem but also may illustrate a manipulation campaign restricting FOE and censoring anything that is not in line with the regime. So, what the Guidelines do is, first, they try to explain what is FOE according to international standards. Then they try to explain which are the most common violations of this right, so, they try to explain from jamming to lack of privacy, to killing of journalists, they cover everything. And then they provide you with a set of actions that the EU is ready to do and the tools with whom they have to do them. Because, if the EU is saying we are trying to support FOE around the world, it does not mean that we will change the world. I mean, they have tools and we have to be very honest about the tools we have. They are not that many but at least we can use them. So, the Guidelines have some kind of explanations that I think are very, very useful on the ground.

O: They should have been finished last year I think, are there different positions of the individual EU Member States?
S: The deadline that we had was December 2013, so we are not that far. And it adds more that this year is complicated. We have parliamentary elections and the two previous Guidelines already came a little bit later, so, there is a big job of drafting that need time. Then, the EEAS launch with the Guidelines of FOE for the first time a public consultation. So, for the first time we were using our webpage to ask anyone in the world their opinion about how these Guidelines should look like, how should we be protecting. I mean, we consulted the maximum that you can do that is online. So, that was a new step, it has never been done through the EEAS. The Commission has its own procedure, but it was the first time. That consultation was done in July. We received contributions from all over the world. Then you have to work with this information. On the basis of this information you start drafting. Then you consult inter-service, then you receive comments from all the DGs, then you reach out to Member States and you receive comments from Member States...So, I don't think it's a problem of not getting a compromise but the process itself is complicated.

O: Okay, but there is kind of a common position of the Member States?
S: I mean not yet. We will not know until be start formal negotiations and the formal have not yet started. All we have done is drafting, informal brainstorming. So, right now the procedure would be to get our High Representative green light for the text that we can use as basis for negotiations.

O: it's already in her office?
S: No. Next week. Most likely next week.

O: Do you think that the existing international human rights standards and legislation is protecting FOE online enough or do you think there should be some amendments or there should be some additional measures?
S: I think that everything that we have should apply online. I don't believe in the need of new legislation. I believe in the need of raising awareness, training and promoting how to do it. Because I really think that there is no need of creating new legislation, the legislation that already exists on human rights applies immediately. I mean, there is no reason not to apply any kind of human rights online. If you have freedom of association, you should have freedom of association online. If you have FOE, you should have it online. What is needed is to make people aware of violations that they may not discover. There is no need of creating new legislation. There is a need to increase awareness of the ways of implementing this legislation online. And I don’t
think it's a different sphere that need different rules. I think that all the rules that apply offline should apply online. And this is the position of the European Union. What you need to do is to maybe develop tools that enable authorities, judiciary, legislators to better understand what are the challenges of the communication online. But the rules are the same. So, we don't need to invent new rules, there is no need at all. We need to understand that there are the new media and the new technologies in order to be able to wisely implement what we have. But no need for creating nothing else.

O: May I come back to one thing you said, you said the EU has to explore new ways to raise awareness especially with regard to local NGOs, HRD; is the EU engaging in such attempts?
S: Yeah. The fact that FOE is one of the priorities in our Strategic Framework is a clear signale that this is something the EU believes. The creation and the drafting of the Guidelines is another symbol that we are thinking about that. The Cyber Security Strategy was a clear sign that we care. And then, DG CONNECT is working on the Internet Governance Strategy for the Commission, that is also a sign that we are looking at it. So, I think it's clear that it is a priority, that there is a political willingness to do something. But I think we still need time. I mean new technologies have erupted 15 years ago. I mean, the means of mass communication, they are not that old. We should be doing more, yes of course, we could do more, yes of course, you can always do more. I really think there is room for improvement but the EU is demonstrating that they are very active on online protection. And some of our Member States are super active; Sweden, UK, Netherlands and Hungary last year with the cyber conference that this year was in Seoul.

O: The European External Action Service, has it a role in the administration of the EIDHR?
S: Yes of course. We have our role in programming, we have our role in creating the new legislation and then, we have counterparts. Like, if I deal with FOE here, I know I have to contact Viktor and Sofi that will be implementing the projects. If I want to see what is their thinking, I will contact Susan Bauman that deals with media freedom in DEVCO. So, of course we have a role. If there is a decision about one of the small grants, they will check with the desk of the country here ito get the agreement to unlock the money.
O: So it's DEVCO who is taking the final decision?
S: No. it's parallel. They normally receive the request or if we receive the request we pass it to them. And then they say 'do you agree with that', then we say 'yes/ no' and that's it. Many times this is nor a political decision it's more about practical terms; is this person reliable? Is this going to be useful? Do they have any kind of credibility? There needs to be a project management that the EEAS is completely incapable of doing; without DEVCO we cannot do anything. We don't manage money. When it comes to more big projects, lets think about creating capabilities, if we are helping a very small country in Africa – not going to mention names – to develop their ICT infrastructure and they are receiving support from the European Union, then maybe it's done through the EFS and then it would be not the Commission but DEVCO but the EEAS will be more involved. When we established the Cyber Security Strategy we said that this cooperation should always be enlightened by human rights. So, there are ways of creating infrastructure that will be more human rights friendly, for
example ways that will prevent a completely dominant sphere for an Internet service provider and there are ways that will make it not.

O: Is the EU in this respect also consulting with private sector?
S: Yes. For example we created last year the Guidelines for Human Rights in ICT. This was the enterprise on the lead and I think it's very useful because it really tries to help private companies to act in accordance with human rights on the ICTs. They are published online, you can get them. They have even recommendations, they are following the Ruggie principles. The EU is trying to provide this awareness that I am telling you. They are trying to tell privat entities how to work. We are not telling them what do they have to do but we are giving them recommendations of how their work could be more in line with human rights.

O: But at the same time, for example if there is a problem for example in China or somewhere else where you have a very strong control of the online sphere and you see that also private companies such as Google or somebody who has an important role and also cooperates with a third country's government, would you also consult with private companies or are your political measures only aiming at the contact with officials of the third country?
S: No, no. We talk to everybody. I mean, the main policy of the European Union is a multi-stakeholder-model. So we will talk to private companies, civil society, government; we really believe in the multi-stakeholder-model. There is no way we will be only talking to the government. We are not trying to influence anyone we are just trying to open dialogue, to flag violations of FOE, so I don't think there is any problem with that. I can tell you, in the public consultations of the Guidelines on FOE, we received contributions from six or seven very big private companies. We were not limiting this consultation to civil society, it was open. It was mainly targeting civil society because normally they will be the first ones willing to advice us on human rights approaches but this did not prevent private companies or even associations of profession to get back to us with their own ideas.

O: And were some of the ides integrated in the draft?
S: Yes. All of them were read. Many were too overreaching, many were not exactly for Guidelines on FOE, many did not understand the concept of what a Guideline would be, I mean, they were proposing more project ideas that we cannot take in a document like that. But all of them have been read through and all of them have been considered. Then of course you cannot accept everything. What you are doing is a public consultation to guide your brainstorming before engaging with the Commission or Member States.

O: Would you consider Mister Edward Snowden a person of being in need of protection the EU could provide?
S: I mean this would be personal because the EU has not made a position. What I can tell you is...

O: But have there been attempts to reach a position?
S: It's one case among thousands of cases of FOE we have in the world. I don't think the EU has to make a position. Of course there would be grounds of investigation but what we consider, and it will be reflected most likely in the Guidelines, is that whistle-blowers need protection. And there should be international frameworks to protect them. I am not going to decide if Snowden is or is not a whistle-blower because it is
not for me to decide. But anyone in the world that is working for promoting more FOE will be of course enabled for the protection of the EU if he is condemned or persecuted because of his human rights advocacy. Then each case needs an independent evaluation. I don't know if he has asked for protection from us. Not that I am certain. I mean maybe he has asked, I don't know.

O: Then the Commission would have to evaluate the case?
S: To take a position, yes. It's like anyone. It's like you ask for protection. In general, what I can tell you is that we have a very, very strong position that there is a need to ensure journalistic sources and that whistle-blowers need protection. But one case in particular, I cannot tell you because actually I did not explore his case that deeply myself. I followed it in the news.

O: But, is there time to explore each case so in depth?
S: We don't receive that many requests. So, that's a pitty. But we don't receive that many requests.

O: You mean for shelter or in general?
S: In general. Because normally shelter is something that is strange, I mean that we will receive a request. First, because people when they are persecuted they run and then because we are outsourcing aid, I mean we are financing organisations that do that. We mainly receive petitions for political support. Like, if you are in jail and your trial is going to pass soon and you know that your trial will not be free and fair, then you call us and we will try to mobilise, to be able to oberserve the trial, to call on the government to make sure that your trial is respecting all the guarantees that it deserves. This is mainly what we receive.

O: And can you give me an impression, a kind of number, how many?
S: It's impossible. You know, we are very limited in resources and we don't have time to create statistics. But I would say that...it's impossible...we have about 140 Delegations...I would tell you that there is one case almost every day. But I don't know how many.

O: But you said you don't receive so many...
S: requests for shelter! Because many times they are not for shelter. Many times they are just raising awareness, they want us to be aware; many times they don't do it and we proactively react to something that we consider a violation. If you look on the website of the High Representative you see that there is almost one statement on FOE every week. The volume is big. But, shelter may be not the thing that you are asking to an international organisation. You may be asking friends...The fact that we are about to providing this is because there was a need. And as I said, this instrument needs time to be known.

O: Thank you very much. Is there anything you want to add, from your practical experience, like, what are the things you are most occupied with when you deal with the topic, or the greatest challenges for you personally?
S: I mean the greates challenge is that this is worldwide, FOE is a priority worldwide. So, it's very difficult to manage. I mean, we are not so many, the EEAS compared to a Foreign Ministry, of a big country, I mean, we are 27, 28, we are not that big. I don't deal only with FOE, I deal with FOE, freedom of association, Human Rights Country Strategies, the countries of the North of Africa. So I would say if we would have one person dealing exclusively with FOE, 100% of their time, much more can be done, much more can be pushed forward, much more money but what we are doing with human rights is that we remain like a service of advice provider. Meanwhile, the
responsibility relies on the Geographicals. So, whenever there is a problem or a big violation of FOE in a country, it’s the ‘geographical’ of that country that will mainly follow and we will provide advice when they need it. But we are not supposed to be following the world because it’s impossible. But I think that’s something they are very aware of. It is not the first time that the EU has, you know, like, cancelled a supply of European companies because we have a suspicion that they will use ICT material to restrict FOE or to harass HRD. It is not the first case when the EU has stopped a trade agreement, like it happened in Sri Lanka, because there were massive violations against journalists. So there are very good examples of the EU doing this action. Should we do it more often? Yes. But it is very difficult to manage a machinery that needs the agreement of 28 in a very speedy time for every case in the world.

O: So, also individual EU Member States interests could pose a risk sometimes to protect FOE?

S: Not really. I don't think so. I think for FOE in particular, it's clear that they all have an interest on it to be a priority. And you see it, I mean they all sign...

O: But maybe some interests might be stronger sometimes?

S: Not for freedom in general, not for protection. If you ask me about a more specific thing, copyright issues, denial of the Holocaust, hate speech legislation; I may say there can be deviating opinions. When you ask me about FOE in general or the need of protecting it online as we do offline, I think there is a common understanding. There may be sensitive issues about data protection legislation. But not about the fact that, in general, privacy should be respected. I think we have common grounds for the big principles but of course there are problems with particular cases. And as you know, there is not a harmonised legislation on the things dealing with online issues in all countries. We are still very divided. Any many countries are a little bit more into and many countries are a little bit out. But even with regard to infrastructure. We still have countries in the European Union that cannot provide access to the Internet to everyone. And there is no any kind of statement or indication to provide for example access to vulnerable people like handicapped people that may need it more than a normal person. This is providing an incredible challenge, or to remote areas where freedoms are not that respected and we should be encouraging more access to knowledge. There are no strategies like this right now at the European level in all the countries. I think this is an early age of online protection.

O: Thank you very much.
**10.3 Transcript C**

Interview with Alexander Corti, Front Line Defenders – 4th February 2014

O: Olivia Schöfl  
A: Alexander Corti

**O:** What importance do writers at risk play in the work of your organisation, as a category of human rights defenders (from now: HRD)?  
**A:** Well, we don't really work on categories of HRD. Actually our objective is to work globally and to protect and support HRD at risk, irrespective of the work they do. I mean they could work in trade unions or work on social rights, political rights, we don't make any difference between the human rights defenders. So we have a global reach, we don't focus on any particular region nor on a particular theme. So it's about any human right defender at risk.

**O:** But in practice, are they relevant, like journalists...

**A:** They could be journalists, they could be leaders of human rights organisations or community leaders. If you look at the appeals we produce, the whole range of human rights is almost covered. So we don't particularly focus on one specific category but we are very much interested in the issue of protecting communications. Not just about freedom on the net with people targeted for publishing blogs etc., but also as regards protecting communications and data, i.e. digital security and confidentiality. So you must be able as a HRD to be public if you want to, that's freedom on the net, but if you want to share information and data in a secure way non-publicly, then you must be able to do it as well without being tapped or interfered, when you send emails for instance. You know, these are the two sides of the same coin. You cannot just support human rights defenders who want to be public but also support those who want to share information confidentially.

**O:** Since when about would you say that the online sphere or HRD who engage online has an importance for your work?

**A:** I would say the contrary. What we want to do is to meet the needs expressed by the human rights defenders. And most of them said 'well we work, we do our human rights work but sometimes we understand that what we exchange on the Internet can be interfered, can be tapped' and that puts not just the HRD at risk but also their families, their colleagues etc. So it's more the impact on their work that matters, and that's why we want to protect them.

**O:** I meant since when about did it appear that HRD engage online? So, is it a new phenomenon?

**A:** You want a date? Well, I have been working almost eight years for Front Line Defenders and it has always been an issue. It's not something new. It's all about communication actually. I understand the Internet not just as websites, it's also Internet communications including mobile phones because now mobile phones, smartphones are not just to send text messages, just phone calls but they are used to access Facebook, to access Twitter etc. We have integrated that in the approach. It's even more difficult to protect communications on mobile phones than on computers for instance. So, it's not something really new. Front Line Defenders has been existing since 2001, so I guess before, when people did not use any computer
because there was no Internet...but I am afraid as soon as the Internet became available for many people, securing communications did become an issue. And there is a kind of game between HRD and the authorities... The HRD want to protect their communication and the authorities want to tap into it. Then you find different ways to by-pass, but the authorities are quite good as well.

O: Would you say that the Arab Spring had any effects on the work you are doing or on how to select HRD you are protecting?
A: Well we try not to ‘select’ HRD we protect. Because we don't have any members, so we don't have to select through the channel of membership. We can support any human rights defender, irrespective of the country of origin, whether or not they are connected with existing national networks, platforms or international organisations.
As you know, the Arab Spring showed that the use of Facebook can make a difference. It was not so much about how to protect communication since many HRD wanted to go public and they didn't seem to really care about that. For them, if the authorities can read their text messages, fine. Sometimes it is also cultural to say 'okay let's do it openly'. But that is why in our programmes we try to meet their needs and also to express or explain that you put your life at risk but not just your life, also the lives of others as well. So when you want to communicate confidentially then you have to protect your communication as far as possible because the risk is always there, you need to reduce the risks. As you know, with NSA now, it's impossible to believe that you are fully confidential but at least you reduce the risk and you create barriers to limit the risk to be tapped. It depends on the country, some HRD are very aware of that and they want to protect their communications, to encrypt their messages. They have to be careful when they use social networking sites, when they post blogs, post articles, they know the risk they may face. But others don't care. They just communicate on Facebook and they know that they might be arrested but it's just part of, you know, the way they communicate. But we give them the tools to protect themselves if they want to; we don't dictate them what they should do. We say 'if you want to achieve that level of protection then you should encrypt your messages, you should do that, you should stop using Hotmail, you should stop using Skype etc.'

O: You already mentioned that some of your activities are funded under the European Instrument?
A: Yes. So far. Our programme of protection has been co-funded by the EIDHR since 2009. With that support, we train HRD on personal and digital security, we do advocacy, we do appeals, we provide security grants, we campaign etc. So digital security is one of the aspects of our work. We have a security grants programme so we provide money for securing an office, for paying for fees, for medical treatment, we can pay for unarmed bodyguards, it's really about security and protection.
O: This is what is funded under the budget of the EIDHR?
A: Actually under the current contract all this is co-funded by EIDHR.
O: So it's like a framework where you get funding and from this framework you finance different projects.
A: It is a programme of action and it's co-funded, around 55% is funded by the European Commission and so it covers everything we do almost. Mainly the grants programme and training, advocacy, and reaching out to defenders. So we have field presence in all regions. We try to reach out, to increase our open network of HRD
contacts we have because we don't have any members. And we have a hotline for instance, 24 hours seven days a week, and people can call us any time.

O: And with grants you mean the system of small grants which are awarded to HRD?
A: There are different types of grants. What EIDHR has in mind, when they speak about grants, is an amount of money sent to defenders; maximum 10,000 Euro. We use that system but it's quite limited in number, very limited. But we have also what we call direct support. For direct support, we need to get the receipts etc. from HRD. Now, around 20% of Front Line Defenders' annual budget is dedicated to the grants programme and we may reach this year, in 2014, 1 million Euro, disbursing grants. If you call money sent to HRD as grants, then the EIDHR believes that it is a lumpsum of max. 10,000 Euro. So, you have to be careful with the wording. But we give a lot of money to the HRD, partly funded by the EIDHR but not all. We could use that for digital security as well. We could pay for instance, I remember, we paid for secure communication devices in DRC in Africa so that people can connect very quickly and when they face a problem they can connect, they can call, they can send a message very quickly to other mobile devices in the country or in the region using satellite phones. So we can provide also systems to communicate, not exclusively through the net.

O: And does your organisation have access to the emergency fund of the EIDHR?
A: Before talking about the emergency fund, we have now another contract, a small contract, and it's a joint programme between us and Tactical Technology Collective, which is a collective of experts and specialists – together we have produced a list of open source softwares you can use to protect communications, encrypt messages, you can start with anti-virus etc, with explanations. On the website https://securityinabox.org/ all these softwares are available for free, and the explanations in 13 languages. So people can use those tools to protect themselves and protect their communications. So it's a joint project, now we have under that contract, we provide consultancy in the different regions to support HRD, protect their communications. And, as I said, the original call for proposals was a joint initiative by EIDHR and DG CONNECT in the context of the No Disconnect Strategy, launched in December 2011.

O: Was it this restricted Call for Proposals for HRD, cyber-censorship and confidentiality of activists?
A: Yes and we were successful in getting that support. Our global programme of action already includes digital security and training, but then we have a specific targeted action jointly with the Tactical Technology Collective to work specifically on digital security, comprising trainings, security consultancy in the field, with contact persons for HRD. That are the two contracts we have.

O: The other one is from a prior Call for Proposals?
A: Yes, the big one, it's a three-year programme and it ends at the end of this year, it was launched in 2010. EIDHR co-funding corresponds to around 15% of the whole budget. But we have been funded since early 2009, almost five years.

And so for the EIDHR emergency fund, actually, we don't have access; it's really emergency grants for HRD. So most of the requests, as you probably know now, go through the EU Delegations or HRD may alternatively apply directly to the European Commission in Brussels. The decision on the grant is very quick, it's a matter of days, but the time needed for financial agreements and to disburse the fund may take
several weeks. So what they sometimes do, they contact us to see if we could disburse the fund quickly, as soon as the decision has been taken, and then we get reimbursed. They sub-contract with us, then we contract with the defender, we send the money, then we get reimbursed. But what has happened recently is that for instance the defender said 'oh, can I rediscuss the contract because I cannot spend the money right now, I have to wait' which means that we don't get the receipts and we don't get the reports from the HRD, then we take the risk of not getting reimbursed. Or we get reimbursed but not the full amount. At the end of the day, they externalise the emergency fund management and actually take money from us if a reporting problem occurs. We will be more cautious in the future and only accept to channel funds to HRD in accordance with the criteria of our own grants programme. In a few cases, we have doubts about the profile of people supported by the EIDHR emergency fund.

O: So they don't consult you to evaluate if it's a defender?
A: They should. The decision is taken by them. I guess they consult the desk officer here and people at the External Action Service, people in the Commission internally and of the EU Delegation and they have agreed 'okay let's go on, let's do it'. And then we realise that we may face situations where the person is actually not reliable and we don't know him or her and we even doubt they are human rights defenders. And then we may face the situation where we have to get reimbursed but we don't get the reports from the defender.

O: That is interesting because by DEVCO I was told that it takes about one week to get the money...
A: It depends. Sometimes it takes more time. Yes, they can do it themselves. I don't know the exact proportion of grants channelled by NGOs. We have requested a meeting with the EIDHR to speak about that. Because I think it is not fair to face such a problem. I mean it's a real challenge. Of course, we are not forced, we could say no, but I think they have the responsibility of the decision so they should bear the responsibility of the reporting and if the defender does not report, or the so-called defender, it is not our fault. I think channelling the funds is fine, we can channel the funds because we can do it quite easily. But then reporting, they should report to the Commission directly not to us. I think that is not fair but that we will discuss with them.

O: With regard to the Call for Proposals and the whole administration, so you think that local or smaller NGOs have a realistic chance of being able to bear this administrative burden?
A: Maybe not for globall calls. It is quite difficult, with logical frameworks etc. And also the way they score the proposals, it's really... sometimes a bit weird. But for what they call the Country Based Support Schemes I suspect it's easier and also they may go to the local level to train HRD and the organisations on how to apply for EU funding. And even in some countries they are quite flexible. They can support smaller projects, they don't need to go through all the system there. But the problem, the limitation, is of course that the organisations must be registered. So, when they are not registered, they have to go through a registered organisation or an international organisation to get money through the system of sub-granting.

O: You mean the UN system of being a registered organisation?
A: No. Registered at local level. If you are in Uzbekistan and you cannot be registered because you have tried to be registered but the authorities say, you know,
"forget it", you cannot get any EU funding. You have to be registered in the country. But the EIDHR can support unregistered organisations but not directly. They can do it through organisations like Front Line Defenders. Because we can send sub-grants to unregistered people.

O: But then they would need to apply for it? Or would they contact you and ask you if you could channel this funding?

A: It depends. If we speak about sub-grants, I think it's fine, there is some flexibility. But if we talk about the Country Based Support Schemes and the Calls for Proposals, that is not possible as far as I know. But that is something you should check with them but I think they cannot support officially, directly unregistered organisations. But through grants yes, they can.

O: And in practice, who mainly identifies the HRD? Are they coming to you, or friends or family?

A: It is both ways actually. Of course for a membership organisation it's easy because you have members. So it means they identify them as HRD or organisations, you develop contacts. We don't have such a membership scheme. We have a database of contacts, thousands of contacts, so we can identify, we can track everything. We have the contact details and we can track all activities we undertake on their behalf, it can be training, it can be an appeal etc. So we have everything there. So if the person is not in the database, then we have to check among the existing contacts and the database in the region or in the country and we check 'do you know that person, is he/she an active defender or organisation' and we may contact other international organisations like Amnesty International to cross-check information. So we need to get more information on the profile of the defender when we don't know them. Most of the time we know them or we know people who know them. So it's a networking approach. But an open network. We don't have a closed network.

O: And does your organisation also provide temporary shelter?

A: Yes. There are two different aspects. We have in-country-relocation or in the region and we may use the grants programme for that. So, let's say, someone needs to go, to leave DRC, he/she goes to Uganda and then we can pay for the flight, for relocation, for family support if the family stays in the country. So we can use the grants to relocate. But we don't have any shelters in the field. We discuss with them what the best option is, whether to stay in the country or to leave for a while, but it's a temporary relocation, we don't support long-term relocation like one year, two years, we don't do that. It's limited in time. Sometimes we can even pay for what we call rest and respite relocation; that could be even with the family at a nice place where people can relax. And then we have a flat in Dublin with several rooms where we can host HRD if needed. And so they can come to Dublin for a while – the fact that Ireland is not a Schengen-country can help because we have an agreement with the Irish government so they can provide visa in a fast way – and then they can stay for a while in Dublin and they can use that time to learn English, to learn about digital security, to follow some trainings etc. But it really depends. They can come to Dublin or to Europe for medical treatment, urgent medical treatment, and they may stay just two weeks in the hospital. We have also a fellowship programme where HRD can come outside an emergency situation.
O: And the rest and respite programme is it mainly within the EU or in third countries?
A: The rest and respite programme, it's more in Dublin. It's in Dublin. For the rest we call that relocation, urgent relocation. But I think we host maybe 4, 4 or 5 defenders a year, so it's not a crowd of HRD going to Dublin. It is quite limited in number. I know that the Member States may fear that they would face many, many requests for visa etc., people coming to Europe to seek asylum etc. According to our latest activity report, you can see that maybe ten defenders are coming to Europe under relocation but there were 100 in the field or in the regions. So the overwhelming majority of HRD relocated, they stay in their region.

O: But from your experience, if the people are still in need of protection, what shall they do after their shelter programme?
A: Most of the time they go back. If they come just for medical treatment, that's fine. But if they come because they are in an insecure situation, either they go back after a while, it could be two or three months, or we can help them find another solution because it is not secure enough to go back. But under the rest and respite programme, we established the programme in 2005 and I think only two applied for asylum in Ireland of maybe five or six per year. Plus we invite every two years 150 defenders to Dublin for a big conference and no one has ever applied for asylum. So if you look at the visas provided by Ireland, since 2005, I mean it's hundreds and hundreds, only two applied for asylum. And they all had the profile of possible asylum seekers because they are at risk.

O: And also the rest and respite is also a short-term programme?
A: Yeah. It's maximum three months I think. Some people only stay a few weeks and some stay longer but it is quite limited. It is called temporary relocation programme. And in principle, we don't support asylum seeking procedures for instance. We don't provide support to that because we focus on the protection of HRD that are at risk and not if people want to go in exile. And once they are in exile we don't support them anymore as HRD but we can get information from them on the situation in their country of origin but we don't provide any more grants if they are already in exile.

O: And do you also have, besides Ireland, other European countries you are working with to provide shelter or...
A: Not really because it is still an early stage of... you know that there was a mapping of shelter initiatives so you can see that there are different programmes. There was one programme in Spain but for Latin America and Latin American defenders but it's a longer-term programme, they may stay one or two years. And I know that a Czech city opened up a shelter initiative, The Hague also with Justitia et Pax Netherlands. Otherwise you have the University of York, they have a programme, and a few others.

But as you know, there is now a project to set up a digital platform based on the mapping, so first make a database and then create a digital platform. And then this digital platform will be taken over by a consortium of NGOs next year to deal with that, to promote the shelter initiatives, to contact other initiatives and to involve them in the network. So that when we face a situation, when we face a case of a defender we cannot host in Dublin, we could use that coordination body or digital platform to find the best match as quickly as possible.

O: It is already set up this platform?
A: No. They have just appointed in late December the guy and the team who is going to implement that. It's a two-year project, until the end of 2015, and that consortium should take over next year. And we have been contacted by the guy in charge, his name is Chris Collier, he is an independent consultant and we know him very well. There is this handbook for HRD which was written by Chris Collier, I have known him for ages, since the establishment of the EU Office.
O: And he is the person in charge?
A: He is the person in charge to implement the digital platform. And he contacted us yesterday to interview my colleague in charge in Dublin.

O: The European Union has in 2012 launched the Strategic Framework and Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy and there they adopted the idea of establishing an own European voluntary initiative for temporary shelter...
A: That's exactly that.
O: That's the implementation of this voluntary initiative?
A: Yeah. That's from the European Commission side, to support the digital platform and then that the consortium of NGOs will manage it as a separate programme.
O: Because the mapping, you already mentioned, of the shelter programmes it was originally suggesting an own European programme for temporary shelter...
A: Not only, because the mapping is beyond Europe. They also mapped the scholars-at-risk in the US. So they wanted to have, well start with Europe but also see in other parts of the world where HRD could be relocated. So it's not just Europe. Actually that is something I promoted in 2008 and then tried to sell this idea to the Czech Presidency and they bought it. So actually I was a bit behind all these things. Despite the fact that shelter, shelter cities, it's not something new in the end. It has taken four years before we had something concrete. And in my mind it is not just shelter; I decided to lobby for that because I have tried to promote the idea of visa schemes for HRD, but in the context of the Schengen area, it was very difficult to have an agreement and to have Member States open even to discuss specific visa for specific groups of people. So, I thought maybe the best way was not to continue pushing for visa schemes but to improve the conditions of relocation in Europe, which means having initiatives, cities ready to host defenders, providing letters of invitation so that would speed up the visa process. So that is something I have been lobbying for five years. And I try now to reintroduce the visa issue; we are going to have a questionnaire in different languages asking HRD to fill in a questionnaire about Schengen visa in order to collect experiences, good and bad experiences, in getting visas. We may at the end of the year draft a policy paper and organise a closed seminar.

O: Do you also contact in this respect DG HOME?
A: Not really. DG HOME or JUSTICE was responsible for drafting a handbook for the consulates and embassies, a few years back. You know that there is a Community Code on visas and the Commission drafted a handbook. And we tried, I tried, through the Parliament and through the European Commission - the Human Rights Unit - to have at least a few examples on human rights defenders included. And they refused. Even though the letter came from another department, from the Human Rights Department, an official letter asking for that; they refused. Even the Parliament has no real power in that but they tried. And the Committee responsible at the Parliament drafted a letter to the European Commission in which they complained that it was not included. So the handbook has not been amended. It's difficult to change the rules at
that level. But if we organise that closed seminar, we are going to invite definitely DG HOME, DG JUSTICE, the Member States. Because at the end of the day it is the Member States who provide visas, it is not the Commission or the EEAS.

O: From your experience, would you say that the EU Guidelines on HRD are useful on the ground or improves the action in this respect?
A: Well I think before the Guidelines the EU was taking action. I think it is a useful reference document but I would not make it a paper exercise. If you spend your time revising the text you lose time, although it might be useful at some point, I think the text of the Guidelines is quite okay. The challenge is, as always, the implementation. If you spend your time revising a text, you cannot use that time to really implement the text. So, we have to find a balance. I prefer to lobby for the implementation and to refer to it as a key document. But I think that there are always steps...also the fact that now they have appointed Liaison Officers for s and it is clear that the EU Human Rights Focal Points in the EU Delegations have a role to play in reaching out to the defenders, observing trials, meeting defenders etc. I can tell you that we sent last year 150 cases to the EU - not just the EU Delegations but also the Member States; we got 70% of responses and out of the 150, 48 – a bit less than 50 – percent of positive responses which means the EU for 48% of the cases raised, the EU has taken action in line with the EU Guidelines; it could be meeting a defender, raising the case officially or unofficially, observing the trials etc. So we can track that but the problem is the impact, how to assess the impact of such actions. So, that is a tricky issue, for them, for us. Because I have the impression that sometimes, if not most of the time, they are driven by the activities, they are happy to say 'look what we do'...But what is the impact, what is the outcome for the defender? Is it positive, negative? Hopefully positive. So we have to move from positive actions to positive impact. Not just for them but for any NGO as well, human rights NGOs. They need to be result-oriented rather than activity-driven. We cannot assess the impact by listing all the press releases. It is useless if there is no impact.

O: But do you have the impression that the EU is engaging in approaches to measure its actions?
A: Yeah. It's quite new. We talked last week to the guy in charge of HRD. And that is something I raised because I have been invited as a panelist; in two weeks there is a big gathering of all Human Rights Focal Points of the EU Delegations in Bruxelles and I have been invited on the panel to speak about good practices. And I will underline the need to look at the impact rather than the activities. The activity is just a tool to achieve something, not the goal in itself. But it is really difficult, the relationship between the action and the impact, is it positive? It is difficult to assess. If you publish a public statement and the guy is released the following day, 'thanks to us'; you contribute to that but you have to at least try to link the action with the impact even if you cannot say with certainty that it is thanks to you that the situation has improved. But at least you should not stop after an activity and be happy with the activity undertaken and then forget about the rest. So that is something I would like to see the EU improving.

O: Isn't it also maybe a problem with regard to the shelter programmes sometime, that the EU is not really paying attention to what is happening afterwards? Like a follow-up system?
A: But the EU has no shelter initiatives itself. For shelter initiatives, not just the cities but also the NGOs, it is important of course to look at what happens after the relocation. And not all initiatives do that. But the EU is not really involved in that, they are involved in trying to connect all the initiatives, improve their coordination and improve the flow of information. But the EU as such has no such initiative. Except that, I was invited to a conference in November of the Sakharov Prize winners network in Strasbourg and in their final declaration they said that they would like to open a shelter in Strasbourg or Brussels to host defenders at risk under the umbrella of the Sakharov Prize Network. Which is good, so I am going to follow up on that. It won't be an EU shelter but it would be one of the Sakharov Prize Network supported by the European Parliament etc. And that is something I have lobbied for as well at the Council of Europe level; they could open a shelter in Strasbourg in partnership with the University which has flats, they have students and so maybe there are some rooms available that could be used for hosting HRD.

O: Would you say that you can meet all the demands of defenders who approach you or is there a lack of resources to respond to them?
A: Well we are a very small organisation. There are less than 30 people working with Front Line Defenders. I mean there are many many defenders we don't know and who don't know us. So it's a growing network...

O: But the ones that are approaching you?
A: Well, we do our best of course. What we don't do, we don't do accompaniment because we have no one in the field like PBI for instance. We try to meet all their needs but we don't support people looking for asylum or we don't pay for advocacy visits for instance. There can be advocacy visits to Brussels but not if they want to go to Geneva for the UPR process or for advocacy, we are not going to pay for that because our action is exclusively devoted to security and protection. But you can say of course 'yes, but advocating in Geneva might be a way to get some protection'. Yeah, but the link is too vague, too loose. It is really about protection and security. I mean, this is always a challenge. When we take action and the security level is not good enough or if they are trained but sometimes they forget very easily; I met a guy from Syria two years ago I think and he had followed the course on digital security and he told me that his e-mail account had been hacked and I said 'oh, have you changed your password', 'no, I am still using the same password for ages', and I said 'yes but you have to change your password'. So when people are trained, that does not mean they will act on that basis. So that's an issue. I think, when it comes back to digital security, how to use mobile phones, I think most of the time it is not the devices or the techniques or the software involved in the security breach, it's human behaviours. It is just about human behaviours. If you don't change human behaviours, you can do whatever you want, they will still be at risk because of their own behaviours. It's a human thing, you have to deal with that. We also do some stress-management techniques courses in the context of our personal security training; we also try to teach them a few techniques to relax or at least to be conscious of the fact that they are stressed. So we ask them to fill in a questionnaire about 'how many hours do you sleep', 'how much time do you devote to your family' etc. And often they really can't reply. Because many are completely into the human rights work and they forget the rest including themselves and their relatives. It is not just about security, physical security, I mean it's good but your health, your psychological security... and people are sometimes so stressed that they may do...
stupid things. Because they have completely forgotten the basics in terms of security. So we have to take that into account as well.

O: If you would have the chance, which aspects of EU support, human rights support, would you improve?
A: Well, political will. First of all the lack of political will. And also, there is a gap between human rights people and people dealing with trade, public relations etc. - including in the EU Delegations. And also the gap between the different aspects of the EU policy. And also training; despite the fact that it has been a long time that we try to push for that, we still depend a lot on personal dedication of the EU staff. They may have a really good Delegation or people in the field or people here in the institutions, you know, very convinced that they need to take action, to take care of human rights, not just for the sake of the beauty of showing yourself, a nice European Union...And the Arab Spring was a good example that showed the previous lack of political will to speak about human rights in Tunisia. And once Ben Ali left, other people came, like the US etc. because the EU was just voiceless before. I think even for their own interests, including economic interests, they should listen to HRD and protect HRD that may become later the key figures in any new regimes. So I think, sometimes you can rely on some really dedicated people but then when they leave you may face someone else who does not care, even if they are Human Rights Focal Point Officials. In the past I met people who really did not care and they expressed that openly; 'but I am just here to do that and I am not going to do that'. The worst e-mail I have ever received is that 'please delete me from your e-mail list because I am going to be retired. I am not going to take action on that. And in six months I am going to be retired so don't bother me with your e-mails'.

O: And do you have the impression that within the EU human rights section - even if there are different departments where people deal with human rights - is the communication between Bruxelles, the Delegations, is it working?
A: You mean in the External Action Service?
O: The Commission, the External Action Service...
A: Let's say it like that. I think the relationship between the European Commission and the External Action Service could be improved, to say it diplomatically. I think they work together, they organise events together, they have to work together also because in the field you have the cooperation section and the political section, they should work together. Sometimes I think the European Commission people, including in the Delegations, they too often think about money. So when we ask them, let's say we have a Human Rights Focal Point in the Delegation who is actually in the cooperation section, when we contact them they may talk just about money, providing money. And it's not wrong because that is the cooperation section. But most of the time what the HRD need is not money, it's just political support, it's a statement, it's something public. You know, it's just a question of mindsets; if you work for the Commission you speak about money. You know that there is a political aspect but your problem is to spend money. And on the EEAS side, they don't have access to the money, so they don't have much influence because it is a separate institution, they don't have a say in the funding of projects. So, there is a kind of fight between funding support and political aspects. And then they criticise each other for not taking action properly.
O: And with regard to the political support, do you think that Ashton or the post of the High Representative has had leverage to the EU action?
A: That's a big question because it depends on the country. With Russia definitely not but with other countries maybe because they are more dependent on the EU funding, the EU support and that of Member States. Because in many countries the influence of one Member State is far more important... In Bahrain the UK is stronger than the EU as the EU is not there, it's a question of relations etc. So it is really difficult, it is kind of a machinery a bit and the External Action Service is still a relatively weak institution. And still, some embassies have strong interests. They go to meetings but at the end of the day they do what they want to do. That is why we don't want to focus exclusively on the EU, the EEAS and the EU Delegations, we still want to keep contacts with Ministries, mainly through the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, and their embassies. We still raise cases with France, Belgium, UK etc. Because the EU is made up of Member States. it's not a federal state.

O: The last question, would you consider Edward Snowden a HRD in need of protection?
A: That's a difficult question. Not so far. Like Julian Assange, not so far. But the issue of whistleblowers was raised recently in a meeting in the OSCE because they are drafting Guidelines on the protection of HRD and whistleblowers is in the text. But it's a bit tricky. We have not raised the case so far. And also, I think the duty of an organisation like Front Line Defenders is really to focus on less known, remote defenders who have no access. I mean, if we start working exclusively or campaigning for Snowden, Assange etc., we could do but many others are doing. So what's the point except adding our voice but our credibility is based on our practical work for local HRD at risk because they face attacks, death threats etc. I mean Snowden is now in Russia, I mean, okay, Assange is in the UK in an embassy... So it's not really our mandate, our aim to support... But we may reconsider that, I think, we are going to discuss the Strategic Plan and probably this will be on the agenda; if we do something for whistle-blowers. We do that for people fighting corruption for instance. But when it comes to so famous people like that, no, we have not taken a decision on that. Or the decision we have taken is not to work on these cases.

O: But do you think that he would have realistic chances if he would apply directly to the EU for support?
A: I don't think so. It is too tricky. I know that the Greens have proposed Snowden for the Sakharov Prize and now for the Nobel Peace Prize. It is more a campaign... they know they won't be successful I guess. Maybe with the Nobel Prize, you never know, I mean they gave the Nobel Peace Prize to Obama... and the US army is still in Afghanistan, Guantanamo is still open...

O: Thank you very much.
O: Since when would you say, in practice, is your organisation also dealing more with the online sphere?

P: This is complicated to say. I cannot give a precise answer but we have opened an Internet desk. And we were really the first organisation, among those dealing especially with press issues like CPJ etc., we were the first one to open a desk dedicated to the Internet and this was more than 15 years ago. So at that time we were already, I mean we were not aware that this would reach this level, but we were already advocating for online journalists, bloggers and so on. So, let's say for more than 15 years. Regarding the issue of protection not just of your private life but protection of your communication – and it's more than the Internet, it's also your mobile phones, it's also everything that touches the ways that you are using the electronics today –, I would say since six, seven years when we started to have a project over shelter, physical shelter, that we opened in our office. We opened in the office a real shelter, a place with computers, with different kind of networks, of providers. People were coming to our office, trying to explain or trying to get connected, so we were trying to use the first VPN and so on. And also this technology of PGP, I remember we lobbied for PGP a long ago because you know that the creator of PGP has been accused of arms traffic when the has published the first PGP-software on the web. So, it was already in the history but six or seven years ago we started with the physical shelter based in our headquarter in Paris.

And after that we pushed for a what we call the new media desk which was running the worldwide issues. Because we are working with researchers dedicated to countries, Asia and America and so on, and then we said for Internet this is a nonsense. So there was the creation of the desk dedicated to Internet issues taking care about the bloggers while the researchers were taking care about the journalists. But this was crossing every day so we decided to...and that is why we changed also one word in our logo which was important; we used to be Reporters Without Borders for Freedom of the Press and then we said Reporters Without Borders for Freedom of Information. Which was just one world which was related to the topics that we were following because we have more bloggers in jail today than journalists. So we started to be connected to that. And we started to, especially in 2008 for the Olympic Games, we were making this big campaign we had...And then we realised that mainly journalists coming from the EU but also from those countries where they were not used to the technology that they could use...they were using the computer just as for their everyday work and that's it. So we realised that we had to do something more dedicated to professional journalists. I don't speak about general human rights activists and so on, because they sometimes know the situation better than we do. But most of the time the only protection they had was a password which was easy like that and as every journalist you have all your life on your computer...So, there was a necessity for trainings, there was a necessity to raising
these points in the school of journalism, mainly speaking to the journalists in the local areas. And then we pushed for projects for liberty on the net and we had some support coming from Paris.

And then we had the opportunity to win a tender from the EU and we had a project about cyber-censorship. It has a website which is not related to the website of Reporters Without Borders because the website dedicated to the project had to be far more protected and so on, you have the question of data protection, of VPN, of public VPN, encryption. And the big question, as usual, how can you translate that. Because having the technology is something good for the people who understanding it, as long as you understand it very well but if you don't, okay....

O: This project was funded under the EIDHR?
P: Yeah.

O: Under the restricted Call for Proposals for HRD?
P: Yeah. It was an open call and we proposed that. I don't know if other organisations proposed that but at that time there were not many organisations taking care about this. And so we were so clever to propose that, so we were lucky to win. Truly speaking, the project at that time was really positive and meeting the issues especially for the question of hosting content that had been censored. And the fact is that, because it is a nonsense to host this content if you don't give access to the people. It is a nonsense to host content that has been censored in Vietnam if the Vietnamese don't have access to this. Okay, something positive but I mean the only positive things that you need to do, if you do a project like that, is that you need to provide the Vietnamese access to the information. Otherwise, okay, you are fighting censorship but – excuse my language – no one is giving a shit in the EU but plenty of people give a shit in Vietnam. So, you need to use this technology to provide access to the people which are in the country. That was the key issue of the project; hosting, giving access, sometimes trainings and providing updates on the technologies. And we don't need to invent this technology, we just need to give it to more people, from a technical point of view and from an, I would say, advocacy point of view.

O: Do you also provide grants to journalists and bloggers?
P: Yes. We provide financial grants to those people or NGOs. Sometimes they need financial material support, medical support, technical support, in this particular area. You need to reorganise trainings in some countries; that helps the people to go back to those countries and make their own trainings after. In principle you teach someone that will teach someone and you reach more and more people. And once more the big key issue each time is what kind of language are you using. And once more the big question is also with this technology, are those people able to provide for updates. Because it is a nonsense to use this if you don't make the updates as well. Truly speaking it's a nonsense. So this is a big topic. Okay we provide people this technology but are they able to...Truly speaking in some countries we don't talk about this...Iran, yes, Syria, yes, Egypt, obviously...but in some countries I mean, in Cuba for a long time it was a nonsense because the speed of the Internet was...And once more, you need to consider how many people you are touching through this technology. The Arab spring was a revolution 2.0, true, but at the same time so many people are still using...I disagree regularly with that the revolution of the Arab Spring...People were just angry. They had no job and so on. So it was people who went on the street and then, okay, the young generation was using Facebook and
true, it has changed many things, but the main issue was not Facebook creating a revolution, no, really not.

O: And do you also provide still shelter programmes for journalists who need to be relocated?
P: Yes but before it was also funded by the European Commission through the EIDHR but it was not just for those activists. We were providing a large programme of shelter, we were trying to find a solution for the visa issues. We are trying also to provide small grants, the amount depending on the situation.

O: Was it within the framework of a global Call for Proposals?
P: Yes it was. We had it before the EIDHR. We proposed and the EIDHR gave us the opportunity to extend this to another level. And after, when we lost the project, we had the opportunity to continue with other fundings. So we kept the assistance. For example, I remember when we created Reporters Without Borders in 1990, we had already a SOS-line which was a hotline, a telephone line obviously – at that time Internet was not created – and this line is still open today, 24 hours a day and seven days. But obviously today with the Internet we receive more appeals by Facebook or whatever than we receive by telephone, which is a pity in some cases. We provide people with a practical guide for journalists that gives plenty of skills; you go to Iraq, you go to Syria, please read this before. We are providing them with instruments, for all the private journalists I would say; not the ones that are working for big media, because they get their instruments from their media but I would say more than 80% of those people are freelancers. And so we are providing them with instruments which give them a very high level of protection. Even in war areas.

O: And with regard to financial support of the EIDHR, are there any problems or practical challenges?
P: Truly speaking, I know that in some cases we can complain about the EU but, truly speaking, we cannot complain about this instrument. The EIDHR wants you to be the most effective you can. And obviously, because it is a development instrument, they want you to help on the local level as much as you can. Which I as an EU citizen fully support. Truly speaking, from the instrument and from the way that all those people who followed the EIDHR from the very beginning - because we were one of the first NGOs that were funded by the EIDHR; still today, I cannot remember that the Commission was saying you should do this, this, this, this. No. They are asking, which is quite normal, to clearly report on financing, clearly narrative on what you can do, they accept the level of confidentiality you should provide because in some cases and this is part of the rules, of the game of the EIDHR and they know it perfectly well, they accept it. So, true that the fact that you have an office in Bruxelles helps sometimes as well; you can go to see those people that are working on this area, you need them, and it is easy to explain directly instead of...if you look at the EIDHR, if someone makes an appeal, okay, very fine, but it is not that easy to go through Delegations, trying to explain - sometimes the Delegation is not aware of the programme and so on and so on. So, it is not easy. You realise that 50% of the budget goes to the big five. And for the rest, you will see.

O: With regard to freedom of expression, freedom of expression online, who are the big five?
P: There are not that many NGOs that could do it. First of all because of the programme and the way they want to do it. For example providing a public VPN; you
need access to everybody including...well I don't want to say terrorists but maybe why not. If you provide a public VPN you also take this risk as well. So, Reporters Without Borders is doing this, Front Line is doing this. And after, everybody started with their own project. CPJ for example is providing some stuff like that but they don't receive public money so they cannot appeal through these programmes. So you need to find private sectors helping you on this matter. Which is not bad or not good but you need to convince private sector to be involved in that. But at the same time if you lobby for the private sector not to export this technology then it is quite complicated to find a support coming from them. Which makes sense, I mean, you cannot fight people and then after ask them to support you financially. It is part of the game as well. You have got also plenty of other NGOs that have been created on this special topic. And truly speaking, because it is technical, it is a technical war. I mean I am sure that in five or ten years Reporters Without Borders will have more technicians than researchers. Because you will have to have the support of people that know how to fight this on the web and this is purely technical. We can lobby, we can do research and argue but as long as you are not able to use this technology...and I am sure that in ten years we will have more hackers in our office than we will have researchers. We should.

O: And from your personal perspective, do you think it is legitimate to criticise that the EU is mainly or only supporting people who follow a, let's say 'Western' ideology?
P: I know it is a big debate within the NGOs but truly speaking I don't give a shit about that. I just consider one thing which is very important...I think, still today, I consider it a right of everybody – whatever is the country, whatever is the technology – to send a letter without being spied for that, controlled for that and stuff like that. So, when the EU is supporting this, first of all they are supporting the rights of EU citizens. I think it is the first thing, supporting 500 millions of EU citizens, we have 28 Member States, we are fighting for those ones and this is represented through some topics,; we have plenty of programmes in Bulgaria and so on, so people inside the EU - which is not the case for the EIDHR. And after, obviously, once more, it is not a question that we have borders. We want to do something on the Internet, we don't have borders. So, I don't know if the values are coming from the US, or the EU or from whoever, but the thing that I know is that fighting this on the Internet is by definition without borders and something that you need to fight on the global network. Let's not forget that the Internet has been created by the army which makes us very powerful with that. So sometimes we can applaud the army for what they are doing – at least I applaud the army for what they are doing for the Internet. And at the same time, fighting this is a nonsense when you want to get back ten or twenty years ago. And if you want to do this, not you but if someone wants to do this, please try. But you cannot say that the Internet is the global village and we are sharing info and at the same time saying that 'yes but because of my local values, because of my local situation, because of my local approach, I consider that part of the Internet should not be connected to my country'. So then what? And if you consider this, you will have two different Internets in the US and in the EU. Because we are not sharing the same value regarding freedom of expression. And we will get back to the ancient value of the past time and you will have Intranet EU, Intranet US, Intranet Asia, Intranet Middle East. And then sometimes they will be connected, depending on the topic. Okay, we can get back to this but as long as you are saying it; if the EU wants this, please, say it, we will discuss it. I am not opposed nor for it. I have my opinion but it is
my opinion. If they want to get back to this... We are not talking about Internet, we are talking of some Intranet connected sometimes depending on the local station. And it is not a question of... Human rights should not be considered as an EU occidental value. And it is not the responsibility just for the journalist, freedom of information, providing information, sharing information; it is the right that you have, that all those people have, and it is not that as I am with Reporters Without Borders that I am more legitimised to use this right than you. It is just a question unmanaged to be paid for that. And I manage to live from that. Which was a hard work but I mean, it is open to everybody, you can create a competition with us, it is open. But at the same time, the question of 'oh yes but in my country this part of information should not be accessable'... Okay, maybe, in some cases to protect children, I have children, I know that I don't want him to have access to pedophilia websites but at the same time I am not ready to have this legislation restricting it. No, I will have to teach him that some websites are not... Like the way your father and mother used to teach you 'don't touch this'. It is the same stuff you obviously need to take care of sometimes. And people don't want to so they expect the government to take care and after they complain that the government has not taken care about this and after, 'ah, they are spying us'; guys, choose your way, okay? If you want that you don't have access to this, okay, meaning that we need to organise a censorship. With all these technical issues, don't complain afterwards. I know it is not that easy. But once more, it is a question of being logical. Truly speaking, I hate the Internet. Truly speaking, I started my work without Internet and I had to get back to the Internet and what it has created in my own life is a volume of e-mails and spending my time answering e-mails; I don't work anymore, I am not producing anymore, I receive plenty of information and requests that I don't give a shit. Oh yes, I have access to information but I don't have the time to read it. So, truly speaking, the added value in some cases is a bit... Yeah, maybe. And in some countries, truly speaking, yes. But at the same time... Yes you can say it is a revolution, yes I have access, but I don't have the time to read my books I would like to read and it's for my professional skills not for my pleasure and I don't have the time to do so. So yes, maybe I have access to everything, maybe I need to encrypt my e-mails because I am sending some information dedicated to my private life. But at the same time no one forces you to have Facebook and to show your house on it. Now you put pictures of drunk people on Facebook and afterwards you request Facebook to be responsible, 'you should delete it because I now search for a new work'. Okay, you chose to put your life on a public platform... So that raises plenty of questions. In some countries I understand the point that this is quite important because it is really a way of fighting, it is really a way of changing the society to have the right to choose your way. To have your own rights to choose the way you want. As long as this technology gives you the opportunity to do so, why not. But at the same time it has opened plenty of questions regarding for example the question of anonymity. Not Anonymous as organisation but being anonymous on the Internet. In plenty of countries, I fully agree because you risk plenty of stuff. In my country, in Bruxelles, being anonymous to give comments on the website: no, why? I used to live in a society where when you wanted to publish something in the newspaper you had to provide your name and the city in which you were and then you were able to publish a comment in the newspaper. And everybody agreed with that. And now with the Internet; 'no, I need to be 456. What kind of society are we going to be? And afterwards you say 'look at the level of
extrem right on the net’. Yes, everybody is anonymous so you can say everything you want. Freedom of expression. And I will fight for that.

O: To me it seems a bit like if there is a bit of an inconsistency between EU action with regard to external relations and EU action within the EU. For example when it comes also to the support of HRD who engage online and they try to provide some help or shelter, it is sometimes very difficult to find a solution within the EU. Sometimes it seems as if you have to switch to third countries because there is no political will in the EU...

P: You see, the very big picture of that is Snowden. It is not because of Snowden but the EU was ...as powerful as they are pushing for that... none of any 28 Member States wanted to give asylum to Snowden. What happened, Russia decided to do so. But the image of the EU, saying 'yes we are supporting blablabla' and at the same time the one that has shown to the EU that they are spying you – which was not a discovery truly speaking and I suppose we are spying them; it's a war, it's an economic war...but at the same time we were not supporting a guy which was a US citizen...We are supporting bloggers and people worldwide but not this man who needs asylum in the EU for what he has done for the public interest. Please provide him with a visa. None of any 28 Members has done so. And now he is in Russia. Yes you can complain about Russia which is deadly true but at the same time they provide access for Snowden. And we have the responsible of WikiLeaks which has to live in an embassy in the UK. So what you say is true. We can push for it but at the same time we need to be consistent. We are selling the technology to some countries and they are using our technology to do so. And sometimes the EU requested to the providers to provide this technology, to sell this material, not to Iran but first of all to EU countries. The EU wants the backdoor on the services. Which makes sense. You cannot at the same time ask the EU to fight corruption, fight organised crime, fight terrorism if they don't have the opportunity to make a war also. It has become a war and when it is a war, you have to have weapons. We have weapons, they have weapons. It is definitely a war. And everybody wants to consider Internet an area which is worldwide and pacific. I would like to, yes, but it is not any more that. And it has never been that anyway but it is not anymore that. And obviously in this big area we definitely as an NGO are focussing on those topics. Because we are the only one who could do it. For the benefit of EU citizens, for the benefit of each citizen, not EU, not US, but the benefit of each citizen. But, truly speaking, how many citizens are really, really, really involved in that? Really aware about that and really wanting to encrypt your emails? I send a mail to my mother and I need to encrypt it for my private life? Shall I? Yes you should. But you need to change so many things. I travelled nine months from Paris to Bruxelles and you see so many people that are complaining about the fact that we are spied and people are explaining you their entire life on the mobile phone for one hour and say 'I told you that but it is fully confidential'. Thank you very much. And at the same time they complain about 'oh, the state is spying us'. Start with being a bit logical. If you need to protect something, please protect it. And if you want really to protect something, please do not put it on the Internet. And it is not an obligation. Still today you can do plenty of stuff without mobile phones and without the Internet. But it is true that it should be a right. Sure, at the moment, it should be a right. We should not have any weapons. For the moment, there are weapons. In a country like the US, one person out of two gets a weapon. So, yes, maybe one day. So, see it as a fact and let's take
care about this. Yes, true, we need to continue to push for that, we need to continue to help HRD with this issue of protecting. And maybe they will still be one step behind the police. Which according to me is not true for the Internet for the moment; I mean, some of them yes, but truly speaking, some are far more clever than any services; but I mean we are speaking about ten people up to how many people?
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11.1 Abstracts

Das Internet hat in den vergangenen Jahren als Medium der Meinungsäußerung und als Raum sozialer Interaktion in vielen Regionen der Welt an Bedeutung gewonnen. Im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Medien, weist das Internet eine Vielzahl an Besonderheiten auf. Es ermöglicht die einfache und grenzüberschreitende Verbreitung von Information sowie Meinungen anderer NutzerInnen rasch und öffentlich zu kommentieren. Mediale und gesellschaftliche Aufmerksamkeit erlangte das Internet zudem im Zusammenhang mit zivilgesellschaftlichen Bewegungen in Tunesien, im Iran und in Ägypten, wo AktivistInnen online agierten, um Information auszutauschen, die Öffentlichkeit zu informieren und sich zu vernetzen. Aber auch in vielen anderen Ländern wird das Internet genutzt, um erfahrenes Unrecht zu teilen oder Regierungspraktiken in Frage zu stellen. Meinungsfreiheit im Internet wird jedoch vielerorts eingeschränkt oder verletzt.

Freedom of opinion and expression is the right to hold opinions, to change them, to express oneself, to seek and receive information and ideas of others, and to communicate without interference and by any means or tools. It is further an important precondition to claim other human rights and arguably to participate in social life. The right to freedom of expression is enshrined in various international, regional and national human rights treaties and constitutions, including the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. Due to socio-technological developments in the last two decades, the use of new tools and in particular of the Internet has become increasingly important. Therefore, also the battlefield of expressions has shifted partly to the online sphere. At the same time, freedom of expression online is heavily curtailed and violated in various countries around the world.

This thesis discusses the relevance of freedom of expression online in EU foreign policy. It argues that the European Union has politically committed itself to the promotion and protection of human rights such as freedom of expression online and offline in its foreign relations. Moreover, it examines and demonstrates that freedom of expression is a conceptual priority of multiple EU external human rights policies. Furthermore, it will be argued that EU foreign policies on human rights, democracy support and development cooperation are conceptually interrelated with each other. For this reason, operational EU foreign policy instruments which may be used to protect freedom of expression online in third countries in practice are examined. In doing so, a specific EU development cooperation instrument will be further analysed: the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR). In this respect, the examination focuses on the form of support the EU gives individual actors who use the Internet as a tool to express their political opinions and who face intimidations, repression or attacks because of their expressions.

The critical discourse analytical approach according to Jäger is the methodological basis for this thesis. In the course of the analysis, various discourse fragments are examined. These include text genres such as treaty provisions, foreign policy documents, working reports, official declarations and political speeches of EU representatives as well as interviews with EU officials.
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